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TWO I KNEW: THE BROTHERS FIELDING
By Max S. Lale
Both were Princeton graduates. Both were redlegs I knew at the field
artillery school at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Both are now deceased. One died
while earning the Distinguished SeJVice Cross in the Pacific Theater. The
other worked for me while I was plans and training officer in the 261't Field
Artil1ery Battalion in Texas. Later, he died while enjoying life in his villa on
Majorca after earning an international reputation with annual editions of his
books on travel in Europe.
Their names were Temple and Dodge Fielding. Temple, the older, was a
captain, and Dodge was a first lieutenant. Temple was married, Dodge was
unmarried. Temple was a published writer of whom I was a bit in awe. Dodge
was a brilliant intellect with an engaging manner.
I first knew both brothers (Temple also later) while I was an instructor in
gunnery at the school. My late wife Georgiana also knew Nancy, Temple's
wife, who also was his literary agent.
Both Temple and Nancy occasionally had dinner at the hotel in Lawton,
then a much smaller city than now. We also had dinner from time to time at
the same hotel, though never, as I recall, at the same time.
It added an element of intrigue to an otherwise inelegant dining room that
a rumor had it the owner was a former cook for General John Pershing while
both served on the Mexican border in 1916. Georgiana recounted that occasionally she encountered Nancy, a New Yorker with a tlair for head scarves
and other up-scale east coast attire, while shopping in the Lawton stores.

My vivid memory of Dodge Fielding arises from a classroom incident at
the old Snow Hall at Fort Sill, not the new, modem teaching and museum
facility on the post. The old Snow Hall was a venerable red brick building
located on the east end of what used to be a parade ground, Now there is only
a plinth to mark its location. It had, in addition to the school headquarters and
classrooms, a barbershop and a small library where I first read an obscure
French officer's text on mobile warfare. This was a future prime minister
named Charles de Gaulle.
While I was teaching gunnery to officer candidates in the hasty cantonment area of the post built to accommodate expanding activities soon after
World War II began, an instructor in the basic officer course at Snow Hall
became ill. I was detailed to take his place. The courses were quite similar, so
this posed no immediate problems.
Prepared with my lesson plan and a roster of the students, I presented
myself on a Monday morning, prepared to enjoy the permanent accommodations. These included an office I shared with another instructor instead of the
bullpen to which I was accustomed. What followed was an embarrassment to
Max S. lAle i.~ a former president of the Easr Texa..~ Historical Association and the Texns Scale
Historical Association. He lives in Marshall and Fort Worth, Texas.
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both Lieutenant Fielding and me.

In the time-honored Anny academic custom, I began my new duties by
lecturing briefly, then sending the class to chalk boards for a problem I then
announced. As the students indicated they had written their answers by turning once again to face the instructor, I glanced at my roster to choose a name.
I knew nothing of the students, of course, and when I chose Lieutenant
Fielding a bolt of electricity seemed to fill the room.
To discover what had happened, I swept the faces before me and found
one struggling to speak. I did not know that Lieutenant Fielding stuttered, particulary under pressure, though every officer in the class knew this. The electricity in the air was for Lieutenant Fielding, who by ill luck had been chosen
randomly, and I like to think also for me as the instigator of his embarrdSsment.
In the three-and-one-half weeks remaining in the gunnery cycle before I
handed off the class to another cycle of instruction, I came to know this student well. I discovered that his answers were almost always correct. His IOglc
was impeccable. At ease, his stutter was hardly detectable.
After my experience with this class, I never saw Dodge Fielding again.
His brother Temple told me of his death while fighting in the Pacific. This is
the story told to me. As the survey officer in his battalion, Dodge was given a
daunting assignment. His task was to establish a baseline for triangulating
date to use in calculating unobserved firing data.
The only pos~ibility for doing this involved transiting small islands in a
small boat. It was during this operation that Dodge was killed, whether by
artillery or rifle fire, or by Japanese fighter plane or submarine, I do not know.
J hope artilleryman Temple gave me correct information about the death of his
artilleryman brother.
Although I have known several Medal of Honor winners and their stories,
none ever was more sympathetic to me than Dodge Fielding's. His award of
the Distinguished Service Cross, next junior to the Medal of Honor, seemed
equally personal and appropriate.
I knew Temple much longer and personally. As my assistant at Camp
Swift, near Austin, we shared an office and worked on the same exigencies
together in 1943 as well as non-duty recreations. However, f would never have
guessed that he was destined to enter Yugoslavia as a partisan commander's
aide or that Georgiana and I would use his annual guides to Europe as our own
assistant after the war. I should note that in a bank lobby years later I discovered a photo spread in Life magazine detailing Temple's life on Majorca.
Truth to tell, I thought Temple was a little flaky, though I did respect the
fact he had been published in Readers' Digest before I knew him. This
accounted for his absence one afternoon when I needed him and could not
find him. It turned out that he had slipped away to visit a K-9 unit in preparation for another magazine story.
Unlike his brother Dodge's stutter, perhaps my own most vivid memory
of Temple arises from a non-duty experience. A New Yorker with a touch of
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dandy about him, Temple planned a battalion officers' party at the Driskill
Hotel in Austin. It was summertime, and naturally Temple turned out for the
party in a summer-weight white unifonIl any dandy would have chosen.
Unfortunately, his white underpants were decorated with large purple polka
dots which showed through perfectly.
Had Nancy heen with him at Camp Swift, perhaps she would have interceded.

The circumstances of Temple 's leaving the 261'1 I have forgotten, if I ever
knew. It may have been that he had asked for a transfer to a less technically
oriented service than the field artillery. It may have been that he was detailed.
It may have been that he had asked earlier for a transfer based on the glamour of a secret assignment.
In any case, I learned later that he had been transferred to the Office of
Strategic Services (OSS), parent of the Central Intelligence Agency, as we
know the function today. As with so many associates during wartime, I lost
touch with him, only to find the connection reestablished after the war ended.
Certainly I had no reason to suppose until afterward that he would end
his ass service in Yugoslavia, assigned to assist the losing faction in a triangular war against the Germans. There was an official war by the government,
such as it was, and there also was a war between rival partisans ostensibly
fighting the same war as the official war.!

An of this I learned piecemeal from correspondence with Temple and
from historical publications which recorded events in this murky conflict.
When he mailed me an autographed copy of his ftrst Fielding Guide to
Europe, he also included a letter, half in apology, half in pride. "] hope you
will find I am a better author than I was an artilleryman," he wrote. 2
I learned also that the circumstances of his wartime experience meant he
could not or would not, prudently or in fear, allow him to reenter Yugoslavia
as he and Nancy did the other countries they visited for their annual updating
of their guide to Europe.
As far as [ know, Temple never set foot within Yugoslavia during the rest
of his lifetime.
The general climate which prevailed in this outpost of World War II has
been described in a military journal. "While the ass invested substantial
effort in supporting the two rival factions fighting the Germans in Yugoslavia.
very little operational activity took place there.
"The Yugoslav resistance consisted of partisans, led by Josip Beoz Tito's
adherents, and the Chetniks under Dragoljub-Draza-Mihailovic."1 Temple
Fielding had been dctailed to the latter, the eventual loser in that strange version of the war against Germany.
A much more detailed version of Fielding's experience appears in a
Texas A&M University Press book by Kirk Ford, Jr. 4 In more than three
pages, Ford writes of "Pcrhaps the most bizarre case arising from Partisan
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efforts to restrict the movement of American officers in Yugoslavia - and a
well-documented one - involved Capt. Temple Fielding with the Huntington
mission, to which he was assigned as morale operations officer."
The "bizarre" experience to which Ford alluded involved individual derring-do on Fielding's part in thwarting an assassination attempt against his life
in Split. Fortunately, Fielding survived the attempt, writing in his journal that
"As far as Yugoslavia and I are concerned, I have had it. I am of no good or
value to anyone here, and it might mean my life, as it nearly did last night, if
I stayed."
And that, no doubt, is the reason he and Nancy never again set foot in the
country. The complete story is almost as if the CIA had removed a curtain
from one of its secret files.
And that. plain to see, is why I consider Temple and Dodge Fielding to
be two of the most interesting people I have ever known.

NOTES
'Perhaps the best exposition of the strange war in Yugoslavia appears in a recent issue of
World

'¥liT

1I. October 2004, "Two Views of Civil War in the Balkans,"

fOT

which two partisan

soldiers who fought on opposite sides were interviewed.

lIn the author's possession.
JWorld War Tl, January 2003. p. 64.

'Kirk Ford, Jr.,

ass and the Yugoslav Resistance.

1943-1945, (College Station. 1992).
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ROMEO M. WILLIAMS:
TUSKEGEE AIRMAN AND CIVIL RIGHTS LAWYER
By Milton H. Williams, III
Most of us live our daily, ordinary lives without eventful ex.periences
taking place. Others face constant challenges that require them to overcome
major obstacles. This paper is about a person who challenged the establishment, and his efforts resulted in a better world for all of us.
Romeo Marcus Williams was born in Marshall, Texas to Milton
Sf. and Josie P, Campbell Williams on June 4, 1919, the second of
three sons. His brothers, Milton, Jr. and Joseph, shared the family home on
Lothrop Street in the Sunny South section of Marshall. The family later
moved to Whetstone Street where the family home still stands. Romeo was a
cheert'ul fellow who others enjoyed being around, and he made friends easily.
His friends found that he was loyal, dependable, and quick to play jokes on
them. Even though he played his jokes on his friends, none of the pranks were
done with an evil spirit.
Wjlliam~,

Romeo finished grade school in 1933 and entered H. B. Pemberton High
School, where he played saxophone in the band and was a member of the
baseball and football teams, Exhibiting superior scholarship and leadership
abilities, he was often left in charge of his classes when teachers needed to be
away for a short while. Whenever he was left in charge. the other students
reminded the teacher to take the strap because they did not want Romeo to be
tempted to administer corporal punishment while the teacher was out. Even
though the other students trusted Romeo, they were unsure what the prankster
with the sleepy, gray eyes would try while the teacher was away.
Romeo and his brothers. enjoyed a fairly comfortable life in Marshall.
Their father and mother owned a funeral home that provided a good income
for the family. There were several automobiles needed in the business, so the
brothers were among the few black youths who had access to a vehicle when
needed. As Romeo Williams' nephew, I remember hearing about the double
dates that the brothers would have in the mortuary's hearse. The hearse wa'i
the vehicle of choice. since the long, flat, enclosed back made it very convenient to relax with a favorite date.
After completing high school, Romeo attended Prairie View A&M
College. But he did not enjoy Prairie View; shonly after his freshman year he
returned home to attend Bishop College. Romeo joined the Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity at Bishop on February 13, 1939, and soon established warm and
longstanding relationships with his fraternity brothers, On May 23, 1941.
Romeo graduated from Bishop with a Bachelor of Science Degree,
My grandfather, Milton, Sr., was a proud and devoted man. He was especially proud of his sons, and he always wanted them to stay in Marshall and
join him in the family business. After graduating from college Romeo did
Milton H. William5, III is the Executive Director of the Marshall Housing Authority and funeral
director for Peoples Funeral Home in Marshall, Texas.
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work at the funeral home for a short period of time, but what took place on
December 7,1941 at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, changed this country and changed
the plans that the Williams' had for their sons.
With America at war, every able-bodied male was drafted into the military. According to custom, most Negroes were conscripted for segregated military units designated for support roles. Some black leaders protested this
treatment and demanded that black troops be given equal opportunity for
training and equal exposure to every aspect of military development. With the
support of Senator Harry S Truman, congress agreed to include black soldiers
in flight training. After much effort, a flight-training program was established
for black soldiers at Tuskegee, Alabama. Even though the country was at war
and there was a need for trained military aviators, there were many powertul
military and civilian leaders who believed that black soldiers could not learn
to fly, and that the Tuskegee experiment would be a failure.
Romeo Wi1liams was the first black East Texas youth to pass the examination for the Anny Air Corps administered at Barksdale, Louisiana. On
December 13, 1942, Romeo entered the military and was sent to Alabama for
flight training, where he became a member of training class 42-K. On
December II, 1943 Romeo graduated, receiving his gold Second Lieutenant
bars and his silver pilot's wings.
Romeo did not have the opportunity to fly in combat, but he did ferry aircraft to different bases throughout the country. On September 15, 1945,
Romeo was discharged from the military. Even though information indicates
that Romeo received flight training at Tuskegee, his discharge papers do not
document this fact, and a fire destroyed the records at the military personnel
center that would have contained additional information on his military service. Visits to Tuskegee University, the Tuskegee Memorial, the U.S. Air Force
Academy, and newspaper clippings saved by my grandmother, provide verification and documentation of Romeo's military experience.
Romeo knew that his accomplishments as an aviator were unique and
extraordinary, and Mrs. Josie Williams was proud of the military contributions
of her three sons. She had a picture of her sons, together, in their respective
military uniforms. Her eldest son, Milton, Jr., wore his Army Air Corps officer dress uniform. Her youngest son, Joseph, was dressed in his Army uniform. Romeo was in his military flight uniform, This picture hung on the wall
in the room where 1 slept. As a young boy, each day I looked at the picture and
wondered how Romeo was able to wear a pilot's uniform. I was confused
because I had never heard of a Negro flying an airplane. It was not until 1 was
in junior high school that I understood how Romeo had earned the right to
wear a pilot's uniform during World War II.
My grandfather was also proud of his sons, but he did not hold any fondness
for the military. Milton, Sr. was always outspoken about military service and, If
he could have had his way, none of his sons would have worn a uniform. This
might have been the reason that none of the brothers spoke about their military
service, and military accomplishments they achieved were seldom mentioned.
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It is easy to understand my grandfather's feelings toward the military. He
and other parents saw their sons' lives placed in harm's way in the service of
a country that would not treat them as citizens. In spite of their sacrifices and
accomplishments, black soldiers who wore the unifonn of the United States
armed forces during World War II were treated worse in America than captured German prisoners of war. Many black soldiers experienced feelings of
anger and frustration when they returned from war to an ungrateful nation.
The frustration and anger only increased when the highly trained Tuskegee
Airmen did not have any hopes of obtaining employment as aviation mechanics or pilots after their discharge. The best employment opportunities that
most of the veterans could expect were as railroad porters.
After Romeo received his discharge from the military on September 15,
1945, he prepared to enter law school. Because there were no law schools in
Texas that would admit Negroes, Romeo enrolled at the law school located at
Lincoln University in Jefferson City, Missouri. He graduated from Lincoln
University on June 6, 1949 and moved to Dallas to practice law with the J.W.
Durham law firm.
During the seven years that Romeo practiced in Dallas. black attorneys
battled frustrations associated with racist attitudes in the legal system. Despite
the growing number of African-American barristers, they were still treated as
second-class lawyers by their colleagues and judges. To address these issues,
C.W. Asberry, L.A. Bedford, C.B. Bunkley, Jr., W.J. Durham, Kenneth F.
Holbert, D.H. Mason, Robert Rlce, L. Clayton River, U. Simpson Tate, J.L.
Turner, Jr. and Romeo Williams met on May 4, 1952 and fonned the
"Barristers' Club." They met monthly and decided, among other things, to use
their organization and the law to battle discrimination.
These lawyers went on to play key roles in dismantling lhe vestiges of
racial discrimination. For instance, Durham served as lead counsel in Smith v.
Allright, in which the United States Supreme Court held that the all-white
Democratic primary in Texas was unconstitutional. Durham also served as
lead counsel in Sweatt v. Painter. in which the Supreme Court held that the
University of Texas' failure to admit Heman Sweatt, an African-American, to
the law school because of his race wa<.; unconstitutional. The pi votal involvement of African-American lawyers in Dallas also impelled the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) to locate its
southwest regional office in Dallas early in the 1950's. In 1955, still working
to bring racial equality to Dallas, the Durham law firm filed a federal lawsuit
on behalf of Albert Bell to integrate the Dallas Independent School District
(DISD). Because of this case, federal courts still retain supervisory jurisdiction over DISD.
The demands of being a junior a<.;sociate with the Durham law firm must
have been tremendous, but Romeo enjoyed an active social life as well.
Shortly after moving to Dallas. he met Edith Arbuckle, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S.D. Arbuckle. After a suitable period of courtship, the two married
on June 10, 1951. The Dallas Call, a local newspaper, carried a story describ-
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ing the wedding, which was petformed at the bride's home with the Rev. A.
R. Nelson officiating. Joseph, Romeo's younger brother, served as the best
man, while Attomeys C.B. Bunkley and J.T. Turner served as ushers. In addition to the wedding acti vities held in Dallas, a reception was held in Marshall
to honor the couple. I remember the wedding. The wedding was held in the
back yard of the Arbuckle home. Although I was only five years old, I thought
it was unusual to have a wedding in the yard. I thought people had to get married in a church. After the Marshall reception, my Uncle Romeo and new Aunt
Edith left for a honeymoon visit to New Orleans. Upon their return, they
stopped in Marshall and shared some crabs with us that they brought from
New Orleans.
For seven years Romeo directed his energies toward the task of winning
numerous clvil rights cases throughout the state. After several gratifying experiences with veteran attorneys, he thought it was time to return to his hometown of Marshall, which was by then ready for an African-American attorney.
So in 1956, Romeo moved from Dallas to Marshall, setting up his office adjacent to the Peoples Funeral Home, which was owned by his parents. AlLhough
his Dallas colleagues expressed encouragement, they also offered to pin a
"Purple Heart" on his chest in anticipation of the wounds he would incur
while trying to establish a law practice in the fonner "Confederate Capital in
exile" - Marshall, Tcxa.;;.
Although Marshall had two African-American colleges, Bishop and
Wiley, located in the community, the city was known as one of the most socially segregated towns in Texas. The colleges were the mainstays of the black
community and lhey both produced some of the most influencial black leaders
and educators in the country. The colleges seemed to sit in the community as
sleeping giants when it came to exerting their influence on local affairs. In
March 1960 the sleeping giants began to awaken from their slumber.
In March 1960. I was a suphomore at Pemberton High School. The
majority of my time in school I stayed with my grandparents. Each morning
my grandfather drove me to school before he went to his office. On this particular day in March, he wanted to leave home early so he could go by his
office at the funeral home before he took me to school. Bishop College was
across the street from our funeral home. As we approached the college, I could
see that there were some signs hanging next to the highway on a fence adjacent to the boy's dormitory. As we got closer, I could read the signs. They read
"Freedom Now" and other related civil rights slogans. I was very excited to
see the signs and began to ask questions. My grandfather seemed unsurprised.
We ~topped at the office and my grandfather, my dad, and my Uncle Romeo
spoke to one another briefly; then, my grandfather took me to schooL As we
proceeded to Pemberton, we followed an unusual route that took us past
Wiley College. As we approached Wiley, I could see that there were also
"Freedom" signs located on its campu&. Although I did not appreciate the full
impact of what was taking place, 1 knew that there were some changes blowing in the wind.
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During March and April, the Marshall News Messenger was full of stories concerning the civil rights acti vities. A headline on March 27, 1960 read
"Sit-ins Staged Here." The sub-headline stated "Negroes Make Three Visits to
Counters." The story said that Wiley and Bishop students had attempted to be
served at F. W. Woolworth and the bus station lunch counters. After the students were refused service, the lunch counters were closed and the students
departed peacefully.
Another headline read "Marshall Nonnal, Protests Quieted," and "Hose
Used on Negroes:' and "Demonstration Staged at Wiley." According to this
story, between 150 and 175 students had demonstrated on the Wiley campus
before marching to the courthouse. At the courthouse, firemen used water
hoses to disperse the students. Fifty-seven students were arrested on charges
of unlawful assembly, but all were soon released on their own recognizance.
The story continued:
Romeo Williams, a Negro attorney here. who told city and county officials Wednesday he had helped to organize the demonstrations said some
assistance in providing bonds and fines will be provided by the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People but that he did not
know the extent to which assistance will be given. Williams indicated additional demonstrations are planned.
Many members of the black community signed property bonds to bail the
students out of jail. One black businessman told me that Romeo brought him
a bond to sign and that he signed it without reading or questioning. Although
the students were the participants in the demonstration, the black community
was there to support the students' actions.
The legal cases continued at intervals for weeks, then dragged on over
the summer months. Many students left Marshall and returned to their homes,
only to be summoned back later for trials at inopportune times. These trials
were reportedly more harassing than forthright; the students and their counselors would appear as requested in the morning only to hear that the trials had
been delayed until the afternoon. This went on for several days with little
being accomplished. This inactivity led up to the most eventful day of the
summer of 1960.
On August 16, 1960, I awoke in Houston and prepared to return to
Marshall with my mother, an aunt, and a friend. As we headed north along
Highway 59, through one small town after another, we saw a number of signs
that had been put up by local businesses. Most of these signs indicated that the
businesses had facilities for "whites only." One sign that r remember well at
a service station indicated that the establishment only sold gasoline to whites.
Due to the hostile signs, African Americans had to be careful in planning trips.
Several service stations were willing to sell us gasoline, but the attendant indicated that we could not use the rest rooms. When they told us this, we continued along until we could find a more accommodating location.
Upon arriving in Marshall, my mother and I dropped off our companions
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and proceeded home. When we got home, my grandfather met us at the car
and told us that something had happened to Romeo at the railroad crossing on
Evans Street. He said that I should take the ambulance. [ drove the ambulance
to the crossing and recognized Romeo's car, which had been hit by a switch
engine. I got out of the ambulance and went closer until I could see his body,
which had been thrown out of his car alongside the tracks. Although I was
only a fourteen-year-old boy, I can still remember how I wanted to deny what
I saw. I was overcome with emotion, and others at the scene took responsibility for removing Romeo's body to the funeral home.
Later, I discovered that the accident had occurred while Romeo and two
students, both of whom had returned to Marshall for the sit-in trials, were
coming from the courthouse. One of the students, Mattie Mae Etta Johnson,
was also killed. The other, Bernice Halley, was critically and permanently
injured.
Romeo's funeral was held on August 20, ]960 at the New Bethel Baptist
Church. The crowd overtlowed out of the church and many sat outside and listened to the service. Many attorneys, Omega Psi Phi fraternity brothers, and
Wiley and Bishop representatives attended. The following are excerpts from
some of the remarks made during the funeral service. According to Milton K.
Curry, president of Bishop College,
If Attorney Williams had not been aligned with the legal forces
defending these young people, he would not have had an occasion to offer
the hospitality which resulted in the train of events that have brought him
and us to this hour. Yet, who would dare to say that even if he had not been
so employed, his natural bent toward equality and human dignity would
have still linked his with this Holy crusade to win a new day for democracy and for our Christian faith! For he had been reared in a Christian family and exposed to teaching faculty and administration at Bishop College
committed to the complete implementation of the Christian democratic
ideal. And therefore, it would not be thought strange by those who knew
him and who knew his background that he should yearn for freedom, nor
that he should espouse the cause of human dignity.
The response he made to the challenge was well encompassed in the
character role he long since chosen for himself. The great use of life is to
spend it for something which will outlast it. Attorney Williams won immortality by associating himself with this struggle for freedom, equality, and
human dignity.
May we be haunted by the scene of his sudden parting until we rise up
in the strength of a vision splendid to remove every vestige of segregation
based on race, creed, or color!

The Reverend J. Rollins, pastor of the New Bethel Baptist Church, said that
I recall nights, momings and noon hours of sitting in the Fellowship
Hall of the Ebenezer Methodist Church when this man gave himself... If
someone was needed at the jail to sign bonds, or to be confronted with inhuman acts and statements that were intended to dampen, if not kill, the spirit
of people, Romeo was one who worked and exposed himself to just that,
while others were enjoying the comforts of home and the fat of his labor. He
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died in the act! This is nol a time for speech making, but a time for acting
that this man shall not have died in vain! God give us more men to !'otand for
what they believe, regardless of consequences!

After the service, Romeo was buried in the family plot at Powder Mill
Cemetery.
Romeo's life and his work as an attorney were affirmed on December 14,
1960, when the Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas reversed and dismissed
the convictions of the sit-in students. And in April 1961 the following recognition was awarded to Romeo posthumously:
Bishop College
Marshall, Texas
Distinguished Service Award
To all to whom these present, may come, Greeting
In Recognition of the distinguished service of

ROMEO MARCUS WILLIAMS
in the area of improving human relations through the achievement
of freedom, equality, and human dignity,

Bishop College makes this Award and proudly presents the Alumni Key
Done at Marshall, Texa& this 14th day April
Founder's Week, 1961
Milton K. Curry, President
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LIONS, LAWYERS AND "LEAD MEN":
ALLAN SHIVERS' EAST TEXAS POLITICAL NETWORK, 1950
By Ricky Floyd Dobbs

In July 1950, Governor Beauford Jester died while traveling by rail from
Austin to Galveston. Jester's sudden death led to Lieutenant Governor Allan
Shivers' ascension. Had Jester departed politics naturally, as planned, in 1950,
it is likely that year would have brought a clash between two East Texas politicians, Shivers and Attorney General Price Daniel. Jester's death changed the
situation dramatically. "I thought I'd not been living right," Daniel recalled
thinking when he heard the news. Shivers became governor and gained the
advantage coming into the 1950 election season. That did not mean that
Shivers had a free ride into a term of his own. Opposition appeared likely,
most dangerously from politicians on his right. While Daniel had lost his
enthusiasm for the race, Railroad Commissioner Olin Culberson planned to
challenge Shivers' conservative credentials. Rumors even bubbled about a
possible comeback by fanner governor and U.S. Senator W. Lee "Pappy"
Q'Daniel. Liberal opposition might also emerge. I
Shivers had only run two statewide races, both for lieutenant governor. In
1946, he prevailed over a crowded field and survived a run·off. Two years
later, he encountered negligible opposition. However, he faced potential problems in winning the governor's mansion in his own right. During the 1949
legislative session, then-Lieutenant Governor Shivers alienated many with his
heavy-handed management of the state senate. The 1949 session passed needed, but expensive, reforms in education, but also a controversial pet project of
Shivers': four-year status for Beaumont's Lamar College. This caused him
trouble with some state conservatives. The costly 1949 session, coupled with
falling state revenues, meant that Governor Allan Shivers would have to call
a special session in 1950 that could lead {Q draconian cuts in state spending or
an unpopular tax increase. Complicating the political situation further, Shivers
had only held statewide office for two-and-one-half years, and he lacked a
strong statewide political organization. Even a.o;; he contemplated remedies for
his other concerns, the governor moved to strengthen his political network. 2
Late in 1949, Shivers hired Jake Pickle, an Austin public relations consultant. Pickle's assignment was to wander the state, assess the political situ-

ation, and lay the groundwork for a 1950 racc. Campaigning in the era before
television demanded a lot of legwork for statewide candidates. Most traveled
from one county seat town to another, addressing courthouse crowds, shaking
hands, and listening to voters. In smaller towns, a politician might amble
along main streets and visit places of business. The effectiveness of this direct
and personal style of politics depended upon a network of "lead men" to
drum-up a crowd, supply political intelligcnce, and canvass the area in the
candidate's absence. Politicians with money, like Shivers, hired professionals
to create these networks for them. Pickle brought to his task a wealth of politRicky Floyd Dobbs is an Assistant Professor of History at Texa,t A&M University-Commerce,
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ical experience and familiarity with the state. He had been student body president of the University of Texas. He had done administrative work for Lyndon
Johnson's National Youth Administration and had served Johnson's political
campaigns, most notably in 1941 and 1948. 3
Pickle provided detailed reports on his travels, contacts and local political situations. One of the areas that he organized intensively was East Texas,
a region that Shivers considered home and one that would be critical to his
election. Pickle built Shivers organizations in fifteen East Texas counties. His
work offers insight onto the nature of one-party politics, campaigns beiore the
age of television, the changing nature of Texas society, and the political ideology and priorities of Allan Shivers himself. Eventually, the political network
he organized made Shivers the most politically powerful Texas governor ever.
It propelled him to reelection in 1952 and 1954. Even more astounding, it
assisted him in bringing normally Democratic Texas into line behind
RepUblican Dwight Eisenhower in 1952 and 1956:~
Shivers has been generally recognized as representative of the Texas
Establishment, an elite composed of corporate and industrial leaders, their
lobbyists, their lawyers, bankers, and other aliles. This "loosely knit plutocracy" went beyond the super-rich to include "local commercial potentates" in
smaller towns. While not monolithic, these interest groups and local aristocrats had common interests, friends, and business associates. At thls time,
Texas had an "extremely fluid social structure" that seemed to produce
"wholesale ... new members of the upper economic orders." When coming to
East Texas, Pickle sought out these local elites to build Shivers' organization.
Youth and inexperience were not liabilities so far as he was concerned.
Reputation and availability mattered highly. Family connections and membership in the proper civic organizations also made recruits attractive. All the
while, Pickle had to negotiate small-town political rivalries, avoid alienating
anyone the governor might need later, and try to undo the work of the governor's foes.~
Shivers' public standing was generally strong in 1950. Still, the governor
had potential weaknesses, mainly image problems, which might make the race
difficult. Fifteen years of public service in Austin had some criticizing the
governor as "a .special interest man." Others felt his good looks concealed a
lack of substance. The Baptist Shivers' marriage into a wealthy Catholic family also provoked whispers. However, Pickle most worried about the governor's personality and public perceptions of his wealth. As a "'scotch and soda'
type of governor," he lacked the common touch. H[T]oo stiff, to un-bending,
too good-looking, too much a reserved gentleman," the governor had to work
on his style. All of these concerns surfaced and each county presented its own
challenges and personalities. Collectively, however, they hint at matters of
wider significance.";
In Hunt County various interests differed with, or wanted something
from, the governor. Pickle selected thirty-five year old A&M College graduate Jack Finney of Greenville as lead man. "Jack is a hustler," Pickle enthused
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"and prominently known there." Along with neighboring Collin County, the
governor's scout concluded that Hunt "will stand a lot of working" because of
its sizeable vote. Greenville's two newspapers appeared divided in their loyalties, and one had recently criticized Shivers' failure to increase taxes on natural resource extraction. It appeared likely that the Morning Herald would
offer tepid support for Shivers, while the Banner would offer a "luke-warm
[sic.] endorsement" to Culberson. In Commerce, though Culberson had wellplaced contacts, the outlines of a Shivers group appeared evident East Texas
State Teachers' College dominated the town, and its president, James G. Gee,
"a forceful gentleman," seemed prepared to help. Gee criticized Shivers' drive
to make Lamar College a four-year institution, but insisted "that was water
under the bridge." He offered the college's alumni lists to Shivers' campaign,
while Pickle sewed up the support of civic club and business leaders in town. 7
In February 1950 Kaufman County had already been reconnoitered by
Olin Culberson organizers. Pickle moved quickly to establish a Shivers group
in the coumy seat, Kaufman, and in the largest city, Terrell. In both, Pickle
lined up younger veterans with civic connections. Although departing for law
school in the fall. Floyd Shumpert of Kaufman agreed to head the governor's
campaign there. The outgoing county clerk, Shumpert was twenty-eight and
had lost a foot during World War II. "A good, clean fellow, with no enemies;'
he agreed to serve at least temporarily. In Terrell, Pickle enlisted Charlie Tune,
a "big American Legion man" who also owned a milling company. Tune held
some sway with rural voters because of his traveling grain and feed salesmen.
Among more youthful town voters, thirty-five year old Jaycee John Houston
Payne appeared the best choice. "Most folks consider him rthc] outstanding
young man in town," Pickle explained. s
Anderson County's Shivers network began with attorney John
McDonald. McDonald begged off being "lead man" himself because of his
own campaign for county attorney. After a February meeting with Pickle, the
Palestine lawyer promised at least to draft a list of possibilities. The next
month Pickle selected Johnny Herrington, a teacher turned "insurance man,"
apparently on McDonald's recommendation. Herrington was 'Lnice looking"
and appeared to be about thirty years old. Shivers' Anderson County organizer had "lots of energy" despite being "a relative novice in pol1tics." More
important. the insurance agent represented the "high type in town." Both his
and his wife's families had deep roots in and around Palestine. Respectable
and well connected, Herrington belonged to the Jaycees, the Lions, and the
Chamber of Commerce. In Palestine, as elsewhere, Pickle displayed a remarkable interest in younger, less experienced men to serve the governor. Certainly, this must have coincided with some element of Shivers' instructions.?
Henderson County worried Pickle. He had enlisted Rupert Craig to find
a "lead man" for the Shivers team, but after three months still lacked a representative. Pickle's choice, young Athens attorney William Wayne Justice, presented a challenge because he had to be "sold" on Shivers. Justice's politics
were "on the liberal aide," Pickle ex.plained, but he still tried to recruit him.
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When the lawyer heard that Austin lobbyist Frank Oltorf supported Shivers,
"he was impressed." Pickle touted Justice as an "aggressive man" who would
bring a lot of "old line" party loyalty voters along with him. Imbedded in this
a~sessment of Justice is a hint at the governor's own future problems with
party loyalty. Why would "old line 'democratic' votes" be hard for a
Democratic governor to gain? Why would he have to be convinced to make
an effort to go after them?'O
Hopkins County's Shivers organization centered around Sulphur Springs
attorney Howard Smith. Smith had "a good law practice," according to Pickle,
and had been sounding out people for three months, While things looked good
in the county. Pickle worried that Smith would not "do as much as he should"
for the governor's campaign. Former state attorney general Grover Sellers and
his dentist brother. Hodge. promised their aid. In Emory, Pickle contacted
banker W.M. Rodes, easily the "most potent man" in the county. Rodes had
been Lyndon Johnson's lead man in Rains County in 1948, and "the folks
really love him." Unfortunately, the Emory banker had recently undergone
major surgery and his activity level had been curbed. Nonetheless, Shivers'
emissary knew him well enough to believe he could deliver the county "even
from a sick bed." Even at the small Rains County hamlet of Alba, the governor's man organized small businessmen for Shivers. II
Canton, in Van Zandt County, presented a mixture of good and bad tidings. Able political veterans and former office holders, such as lawyers L.P.
Sanders and Paul Stanford, offered to create a county organization for the
governor. However, after visiting with Sanders, Pickle came away with some
troubling information about rumors being spread against Shivers. The governor's wife was Catholic, and many East Texans worried about the Church
ex.ercising undue influence upon Shivers and state government. The governor,
some thought, was a "great Catholic friend," and rumor had it that Shivers had
ordered the state oath of office altered to suit the dictates of his wife's faith.
Other negative scuttlebutt in Van Zandt centered on Shivers' wealth - including the rumor that he had more than twenty automobiles registered in his
name. Pickle's sources blamed liberal candidate Caso March for the rumors.
March, the governor's man theorized, acted as Olin Culberson's "hatchet
man," allowing the railroad commissioner to stay as "clean as possible."'2
Smith and Gregg counties appeared in danger of falling to a potent!al
Culberson candidacy. Shivers' lead man in Tyler, Byron Saunders, reported
that "the top oil boys will be tempted to string along with Culberson," but that
the "man on the street" backed Shivers. Saunders held a trusted place in the
campaign. having been a friend of the governor's since their days at the
University of Texas law school. Reviewing preparations to build a local campaign, Saunders pointed out an oversight that placed only two of Tyler's top
three bankers on the state economy commission. He recommended immediate action to get People's National Bank president. John Stephens, onto the
panel. Gladewater lawyer and nationally known Jaycee John Ben Shepperd
took charge in his home county, Gregg, as well as in Rains, Upshur, and
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Marion. He complained that the governor's lists of supporters in that region
of East Texas "looked pitifully weak" and needed work. Saunders and
Shepperd proved so valuable to the governor that both men ended up in
prominent appointive positions. Shivers named Shepperd secretary of state in
195 I , a position from which he won election as state attorney general in 1952.
Saunders took a seat on the state insurance commission, though he resigned
during the insurance scandals of 1955. 1J
Pickle's work in Cherokee County was complicated by political rivalries
within its two largest towns, Jacksonville and Rusk. Jacksonville's two leading politicians had committed to Culberson before Jester's death in July 1949.
Jacksonville, Pickle cautioned, "will bear some watching:' though he had
confidence that lawyer Summers Norman would find a good lead man. As in
other areas of the state, the governor's emissary worked University of Texas
connections, drawing in the town's newspaper editor and Chevrolet dealer.
Rusk's lead man was banker James Perkins, an "old time politician" suffering
"poor health," but committed to work for Shivers until a better choice could
be found. Perkins' age and experience set him apart from many of the Shivers
campaign front men. 14
Cherokee County also provided evidence of how "all politic~ is local."
Gubernatorial candidates seeking support had to negotiate political fissures at
the city level. Judge Emerson Stone, Sr. dominated Jacksonville politics and
had pledged himself to Culberson. When Jake Pickle went about town searching for likely men to represent Shivers in Jacksonville, he found few willing
to cross Stone. First National Bank president Gus Blankenship praised
Shivers, Pickle recorded. But, when asked for open support, the banker
demurred because he "had promised the Judge (Culberson or Stone; is difficult to tell in this context)." Rusk had two political factions, and Pickle established contacts with both, but discovered finding a "lead man" there difficult
as a result. Outside the factions, state employees attached to Rusk's state hospital supposedly leaned toward Culberson, and Shivers' friends took steps to
get to the bottom of these rumors. IS
In Rusk County, Pickle enlisted Henderson lawyer Dean Turner, a thirtyfive year old Baylor graduate, as the campaign representative. Both a Jaycee
and a Lion, Turner was "considered the town's most popular young man." The
young attorney "easily understood" the governor's needs and expectations.
Turner also received the enthusiastic recommendation of John Ben Shepperd,
who greatly influenced the campaign's operations in East Texas. Pickle also
signed on the editors of both Henderson newspapers, the News and the weekly Times. Local concerns trumped issues so far as Rusk County Shivers backers were concerned. Townspeople pressed Pickle about the governor declining a recent invitation to dedicate a city park in Henderson. The town funeral
director, Bill Crawford, complained that Shivers' office had refused the May
5 invitation because the legislature might be in session, a transparently poor
ex.cuse. The explanation did not sit well in Henderson, and the event organizing committee had even sought out W. Lee O'Daniel when Shivers passed on
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the invitation. Pickle noted the townspeople's' disappointment and urged the
governor to get up to Henderson. 16
Pickle preferred thirty-seven year old attorney Kelly Bell to carry the
Shivers campaign in Nacogdoches County. «Liked by all," Bell had no political "scars" and had apparently married up. The only possible deterrent would
be Bell's law partner's ambitions. Tom Reavley, III planned a race for county
attorney, and a "strong opponent" for his partner might require Bell to bow out
of "lead man" duties. Pickle obviously liked Bell, describing him as a "hustler" and an "ideal choice. "17
Bell faced some work in Nacogdoches County because things did not
look good for Shivers there. Hardware store owner Orland Patton, for example, "wouldn't vote for you for dogcatcher," Pickle reported to the governor.
Shivers' distant cousin, Ralph McAlister, "was extremely unhappy" about the
governor's local appointments. He also complained that a Shivers staffer,
John VanCronkhite, was "a damned crook," and grumbled that the governor
had not replied to his letters. "[O]ther than that:' Pickle quipped, "he is strong
for you." Nacogdoches veterans groups also appeared to be in league with
Culberson because of his rumored support of a monthly pension for fonner
servicemen. Pickle concluded that the county and town could use some work:
"[W]e had better do some down-to-earth handshaking there."18
Pickle arrived in Marshall, in Harrison County, while the area's most
powerful politician, lawyer Myron Blalock, was away in Washington. With
Blalock out of town, a formal selection of "lead man" for Harrison County
had to be delayed. Newspaper editor Millard Cope described Shivers as being
"in good shape" in the area. Concern that the governor might be "too close to
Catholics" had seeped into Marshall, as it had elsewhere in East Texas. Of
those he visited Pickle came away most impressed with Dr. Pepper distributor Jack Mann, "great friends" with Blalock and his political clique. If Blalock
approved, Mann would be Shivers' organizer for the county. 19
Conditions in Panola County appeared much worse than in Harrison.
Carthage's influential volunteer firefighters were "already hard at work ...
openly campaigning" for Olin Culberson. Pickle's primary contact, Carthage
Watchman editor Neal Estes, did "not seem too stable" and urged the governor's staffer to hold off trying to organize the county. He did recommend contacting Margie Neal, who <'was related to half the town" and also exercised
some influence with the firemen. Neal warmly greeted Pickle and told him
that she supported Shivers. However, "lead men" had to be men, so she agreed
to help the governor find a reliable leader for Panola County. The county sheriff, Corbitt Akins, "a popular man," supported Shivers, but other important
county politicians faced tough races and could not openly campaign for the
governor. The town's bankers and lawyers appeared split over the county
races and could not be easily lined up behind Shivers. The governor's friends
in Carthage urged Pickle to dispatch John Ben Shepperd to help form an
organization. "Apparently," Pickle concluded, "we need to do some fast work
in Panola County.'~ He urged Shivers to make a point of attending the open-
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ing of a local hospital before the campaign began in earnest. In a political
atmosphere charged with uncertainty, every vote counted, even in an increasingly obscure region of the state. 20
What stands out from Pickle's notes about his travels? What do they say
about the state of Texas politics in 1950? How do they point away from the
past toward the future?
First, they indicate a new trend in political organization, one brought
about by Shivers' preferences but also reflecting the changing face of Texas.
Governor Shivers wanted to build a personal political machine. Therefore,
choosing relatively young and inexperienced "go getters" made sense. Service
to the governor represented a fonn of social climbing endemic to members of
the emerging Southern middle class. Often, these youthful amateurs took on
organizing duties after an endorsement from plainly conservative hometown
elites. Where younger "strainers" were not chosen as "lead men," Pickle tended to recommend older men in conservative professions. Some evidence
exists that Shivers intended to seize control of the state Democratic Party and
remake it in his own image in 1950. Ultimately, this allowed him to act on his
own longstanding disagreements with the national Democratic Party in 1952
and 1956. Once the Shivers political network gelled it proved devastatingly
effective in the gubernatorial primaries of 1952 and 1954. 21
Given the agricultural economy of East Texas, another remarkable point
about the composition of Shivers' organization is the absence of farmers. Ten
or twenty years earlier, respected farmers, particularly larger landowners,
would have been prominent in such an organization. While some of those
solicited by Pickle might have owned land or engaged in farming on the side,
it did not bear mentioning. The absence of persons working in the petroleum
industry, particularly in Gregg and Smith counties, is also notable, although
oil money might have been expected to favor a sitting railroad commissioner
like Culberson (see Table 1). Compare this to Table 2, which depicts the top
social status occupations reported by the National Opinion Research Council
in 1949,22

.

Table l' OccuQations* of Persons Contacted b~ Pickle Favorable to Shivers 1950
Attorney

25

Editor

12

Serving Public Official**
Banker
Small Business
HardwareIBldg. Supply
Public Employee
Ag. Equipment/Processing
Auto Dealer
Insurance

8
7

6
5
3

2

2
2

Contractor
Minister
College President
Pharmacist
Undertaker
Soft Drink Distributor
Doctor
Dentist
Total

1
1

1

1
I
I
I

I
79
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*Only those whose occupations were documented by Pickle included.

** Includes elected and appointed state and local officials regardless of occupation.
Pickle Field Notes, February 13-18, 1950 and March 18, 1950, Box 1977/81283, Shivers Papers.
Table 2: Top Occupations By Social Status In Descendine- Order 1949
I. United States Supreme Court Justice

6. Minister (Ph.D.)

2. Doctor

7. Architect

3. Professor

8. Dentist

4. Banker

9. Lawyer

5. Judge (lesser courts)

20. Contractor

Vance Packard, The Status Seekers, 109.
Surveying changes in the postwar era, social critic Vance Packard
described the time as one of great pros.perity that hid a lack of progress.
Though economic progress appeared to have diminished class differences, in
The Status Seekers, Packard argued the contrary. Instead, he posited, social
class distinctions were "becoming more rigid." He noted that a "diploma elite"
dominated the top rungs of America's social structure, and that many occupations had lost status with economic changes. Particularly important among the
newly affluent were members of the "semi-upper" cla..... s. These "confident" and
"energetic" arrivistes pressed up the social ladder and asswned political and
social views of their betters. Frequently, the "semi-upper" class' social climbing manifested itself in "hyperactive" boosterism. They joined groups such as
the Lions, the Rotary, and the Jaycees to "prove" their social worth and status
through membership. Packard indicated that increased rigidity of social class
distinctions in the United States appeared productive of disturbing social
trends. In politics, he claimed, status seeking produced a "growing trend of
politicians to treat ethnic and economic groups as blocs" while hoping to build
a "winning combination" pitting social classes against one another. Pickle's
particular interest in members of the "semi-upper" class indicates that he saw
political potential in this hunger for advancement. Shivers anticipated taking
Texas in a decidedly more conservative direction, and within a year of his election began planning to deliver Texas's electoral votes to the party of America's
upper class: the Republicans. 23
Beyond these social and political considerations, the Shivers network's
composition reflected developing demographic trends. As the 1950 census
revealed, Texas had become a majority urban state and rural residents had lost
a measure of their political influence. County seats and towns alone showed
population growth in the fifteen East Texas counties between 1940-1950 (see
Table 3). If Pickle or Shivers were cognizant of these trends, then their choices of lead men speak to their political acumen; if they were not, these preferences represent ideological choices.
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Table 3: Population Change in Selected East Texas Counties. 1940-1950
County

County

Population

Urban

Change %

Population

Urban

Population

Change%

Population
Change %

Change %
Anderson

-14.1

+6.5

Cherokee

-12.0

+9.9

-14.3

+19.3

Panola

-14.5

+ 24.7*

-41.8

na**

Nacogdoches

Gregg

+5.6

+19.2

Rains

Harrison

-6.2

+10.6

Rusk

-17.0

+5.9

Henderson -26.5

+7.2

Smith

+8.1

+11.3

Hopkins

-22.4

+16.0

Van Zandt

-27.5

na**

Hunt

-17.4

+9.9

Wood

-12.5

+13.8

Kaufman

·18.6

+11.4

Averages

-15.41

+12.75

* Had no places categorized as "urban" under 1940 census. ** Had no places
categorized as "urban" in 1940 and 1950. Source: 1950 Census of Population,
v. II, "Characteristics of Population," pt. 43, "Texas," (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1952). pp. 14-16.
Not only did the relative growth of towns influence Pickle's choices, but
his preference for certain occupations was probably driven by the decline in
tenant farming and farm sizes. While East Texas lost voters, the concentration
of wealth and power a<; indicated by landownership made local elites that
much more important in securing the votes of those who remained in the
region. Table 4 indicates the trend for concentration of landownership and the
decline of tenancy, 1945-1950.
Declining Tenancy. Increasing Farm Size in Selected East Texas Counties.
1945-1950
County

Farm Size 1950 Tenancy 1950 Farm Slze 1945
(in acres)

(% tenants)

25.9

(in acres)

Tenancy 1945
(% tenants)

Anderson

170.2

148.3

34.9

Cherokee

119.3

29.6

108.8

40.9

Gregg

116.9

19.8

74.2

36.5

Harrison

115.2

34.4

92.3

43.8

Henderson

164.0

25.6

145.3

36.5

Hopkins

130.3

30.8

108.0

40.8

Hunt

144.1

42.6

103.5

55.1

Kaufman

188.8

40.2

148.6

47.9

Nacogdoches 134.0

30.6

118.7

42.8

Panola

27.7

127.7

40.

135.2
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County

Farm Size 1950 Tenancy 1950 Farm Size 1945 Tenancy 1945
(in acres)

(% tenants)

(in acres)

(% tenants)

Anderson

170.2

25.9

148.3

34.9

Rains

154.9

30.2

101.1

36.9

Rusk

J 12.0

25.9

97.4

39.5

Smith

107.0

24.7

83.8

37.7

Van Zandt

128.1

29.1

106.3

35.4

Wood

117.6

26.0

103.3

37.7

Average

135.84

29.5

111.2

40.5

Source: 1950 Census of Agriculture, v. I, pt. 26, "Texas," (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1952), pp. 62-80, pp. 90-106.
While rural counties lost out in the urbanization of Texas, at this early stage
county seat elites' power and wealth grew relative to their neighbors and naturally drew the attention of politicians seeking to advance a pro-business,
conservative agenda.
By the end of April, threats from Olin Culberson and Price Daniel ebbed.
Culberson suffered a mild heart attack and bowed out. Daniel decided to seek
another term as attorney general and wait out Shivers before making a run for
governor. The rumored Pappy O'Daniel comeback never materialized. Only
liberal Waco lawyer Caso March mounted a detennined, flamboyant, but
under-financed effort to defeat the governor. East Texas helped favorite son
Allan Shivers coast to an easy victory in the July Democratic primary. The
governor buried March: 829,730 votes to 195,997. The network forged by
Pickle for Shivers became a potent weapon in later, more bitter and contested
races. It heralded a new type of politics for an emerging urban middle-class
Texas and indicated an ideological direction to the Shivers administration that
became manifest in later years. 24
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PROFILES IN EVASION: CIVIL WAR SUBSTITUTES AND THE
MEN WHO HIRED THEM IN WALKER'S TEXAS DIVISION
By Mary L Wilson

In Apn1 ]861, after the southern states seceded and Fort Sumter was fired
upon, thousands of southern men rushed to defend the newly created
Confederacy. So many men volunteered in the first months of the war that the
military turned away two hundred thousand because of a lack of supplies and
training facilities. These early volunteers have been written about in numerous treatments of the Civil War. Less well known, however, are those men
who hired or who were hired as substitutes to serve in the Confederate army.'
The idea that a southern gentleman would hire a substitute to take his
place in the military is alien to the myth of the "Lost Cause." The "moonlight
and magnolias" image of the Old South remains attractive to some to this day.
Deeply held convictions about the southern devotion to the Confederacy can
still be found in the recent controversies over South Carolina's Confederate
flag or the modern-day secessionist organization calJed the League of the
South. Conversely, the practice of substitution represented a reluctance to
fight for this cause and presents an interesting contrast to modem rhetoric. 2
In the nineteenth century, providing substitutes in lieu of personally serving in the military was a time-honored tradition dating back to before the
Revolutionary War. Europeans brought the custom with them when they populated the colonies. Colonial authorities excluded men of wealth and power
from serving in the militia and substituted men considered to be of lesser qualityon conscription lists. Commutation, the practice of an individual paying
the government a predetermined amount of money instead of serving or furnishing a substitute, was also common. So when the Civil War started, the
idea of avoiding service by hiring a substitute was by no means new. J
Although an accepted practice, substitution was not popular among those
who could not afford it. In both the Union and the Confederacy, surviving correspondence, diaries, and memoirs criticize the system that allowed this practice. The Union's conscription system allowed either for the hiring of a substitute or for the payment of a commutation fee. Congress included commutation to lower the cost of hiring a substitute and to give middle and lower
class men more opportunity to avoid serving in the military.4
During and after the war, newspapers and periodicals reviled substitutes
and the men who hired them (referred to as principals) equally. They
described principals as rich men who shirked their duty to God and country,
and depicted substitutes as bounty-jumping deserters and the very worst of
soldiers. All levels of official correspondence discussed them with equal distaste. In 1863 Jefferson Davis sent a message to the Confederate Congress
remarking on substitutes:
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Not only has the numerical strength of the Army been seriously impaired by
the frequent desertions for which substitutes are notorious, but dissatisfaction has been excited among those who have been unable or unwilling to
avail themselves of the opportunity thus afforded of avoiding the military
service of their country.s

Virginia's attorney general ruled in 1902 that principals were not entitled to
register to vote although substitutes were.o In 1905 an early historian of conscription in the Confederacy, R. P. Brooks, stated,
Of all classes of soldiers, the substitutes were found most trouhlesome. They
deserted in such numbers that the War Department was forced to lay down
the rule that if a substitute became lost to the service through any other reason than casualty, the principle [sic] should immediately become liable for
enrollment. '

Albert B. Moore's detailed study of the Confederate draft in 1924 is still
the best source of infolTI1ation about the Confederacy's efforts to raise and
maintain a military force. Moore vividly described how the general public,
legislators, and the military alike scorned substitutes and principals. He concluded that the system was reprehensible in that «It produced moral turpitude,
popular discontent, and class animosity; and [greatly reduced] the fighting
strength of the Army." Subsequent historians echoed this opinion. Fifty years
later, Lowell H. Harrison repeated, "Substitution probably caused more
resentment than conscription itself, and it contributed few good soldiers to the
Army."R
Problems created by this system of substitution began with the first conscription laws enacted by the Confederate legislature in 1862 and continued
until the lawmakers disallowed any further substitution in 1864. With war a
reality, the Confederate legislature passed a law in October 1861 declaring
that all able-bodied white men were obligated to serve in the military. This
statute allowed substitutions for men who had 'volunteered' for the militia. It
also permitted those not required by law to enlist in the military to serve as
substitutes. However, by the Spring of 1862, after a year of fighting and hardship, the now of new volunteers became a trickle, which forced the
Confederacy to pass the first American conscription law. In April 1862 the
legislature authorized a draft of men between the ages of eighteen and thirtyfive years. This law also allowed substitutes to be used. Later that year, in
September 1862, the legislature extended the maximum draft-eligible age to
forty-five years. The revision specifically stated that only those who were not
eligible for the draft ~ presumably those too old, too young, or foreign citizens - could serve as substitutes. Some potential draftees claimed they did not
understand the parameters as stated in the October 1861 law and hired out as
substitutes rather than serving in their own stead. The Confederate Congress
made a third, desperate attempt to obtain soldiers in February 1864 by extending the draft to men from seventeen to fifty years of age. This third and final
law abolished substitution.~
Confederate War Departmenl directives carefully explained how the sys-
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tern of substitutions was to function. First~ the military notified an individual
of his impending service. If, as a result, the man desired to hire a substitute,
he first had to obtain written acknowledgement from the captain of his future
company that the unit would accept a substitute in place of the draftee. Once
the principal identified a substitute, the Jaw required the potential substitute to
obtain medical certification of fitness to serve. Then the law stipulated that
both the principal and substitute had to report to the camp. If the company
captain accepted the substitute, he issued the principal a certificate of discharge and the principal was free to depart. The directives carefully pointed
out that the army wa.." not responsible for the cost of transportation to or from
the camp for either the principal or the substitute. 10
As soon as the Confederate Congress passed the first draft law jn April
)862, some men rushed to hire substitutes. Newspaper advertisements
appeared, placed both by individuals looking for substitutes and by men willing to be hired as such. Prices varied from $1,500 to $6,000. Apparently, one
man was even willing to pay for a substitute with his 230-acre farm. Another
offered money plus a young slave. It was not long before professional substitute brokers created a booming business in identifying able-bodied men willing to fight for other able-bodied men - for a price. II
The Confederate military leadership was, for the most part, opposed to
substitution. One general officer issued an order flatly stating that no substitutes would be allowed in his unit. Another officer claimed that eighty percent
of his deserters were substitutes. On the unit level, many substitutes were
unwelcome in the ranks because the troops believed them to be too old or
infmn to fight. Politicians lamented that men would be so preoccupied searching for substitutes that their minds and hearts would never be properly devoted to the task of winning the war. 12
One general wrote a lengthy letter to the Confederate Secretary of War,
James A. Seddon, urging repeal of the substitution provision and calling it a
"glaring error." He further suggested that almost fifty thousand men could be
added to the army if substitution were eliminated, easing the manpower crisis
of the Confederate army. Jefferson Davis added his voice to the call for substitution to be abolished in his December 7, 1863 message to the Confederate
Congress.])
Many who believed patriotism a nobler motive for answering the call to
arms than money subjected substitutes to harsh criticism, and Texans proved
to have long memories. In 1909 the Texas legislature passed a new Texas
Confederate Pension Law and excluded substitutes or their widows from
receiving Confederate pensions. Society in general expressed contempt for
principals who refused to take up anTIS in defense of their country and preferred to pay someone else to do it for them. Mary Chesnut, a prolific diarist
in South Carolina, feeling guilty after avoiding volunteer duty at the local hospital, wrote, "I am so glad to be a hospital nurse once more. I had excuses
enough, but at heart I felt a coward and a skulker. I think I know how men feel
who hire a substitute and shirk the fight. There must be no dodging duty."14
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Most authors who have written about substitutes and principals have one
thing in common - they speculate about, or assume, the identities of both substitutes and principals. Were substitutes elderly, infirm, or bounty-jumping
deserters, as they are so frequently described in the historical literature?
Record keeping in the nineteenth century was often spotty, especially in the
Confederacy. Nevertheless, Confederate records offer one of the best sources
by which to identify the men who served in the Confederate anny. If the men
who served a& substitutes or who hired substitutes can be identified, perhaps
a fuller portrait can be drawn, and perhaps another longstanding question can
be answered: were substitutes poor men hired by rich men to fight their war?
Although determining the true character of either substitutes or principals
remains difficult, a quantitative analysis can help discover who they were in
terms of economic status, education, and occupation.
The soldiers in one well-known Texas unit form the basis for this study.
John G. Walker's infantry division was the largest Texas unit that fought in the
Civil War. The regiments of the division spent almost all of 1862 organizing
and training before being organized into brigades in October. Walker's
Division served mostly in Louisiana and Arkansas. Known for its ability to
march long distance& quicldy, the unit was also known as "Walker's
Greyhounds." The division initially numbered almost 12,000, but once it left
Texas it apparently received few if any replacements for the men it lost, either
in battle or to diseases such as malaria and dysentery. The attrition rate (mostly due to disea&e) was terrible, and by March 1864 division numbers had
dwindled to about 4,000. By the time the unit marched home to Texas in 1865,
it numbered fewer than 3,500 men. 15
Early in the twentieth century, the U.S. War Department compiled information about individual Confederate soldiers from official Confederate documents. These compiled service records identified which soldiers were substitutes and which were principals. Unfortunately, the records only occasionally
provide infonnation regarding who substituted for whom. Once the substitutes and principals were identified. they were then found, if possible, in the
Eighth Census of the United States, 1860, to determine their ages, occupations, and other characteristics. The Eighth Census of the United States,
Schedule I, Free Inhabitants, provided basic data on free individuals, including their marital status, occupation, age, real and personal wealth, literacy, and
position in the household (e,g., head of household, dependent, boarder, etc.).
Schedule II, Slave Inhabitants, listed all the individuals who were slaveholders as well as the number and ages of their slaves. Schedule IV, Productions
of Agriculture, helped determine whether any of the men in the survey earned
any income as farm operators even though some listed occupations other than
farming in Schedule 1. The Agricultural Schedule contained information about
an individual's improved and unimproved acreage, value of land and farm
implements, and agricultural production (i.e., crops and livestock).16
This information made it possible to identify the economic status of substitutes and the men who hired them. One note of caution, however: this study
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is based only on one division, and to draw conclusions about the rest of the
Confederate Army is risky. Historians have conducted a limited number of
general studies on other Texas units, and where possible the substitutes and
principals were compared to men in these units (the 14th Texas Infantry, 3rd
Texas Cavalry, 28 th Texas Cavalry, and Daniel's Battery). They were also compared to the general population of antebellum Texas using the exhaustive
studies by Randolph B. Campbell and Richard G. Lowe in Wealth and Power
in Antebellum Texas and Planters & Plain Folk: Agriculture in Antebellum
Texas. l ?
This study examined all three brigades of Walker's Division. The
brigades included the following regiments: xvlii
1" Brieade
12'" Texas Infantry
18'~ Texas Infantry
22nd Texa..'i Infantry
13<h Texas Cavalry (Dismounted)

2nd Bri~ade
11'· Texas Infantry
14<h Texas Infantry
15'" Texas Infantry
28'" Texas Cavalry (Dismounted)
Gould's 6th Cavalry Battalion

(Dismounted)
J.1lI Bri&ade
16'h Texas Infantry
17 th Texas Infantry
19 th Texas Infantry
16th Texas Cavalry (Dismounted)

The artillery batteries originally assigned to these brigades were excluded
because they were eventually detached and assigned elsewhere. The Fifteenth
Texas Volunteer Infantry Regiment was also excluded because it was detached
to serve with another brigade.
The service records compiled by the U.S. War Department listed 320 men
of Walker's Division as either substitutes or principals~ fewer than three percent of the original enlistees. According to these records~ the division mustered 161 men into its ranks as substitutes and subsequently discharged 159
principals. Records of two of the substitutes may have been lost or perhaps
were not annotated to indicate the substitute status. Of those two groups~ 125
principals and 104 substitutes were subsequently identified in the 1860 census. The 161 substitutes constituted slightly more than one percent of the division's initial strength of 12,000 men (see Table 1). Two units within the division apparently had no identifiable substitutes, Gould's Sixth Cavalry
Battalion and the Sixteenth Texas Cavalry. The Seventeenth Texas Infantry

had the highest number of substitutes, thirty-six. But even at that, substitutes
accounted for less than four percent of the regimenfs approximate strength of
1~OOO men. 19
All of the substitutes in this study entered the regiments that would constitute Walker's Division between January 5 and December 6, 1862. Table 2
breaks down the ages of the substitutes and principals. The substitutes' ages
ranged from fifteen to sixty-two years of age, with the largest number falling
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in the thirty to thirty-nine group (31.7 percent). A little more than ten percent
of substitutes were between twenty and twenty~nine.20 The sizes of these age
groups are surprising in light of the maximum draft age of thirty-five until
September 1862 and then forty-five. Thirty-one of the substitutes who joined
between April and September 1862 were not officially eligible to be substitutes because their ages ranged between eighteen and thirty-five, and they
were all therefore qualified for the draft. The fact that some men hired out as
substitutes although clearly eligible to be drafted may have been because of
occupational exemptions, ignorance, or even disregard of the law. When the
legislature changed the law in September 1862, twenty-eight of the substitutes
already serving in the army were within the new conscription range of thirtyfive to forty-five years of age. Although these men were now ineligible to
serve as substitutes, records do not record any change in their status. Only
four ~ubstitutes are recorded as joining after the September I862 revision, and
all but one were legally eligible to serve as substitutes. 21
Some men who were too young to enlist served as substitutes. At least six
of the 104 substitutes were under eighteen years old. Apparently, three of the
young substitutes joined in lieu of an older brother or perhaps an uncle.
However, almost half of the substitutes were men over forty. One father substituted for his son. Particular units used for comparison reported less than ten
percent of their members as forty or older. Seventeen of the substitutes were
fifty or older. Compared to the high proportion of substitutes who were older
men, Bell I. Wiley found that only thirteen percent of all the soldiers in The
Life of Johnny Reb: The Common Soldier of the Confederacy were forty or
older. On the other end of the spectrum, the number of teenaged substitutes is
slightly lower when compared to the men in Wiley's survey. Wiley found
approximately thirteen percent of the soldiers in his sample to be eighteen
years old or younger compared to the 9.6 percent of the substitutes in this age
group. Wiley's figures are not included in Table 2 because his age groupings
were different. According to Wiley's figures. it was not uncommon to find
youths serving in the Confederate army. It is not known how many of the
young men identified by WHey may have been substitutes. 22
Most of the substitutes were older rather than younger than the average
enlistee. Some of the younger substitutes were joining for family members
and probably had reasons other than money for doing so. The unusually high
number of older substitutes could have been due to any number of reasons,
especially the law's stipulation that only those too old for the draft could serve
as substitutes. In one unusual case, a soldier who was discharged due to his
age (fifty years old) immediately reenlisted by substituting for another man. 23
Principals were mostly in the twenty-to-twenty-nine (45.6 percent) and
thirty-to-thirty-nine (46.4 percent) year groups. Only one principal was
younger than twenty years old (nineteen). The principals' mean age of thirty
was significantly lower than the substitutes' average age of thirty-seven.
Wiley found the majority of men in the Confederate army to be between the
ages of eighteen and twenty-nine. So apparently, the principals were also
older than the average Confederate soldier. These men were in the prime of
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their lives. At best, they wanted to stay home to take care of family responsibilities, and, at worst, they wanted to stay home to make money off the war
effort. Moore speculated that the principals were frightened or wanted to take
advantage of economic opportunities presented for wartime profit. 24
Fourteen of the substitutes (13.5 percent of all substitutes) sti1llived with
their parents and were single. Thirteen princ;pals (l0.4 percent of all substitutes) lived at home with their parents, and none of these were married. The
principals, with an average age of twenty-two, tended to be older than the substitutes who lived at home. The fourteen substitutes who lived at home were,
on the average, sixteen years old. Both the substitutes and principals were
more likely to be married and heads of households than single and/or living at
their parents' home (Table 3). Seventy-three percent of the substitutes and
almost seventy-five percent of the principals were married. All of the married
substitutes were listed as heads of household. Four of the married principals
were not listed as heads of households but were not living with the;r parents
either. The numbers of substitutes and principals who were married and heads
of households is not surprising in light of the fact that they came from an older
segment of the population.
These two groups of men were remarkably similar. Both substitutes and
principals were older, married men with stakes in the welfare of their communities. Those substitutes above the draft age did not have to serve at all, and
their motivation may have come from a desire to make money, to serve their
country, or to meet other objectives. Those illegally signing on as substitutes
were probably trying to make money. The lure of bounty money, sometimes
up to $6,000 (Confederate currency) or $400 in gold, must have been strong.
Although the substitutes and principals were similar in some ways, in others,
such as economic status, the differences were clear. 25
Illiteracy was uncommon, with ten percent of the substitutes and four percent of the principals being illiterate. Only one of the illiterate substitutes
could be considered to be of school age - he was under eighteen. Most were
in their forties, and one wa'\ fifty-eight. Most illiterate principals were in their
twenties. Statewide, four percent of white males were illiterate, so the illiteracy rate among substitutes was about twice that of Texas men in general.
Wiley pointed out that each Confederate unit had "anywhere from one to a
score of members who could not write their name." This information does fit
the usual image of less-educated substitutes taking the place of better educated, perhaps wealthier, principals. 26
Table 4 lists where the substitules and principals were born. The overwhelming majority of both the substitutes and principals were from the upper
and lower South. However, few of the men in the study listed Texas as their
place of birth - only three substitutes (2.9 percent) and sixteen principals
(12.8 percent). Overall, eighty-eight percent of the principals were from the
South (upper and lower). This figure is not significantly different from the
number of substitutes from the upper and lower South. which was eightythree percent. Campbell and Lowe found in their general survey that a small-
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er portion, thirty-six percent, of Texas heads-of-households in 1860 were from
the lower South and 41.1 percent were from the upper South. Neither the substitutes nor the principals in Walker's Texas Division fit this pattern. Both
groups included more men from the lower South. Almost sixty-four percent
of the principals and 43.8 percent of the substitutes who were heads of households were from the lower South. Although foreign-born immigrants were a
significant proportion of the Texas population (over 14.5 percent), only eight
percent were identified as substitutes in this study, and almost as many foreign
principals were identified (seven percent).27
Most of the principals and substitutes were farmers. According to the
study conducted by Campbell and Lowe, this was normal for 1860. Campbell
and Lowe found that 71.3 percent of Texans were occupied in an agricultural
trade while about 3.8 percent of Texans were involved in commerce. Table 5
compares Campbell and Lowe's figures with the principals and substitutes.
In Battle Cry of Freedom, James M. McPherson reached the conclusion
that the occupation pattern he found (see Table 5) did not support the axiom
of "a rich man's war and a poor man's fight." McPherson thought the commerce and professional occupations were over-represented while those of
skilled and unskilled labor were probably under-represented. In this study,
however, the opposite is true, at least where the substitutes are concerned.
Almost twice as many substitutes as principals were laborers, both skilled and
unskilled. The principals, on the other hand, included twice as many men in
the commercial and professional occupations. 2R
Dissimilarities between the two groups are more obvious with respect to
their wealth holdings. Both substitutes and principals owned slaves, although
principals were more likely to own bondsmen and owned a greater number
(see Tables 6 and 7). Only eleven substitutes, about 10.6 percent, owned
slaves or lived in households that did. Forty-six principals, four times as many
(36.8 percent), fell into this category. In addition, the substitutes owned far
fewer slaves than men in the comparison units, and the principals owned
more. The only exception is the 3 rd Cavalry (not a unit in Walker's infantry
division), with fifty-two percent of its members listed as slaveholders. The 3rCl
Cavalry was an unusually rich unit, drawing its volunteers from the wealthier
classes in Texas. 29
The percentage of principals who owned slaves (36.8 percent) was higher than in the general population of pre-Civil War Texas (27.3 percent). The
number of substitutes (eleven) who owned slaves (10.6 percent) was much
lower. In both groups, a few slaveholders owned the largest number of slaves.
The wealthiest 12.8 percent of principals (sixteen) owned 73.5 percent of all
slaves (total number of slaves was 509) owned by principals. Although a
much smaller population, substitutes demonstrated the same pattern, with six
owners possessing eighty of the slaves (from a total of ninety-two) in that
group. The slaveholders among substitutes and principals followed the s.ame
pattern as those statewide, with a few individuals owning most of the slaves
and the majority with no slaves. JU
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Seventy-three principals who owned farms or whose parents owned
farms possessed more farmland per person than did suhstitutes in the same
category. Principals owned an average of 591 acres while forty-nine substitutes or their families owned an average of 411 acres. Principals also owned
a signifIcantly greater amount of improved land (J 03 acres) than did substitutes (75.5 acres), Whether comparing the average number of acres owned by
substitutes and principals or the median, principals emerge as a wealthier
group. Principals owned a median of fifty improved acres, but substitutes'
median was only twenty-five improved acres.
The principals' land was also more valuable than land owned by substitutes. Average cash value of the substitutes' land (including improved and
unimproved) was about $4.00 an acre, but the principals' average cash value
was about $6.00 an acre. The principals' fann value, $3,594.20, was also higher than that for the average Texas farm owner in I 860. The average cash value
of Texas farms in 1860 was $2,748.90 (see Table 8). The value of the substitutes' farms was well below this amount, at only $651.08. 31
Combining the two types of wealth listed in the census, real and personal property, it is possible to approximate an individual's economic status.
There are noticeable differences in the amount of wealth claimed by substitutes and principals (see Table 9). Tn rea] estate, principals claimed over three
times the assets of substitutes, and in personal assets, the gap was even wider.
Principals claimed almost four times the personal assets as substitutes. Few
substitute families were comparable except one substitute's father who posted a personal wealth of $23,000, but he was an exception. The total worth of
the principals' assets was about 70 percent higher than that of the substitutes.
The median total wealth of the principals was also considerably higher.
Principals possessed a median wealth of $4,390.00 compared to the substitutes' median wealth of $900.
Principals enjoyed a higher average net worth ($9,462.06) than soldiers
in any of the other Texas units in this study except the 3 nJ Texas Cavalry. The
average net worth of a member of the wealthy 3 rd Cavalry was $12,787. In
addition, principals possessed more wealth than the average Texan in 1860
($6,393), Thirty-four principals listed a net worth over $10,000. These individuals or their families were considered wealthy using Campbell and Lowe's
definition of wealth in Wealth and Power in Antebellum Texas. Six substitutes
or their families possessed an average net worth of $10,000 or more. The substitutes' mean net worth of $2,684 was well beneath the $6,393.00 average for
the state. The contrast is even greater in the median wealth for each group.

Principals enjoyed a median wealth of $2,633 while the substitutes' median
wealth was only $8oo,·u
Although only thirty-four principals were wealthy enough to he considered part of the planter class, as a group they were wealthier than the substitutes and richer than average Texans. Principals owned more slaves and land,
the land they owned wa~ more valuable, and they had more personal property than substitutes. Substitutes were more likely to come from a lower eco-
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nomic stratum, although there were exceptions. Being part of a poorer segment of the population, they were probably driven, at least in part, by economic needs. Economically, the substitutes were statistically closer to the
average fighting man and only slightly below the average Texan. As with any
group of people, exceptions may skew the infonnation to make the rich look
richer and the poor look poorer, but in general, the averages are fairly representative. While this study looked at only one division and may therefore not
represent the pattern in the Confederacy as a whole, it does demonstrate that
in Walker's Division, a wealthier group of men (the principals) hired men
with fewer assets (the substitutes) to fight for them.
TABLE 1
Number of Substitutes in Regiments and Brigades
Of Walker's Texas Division'

1" Brigade

3n1 Brigade
16Th Infantry

Subs

10

17'h Infantry

36

5
0

19,n Infantry

20

16'h Cavalry

0

Subs

2nd Brigade

Subs

12 Infantry
18Th Infantry

30

11 ," Infantry

9

12

14 Infantry

22'01 Infantry

3

28 th Cavalry

13'h Cavalry

25

Gould's 6\11
Cavalry Battalion

TOTALS

70

24

67

PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL BRIGADE
STRENGTH

1.7

0.06

1.7

th

th

lJ

"Compiled Service Records.

TABLE 2
Age of Enlistees in Percentages *

Mean 19&
Age** Under

20-29 30-39 40& up 40-49 50-59 60
&up

Substitutes

37.0

14.4

10.6

31.7

-

26.9

13.5

2.9

Principals

30.0

.08

45.6

46.4

-

7.2

1.6

0

14'hTexas Infantry' 27.4

18.8

44.4

29.2

7.6

-

-

-

2g th Texas Cavalry" 27.1

16.1

47.6

36.2

-

-

Daniel's Battery'

13.5

56.0

-

-

27.2

25.9

4.6

-

*Bell I. Wiley's figures are not included in this table because his age groupings were
different.
**In real years, all other figures are percentages
a. Parker, ... Best Stuff which the State Affords,''' p. 11.
b, Johansson, Peculiar Honor, p. 17.
c. Perkins, "Daniel's Battery." p. 65.
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TABLE 3
Heads of Household
%

%

Head of Household

Married

Substitutes

76.2

73.0

Principals

72.4

74.8

4 Texas Infanttya

52.0

54.0

28 1h Texas Cavalryh

61.6

61.6

Daniel's Battery

44.0

41.8

th

a. Parker, '" Best Stuff which the State Affords,''' p. 14.
b. Johansson, Peculiar Honor, p. 18.
c. Perkins, "Daniel's Battery," pp. 68--69,

TARLE 4
Points of Origin

Lower South

All Texas
Substitutes Principals 141l1 TX Daniel's 28'"TX
Heads of
%
%
Infantry" Battert Cavalry Householdd
57.0
64.7
45.0
35.2
68.4
36.0

Upper South

38.0

]].0

30,2

54.5

29.7

41.1

83.0
Total South
Other Slates & 9.0
Territories
8.0
Foreign
Countries

88.0
5.0

94.9
2.0

89.7
7.3

98.1
1.4

77.1
8.1

7.0

3.1

3.0

0.5

14.5

0

0.0

0

0

0.3

Unknown

0

..

Note: Lower South mcJudes Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, GeorgIa, LOUISIana,
Mississippi, South Carolina, and Texas. Upper South includes North Carolina,
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, and Washington D.C.

a. Parker, "'The Best Stuff Which the State Affords,''' p. 11.
b. Perkins, "Daniel's Battery," p. 63.
c. Johansson, Peculiar Honor, p. 18.
d. Campbell and Lowe, Wealth and Power, p. 29.
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TABLES
Percent in Each Occupation*
Substitutes Principals Confederate
Soldiers'
Farming

72.1

Commerce

~

Texa~~

78.4

61.5

71.3

8.8

7.0

3.8

Professional

6.7

2.4

5.2

5.4

Public Office

0.96

-

-

0.7

Manufacturing

-

-

-

1.1

Ski Iled Trade

14.4

4.8

14.1

10.9

Unskilled

4.8

4.0

8.5

5.8

Miscellaneous

0.96

1.6

3.7

1.0

a. McPherson, Battle Cry of Freedom, p. 614.
b. Campbell and Lowe, Wealth and Power, p. 30.

TABLE 6
Slaveholders

%
Slaveholders
Substitutes

10.6

Principals

36.8

14'h TX Infantry'

18.7

Daniel's Batteryb

20.9

28 lil TX Cavalry'-

28.7

Texasd

27.3

a. Parker, "'The Best Stuff Which the State Affords, ", p. 15.
b. Perkins, "Daniel's Battery," p.83.
c. Johan~~on, Peculiar Honor, p. 12.
d. Campbell and Lowe, Wealth and Power, p.28.

Table 7
Distribution of Slaves per Household
Number of Slaves

0

1-4

5-9

1O~19

20-29 40-49 70-79

SUBSTITUTES

93

5

0

5

1

89.4

4.8

0

4.8

LO

0

13.0

0

65.2

21.7

Percent of Substitutes

w/~laves

Percent Slaves Held

PRINCIPALS

79

15

15

9

4

2

I

Percent of Principals w/slaves

63.2

12.0

12.0

7.2

3.2

1.6

.8

Percent of Slave~ Held

0

5.8

20.6

23.8

16.1

18.1

15.5
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TABLE 8
Average Total Agricultural Holdings*

Substitutes

Average Number of
Improved Acres
75.5

Average Number of
Total Acres
411.0

Average Cash Value
of Farm
$1651.08

Principals

103.0

591.0

$3594.20

Texas'

66.5

550.0**

$2748.90

*The figures on the substitute!'> and principals were calculated using those men listed
as farm owners whether or not their occupation was listed as a farmer.
**This information was calculated using the database (containing 5,000 heads of
households listed in the Texas 1850 and 1860 census) compiled by Dr. Richard G.
Lowe and Dr. Randolph B. Campbell.

Lowe and Campbell, Planters and Plain Folk, pp. 64-65.
TABLE 9
Principal s and Substitutes
Average Personal and Real Estate Wealth
Real Estate

Personal Assets

Total Average Worth

Substitutes

$1001.45

$1682.56

S2684.01

Principals

$3594.20

$6240.68

$9462.06

Texas'

$2699.00

$3692.00

$6393.00

Average Personal and Wealth and Power, p. 116.
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THE SCHISM AT THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF DALLAS
B.v Joe Early. Jr.

Before the elvil War, the strongest Baptist presence in Texas was in the
South and Gulf Coast regions. Early settlers traveled by ship from New
Orleans to Galveston rather than attempt the dangerous, Indian inhabited,
overland path from Arkansas and Oklahoma. The settlement activity in these
regions placed the Baptists who came this way in the forefront of Baptist life
ln the state. They seized the opportunity to promote their denomination
through several significant events.
In 1840 the Union Association, which encompasses what is now modern
Houston and Harris County, became the state's first Baptist Association. The
founders and early members of this association were powerful leaders, evangelists, and organizers. Members such as Robert Emmett Bledsoe Baylor,
lames Huckins, William Tryon, T.W. Cox, and l.W.D. Creath provided strong
leadership for the new association and soon their influence was felt statewide.
These men discerned a need for education among the inhabitants and, in 1843,
they created the Texas Baptist Education Society. In turn, the Education
Society gave birth to Baylor University at Independence in 1845. Baylor soon
became the pride of Texas Baptists. and wilh its growing prominence Baptists
became even more influential in the state. In 1848, the first statewide organization, known as the Baptist State Convention (BSC), was chartered.
Although the major concern of the BSC was Union Association issues, the
organizers saw the entire state a~ their responsibility. Independence became
the BSC's center of organization and nine of its forty annual meetings were
held there. A weekly periodical named the Texas Baptist was created to
express the views and opinions of this new organization.
By and large, BSC leaders paid little attention to. and at times outright
ignored, their brethren to the North. despite signs that activity in other areas
was weakening their position of prominence. A critical earlier event, which
indicates the BSC's developing attitude toward other areas in the state,
occurred in 1853 when the BSC failed to provide financial support to Tyler
College in north Texas. With this as incentive, in 1855 the pastor of First
Baptist Tyler. O. G. Baggerly, organized the Baptist Convention of East
Texas, I In 1868, this group changed its name to the Baptist General
Association (BGA). In addition, three smaller regional Baptist conventions
were formed shortly after the birth of the BOA. These territorial conventions,
the East Texas Baptist Convention (1877), the North Texas Missionary
Society (1879), and the Central Baptist Convention (1880), claimed that neither of the two larger conventions was meeting their needs. By 1883, however, these three smaller conventions had all merged with the SSC.
The Baptist General Association was the most fonnidable rival to the
BSC. Based in northeast Texas, the BGA was formed out of the belief that the
Joe Early. 11:, i.1 the editor of A Texas Baptist Hi~tory Sourcebook, published hy University of
Nortll U'xw Pn'j~. He teaches at Cumbaland College in WilJiamshu~, Kentucky.
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BSC had ignored the ministerial needs of the Baptists in its region. The BGA
began to grow each year by attracting more churches. This increase naturally
drew stronger leadership to the group while the BSC began to decrease proportionally in both membership and influence. 2 Despite the growing affluence
of the BGA, the BSC still viewed the BGA in an almost paternalistic manner
until the two organizations were unified in 1886.
The decline of the BSC was rapid and was due primarily to four factors.
First, United States anny personnel were placed in this region to ensure
against the possibility of a Confederate resurgence. These troops protected the
overland routes into Texas leading to a large population shift in Texas. For this
reason, cities in North Texas such as Dallas and Tyler, and in Central Texas
such as Waco, began to grow exponentially~ while the population of South
Texas and the Gulf Coast regions failed to keep pace. Baptist membership
growth in these areas mirrors the general growth of the overall population.
Second, Baylor University became isolated because the new railroad in Texas
did not go through Tndependence. 4 This made it much more difficult for students to attend Baylor, for parents to visit, and for Baptists to see how their
money was being used. Third, in 1861, R.C. Burleson, the beloved president
of Baylor University, resigned after an argument over institutional control
with Horace Clark, the principal of the women's department. Burleson was
named president of a fledgling Baptist school in Waco named Waco
University located deep in the heart of BGA territory and thus a natural rival
to Baylor. Not only did Burleson leave Baylor, hut he also took the entire faculty and senior class with him. This change in allegiance had a crippling effect
on Baylor University at Independcncc. 5 Fourth, B.H. Carroll was called as
pastor of the First Baptist Church of Waco in 1870. Destined to become one
of the most influential Texal) Baptists of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, he was a magnetic leader whose personal charisma attracted a
statewide following. B.H. Carroll provided the fledgling BGA with its first
leader, spokesman, and driving force. Almost as soon as he began his pastorate in Waco, the balance of power tipped from the BSC toward the BGA.6
Within a few years the BGA increased its influence over North Texas and
in particular the influential cities of Dallas and Waco. The BGA adopted Waco
University in 1880 as its official Baptist school and the Texas Baptist Herald
was created in order Lo present thc Association's views. Though each ofthe conventions was identified with different regions of Texas. the boundaries were not
clearly drawn and their ministries, missionaries, and fundraisers often tripped
over one another in the contested areas. With each convention's machinery in
place, a rivalry soon developed over money, churches, and support for education. Every aspect of the rivalry, which soon turned into a feud, was covered in
the pages of the denominational newspapers supported by the two conventions.
One of the most debilitating aspects of this rivalry was its effect on the
two Baptist universities, Baylor University at Independence and Waco
University at Waco. The feud led to inadequate financing, facilities, and faculty at both institutions and resulted in the development of two mediocre
schools. Soon a movement began to consolidate the schools into one strong
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university. Both schools were against consolidation, but if it did occur the
ESC advocates wanted the school to be located on the grounds of Baylor at
Independence 7 and the BGA advocates favored the campus of Waco University.s Some individuals, such as lB. Link, editor of the Texas Baptist Herald,
favored a centralized location on neither campus. 9 Link's editorial push for a
centralized university, however, cost his newspaper the backing of the BGA
in 1875. His position so angered Waco University president R.C. Burleson
that R.C. Buckner, editor of the Texas Baptist, was directed to oppose Link
and the Texas Baptist Herald, address the needs of the BGA, and push for a
centralized university in Waco. lo
Events that were unfolding at the First Baptist Church of Dallas were a
microcosm of what was occurring statewide. At a Wednesday night prayer
meeting on June 5, 1878, J.B. Linkjoined the First Baptist Church of Dallas. II
Robert Cooke Buckner, Link's rival editor of the pro-BGA Texas Baptist,
immediately appealed Link's membership. Buckner's appeal wa'\ based on
ordinance number ten of the First Baptist Church's Rules of Order. This ordinance stated that a person was not to be admitted into the membership of the
church if a member in good standing objected to this person's admittance.
Buckner was not present at the prayer meeting, but everyone in the congregation knew of his opposition. In addition, it was atypical for First Baptist Dallas
to allow people to join the church on a Wednesday night. Membership issues
were normally reserved for the Sunday morning service. Thus, according to
church policy, Buckner was within his rights to appeal Link's membership.
The pastor of the church, James Hudson Curry, was also aware of
Buckner's objection but still allowed Link and his wife to join his congregation. l ! Curry gave no official reason for this breech of protocol. The answer,
however, may be found in the rivalry between the BGA and BSC and a personal rivalry between the two most influential churches in the BGA, First
Baptist Dallas and First Baptist Waco.
Neither Curry nor Link favored the power and influence gathering at
Waco. In particular, neither man wanted a consolidated Baptist university to
be located in Waco. The strong supporters of Waco University not only supported their school, but they also wanted the BGA's unofficial capital to be
located in Waco. This concept became known as the "Waco Policy."13 For this
reason, Buckner, who was close friends with First Baptist Waco pastor B.H.
Carroll, perceived Link as an intruder into sovereign BGA territory, a challenge to the Waco Policy, and an editorial rival within his own church.
Curry opposed the Waco Policy because he did not care for the growing
influence of Waco within the BGA. At the regular session of the BGA in 1879,
he went so far as to move that the BOA distance itself from the Texas Baptist
and Waco University.14 His motion was defeated, but the damage was done.
By proposing this motion, Curry spoke out publicly against the Waco Policy,
his own parishioner, R.C. Buckner, and angered those who supported Waco's
lead in BGA affairs. Curry knew his credibility within the BGA was damaged,
and he began seeking a new alignment with the BSC. For this reason, his
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desire to allow disgruntled editor Link into the membership of me church was
an important step in gaining an influential ally.
Even though the sltuation was contentious, Curry and the majority of the
members of First Baptist Dallas believed Buckner would eventually accept
Link's membership and the problem would subside.l~ Buckner, however, had
many influential friends within the congregation and refused to let the matter
die. He demanded that Link's membership be rescinded. For the ensuing two
months the situation intensified to the point that some official church action
had to be taken.
After a church-wide vote, Buckner's supporters were denied satisfaction
by a forty-three to twenty-two count. Even though the majority of the congregation had reaffirmed Link's membership, Buckner and his allies continued to raise complaints, claiming that they were aggrieved over the situation
and sought redress. For the remainder of the year, the two editors exchanged
letters in private and in their newspapers making half-hearted attempts to reconcile. First Baptist members were particularly upset with Buckner, who they
claimed aired his grievances out in his newspaper rather than seeking "a private Conference with Link as the scriptures require."16 In doing so, they believed Buckner had "poisoned and prejudiced the membership of the church."1?
In an attempt to ht<'ll the widening breach wimin the church, the Deacon
body proposed that Link and Buckner appoint members to a standing committee that would work out an amiable reconciliation. Buckner, however, realizing that a majority of the standing committee was selected because of its
stance against him, refused to participate. He knew that if the committee
opposed him, the membership would never hear his side of the argument.
Buckner reiterated hi s position, claiming that Link had joined the First Baptist
Church only to accrue a larger readership, damage his own standing in Dallas,
and undermine the authority of the BGA. 1H
Link favored appointing a committee to settle the affair. He claimed that
he had moved to Dallas to help Dr. P.M. Law promote statewide educational
endeavors. Both Link and Buckner were strong-willed men and neither was
willing to step away from the challenge. S.A. Hayden, future pastor of the
schismatic Live Oak Baptist Church, claimed that every person in the church
was forced to takc sides in the issue and choose between the "Link Party" and
the "Buckner Party."l~
The situation reached the boiling point on December 24, 1879, when
Buckner presented a carefully worded speech to the congregation that became
known as the Memorial. In this vitriolic address signed by fifty-four members,
Buckner cited several reasons why he opposed Link's membership.
He claimed that a church could not "walk together" and function as a true
church without unanimity.co In addition, he claimed that Pastor Curry knew
that several members disapproved of Links' membership, but still allowed the
applicant to join. He also claimed that when those who disapproved made
their opinions known to the pastor, Curry ignored their complaints. Finally,
and probably the most problematic of the complaints, Buckner claimed that
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he and the minority that opposed Link were the true members of the First
Baptist Church because they remained firm in the principles on which the
church was founded. 21 After presenting the Memorial, Buckner and the fiftynlne members who signed the document broke fellowship with the remainder
of the membership of the First Church. 21 Those who signed the Memorial
became known as the "Memorialites."
After the presentation of the Memorial, the 180 members who remained
at First Baptlst Church decided that Link had done everything required by
Scripture to be received into membership. They then proceeded to remove
Buckner and the Memorialites from the membership rolls of the church. As
the leader of the insurrection, Buckner was instructed to hand over his ministerial credentials. Buckner refused. 2J In May of 1880 Buckner escalated tensions by starting a rival church. Holding services in East Dallas at the Opera
House or the Commerce Christian Church, members called themselves the
true First Baptist Church of Dallas meeting on Live Oak Street. This church
would eventually be known as the Live Oak Baptist Church.
The problems did not end with the separation of the First Baptist congregation and the birth of a new church comprised primarily of Buckner's followers. Since both groups claimed to be the true First Baptist Church of
Dallas, a debate ensued over who could be seated as the true messengers at
the regular session of the BGA. To solve the problem, a called session of the
BGA met at the First Baptist Church of Dallas on February 24, 1880. R.C.
Burleson was elected moderator and an investigative committee was appointed to examine all written information.
Even though both groups had several representatives at the meeting, few
testified. 2 '1 Pastor Curry was not allowed to speak because the committee determined that only those individuals who were in good standing within the church
were permitted to testify. Since the members of the Buckner faction had followed Baptist polity, they were in good standing and could speak. Link, Curry,
and their followers were not in good standing and were forced to remain silent
during a hearing that was obviously slanted against them. Because the church
clerk sided with the Memorialites, written records were of no help to Link and
Curry. Link realized what was happening and on several occasions protested
but, since he had not been recognized as a member in good standing, either
Burleson or B.H. Carroll quickly ruled him out of order. 15
During these proceedings it became apparent that B. H. Carroll was openly siding with the Buckner faction. 16 Even J.B. Cranfill, one of Carroll's closest friends, scated that the role Carroll played in the outcome of the proceedings was nothing short of masterfuF1 Carroll's dislike of Link was not surprising. The two men had been carrying on a theologlcal feud in the pages of
the Texas Baptist Herald for some time and. as of August 1877,2H Carroll had
been 11sted as the associate editor of Buckner's newspaper. 29 These newspaper
debates centered on Link's accusation that Carroll held a works-based faith.
For one of the few times in his life, Carroll was losing a debate.
These were not the only problems that the Link-Curry faction faced. R.C.
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Buckner was a member of the BGA board of directors and was closely aligned
with the power base in Waco. Link believed that the proceedings were
designed to validate Buckner and belittle those who were working against
Waco, To this end, Link claimed "there is not a man in Texas guilty of any
crime who could be convicted where the judge, jury, evidence and solicitors
were all of his own selecting, and no one permitted to offer a witness to say a
word in opposition."-~o Ironically, the way that Link and Curry were treated by
the BOA committee was reminiscent of the way they had treated Buckner at
the hearings at the First Baptist Church.
A statement by Dr. LM. Kimbrough, who was not a member of either
congregation, touched off a debate that would encompass the Baptist General
Convention of Texas for the last twenty years of the nineteenth century.
Kimbrough stated that "the Association had no ecclesiastical existence, and it
had no right to interfere in the matters of a church, which recognized no higher power than itself to its own troubles ... [the] Baptist denomination would
not recognize the right of that body to settle a church difficulty."3I
B,H. Carroll immediately replied. He told Kimbrough that the committee
was merely deciding which faction was the true church, and thus who were
the genuine members of the BGA. Carroll then informed Kimbrough that if
he did not have a better solution, the decision of the committee would stand.
Carroll's statements are puzzling, considering that he despised Episcopal
organizations and anything that usurped the authority of the local church.-<2 His
sharp response to Kimbrough buttresses the notion that the events that transpired within the First Baptist Church of Dallas and the called session of the
BGA were not ecclesiological in nature. Rather, they were meant to ensure a
Buckner victory, and in essence a BGA, Waco Policy, and Texas Baptist victory. Carroll, therefore, had no difficulty in setting aside his personal ecclesiological convictions.
Following the decision of the called session, the First Baptist Church of
Dal1as lost all of its influence within the BGA.33 The church had no other
choice but to elect representatives to the BSC.J4 The Texas Baptist Herald
immediately found a receptive audience among Baptists across the state who
favored the Link-Curry faction. Buckner and Link continued to fIre editorials
at each other, creating a ripple effect that further strained the statewide condition of anxiety and distrust.
Soon thereafter, the Memorialites built a small sanctuary and named R.C.
Buckner their interim pastor. In May 1881, they joined the Elm Fork
Association and reported more than 200 members at the association's annual
session. 35 At this annual session, the Memorialites were recognized as the Live
Oak Baptist Church rather than the First Baptist Church of Dallas meeting on
Live Oak Street. The Live Oak members sent a somewhat conciliatory letter
to their fanner brethren early in 1882, but the wounds were too fresh and the
letter was rejected.
Samuel Augustus Hayden was called to pastor the Live Oak Baptist
Church in April 1883. Even though Hayden would become one of the most
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disputatious individuals in Texas Baptist history, he took the lead in the eventual reconciliation between the two churches. He refused to accept the pastorate until the members of the church stopped calling themselves the true
First Baptist Church of Dallas. 36 Even though their name had been officially
changed, some of the more argumentative members of the Live Oak Baptist
Church continued to call themselves the true First Baptist Church and in doing
so kept tensions between the two congregations high. Hayden believed they
had no claim to this title.
Pastor Curry realized that his ministry in Dallas was damaged and
resigned his position in April 1882. With Curry gone, the healing process
between the two bodies could begin. Curry's youth and lack of strong pastoral
leadership exacerbated the situationY The new pastor of First Baptist Dallas
was Robert Taylor Hanks. He initiated several meetings with Pastor Hayden,
and the move toward reconciliation was well under way.
By April 1883, the conflict between the two churches had quelled and
R.C. Buckner recommended that the Live Oak members withdraw the
Memorial. This act broke the stalemate. Buckner made a stirring speech to the
members of the Live Oak Church, begging them to break the hostilities before
the churches reputation in Dallas was ruined. The Live Oak members then sent
a letter to the First Baptist Church asserting their desire to be one body again.
The First Baptist Church reciprocated by sending a letter to the Live Oak faction spelling out their willingness to reunite. On June 3, 1883, the two churches held a successful joint service with another following on March 30, 1884.
The services were received so well that the two churches decided to become
one body again. The fonnal reconciliation took place on May 6, 1885.~R

R.T. Hanks was unanimously selected as the pastor of the reunified First
Baptist Church of Dallas. Hayden had recently purchased the Texas Baptist
from RC. Buckner, and he wanted to dedicate his time to this endeavor.
Hayden, however, remained one of the most influential members of the
church, often performing weddings and funerals.
Despite the reunification of the two bodies, many of the denominational
allegiances and ill feelings fostered by the schism lingered. The Live Oak faction remained loyal to the BGA while those who had stayed at the First Baptist
Church favored the BSC.J~ Pastor Hanks became a close friend of 1. B. Link
and openly endorsed the Texas Baptist Herald. This did not sit well with new
editor of the Texas Baptist, S.A. Hayden. Hanks realized the complexity of the
situation, and the church was forced to send messengers to both conventions.
He noted that he fancied himself "a'i the pa"'tor of a double-barreled church:'4{)
Over the next two years Hayden's animosity toward Hanks grew to such
a degree that his position as pastor became tenuous. J.B. Link stated that if it
were not for the overwhelming popularity of pastor Hanks, the situation had
become so volatile that Hanks would have been dismissed. 41 Though their disagreement had initially developed over convention loyalty and newspaper
support~ Hayden attacked Hanks personalJy in the following years. Several
unfounded rumors originated in Hayden's editorial harangues. To defend him-
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self, Hanks bought one half of John Boyet's small but promising Baptist News
in 1888. In 1892 James Britton Cranfill purchased the periodical, moved the
newspaper from its original home in Honey Grove to Dallas, and named it the
Texas Baptist Standard. Still in existence today, the Baptist Standard has the
highest circulation of any Baptist periodical in the United States.
The peace of 1885 at the First Baptist Church of Dallas was brief. Though
a formal schism never again occurred at the church, the tension had negative
effects on the newly organized Baptist General Convention of Texas (BGCT).
Many influential members of the BGCT either were members of the First
Baptist Church of Dallas or had openly taken sides in the split, called sessions,
and meetings. Though S.A. Hayden had consolidated both of the denominational newspapers in 1886 and thus controlled the sole editorial organ of the
BGCT, the majority of the BGCT's leaders believed him to be source of the
trouble, and began to line up against him. 42 Never one to back down, Hayden
took the events that occurred at the First Baptist Church of Dallas and lifted
them to such a level that the very existence of the BGCT was in jeopardy.
The schism at the First Baptist Church of Dallas had significant repercussions. Some affected only the Church while others affected the entire
Baptist denomination in Texas. First and foremost, the schism allowed
Samuel Augustus Hayden to become owner of the most powerful denominational newspaper in Texas. His ownership of the Texas Baptist Herald provided him with a platform with which to launch his vitriolic attacks on all those
who opposed him. Eventually, Hayden's attacks led to his expulsion and the birth
of a new Baptist a"sociation in Texas, the Baptist Missionary Association (BMA).
In addition, the schism significantly damaged the ministerial credibility
of First Baptist Dallas pastors James Hudson Curry and Robert Taylor Hanks.
Curry was labeled as a weak pastor who overlooked congregational polity to
advance his own standing within the association. After leaving the First
Baptist Church of Dallas, he was never heard from again in Texas Baptist life.
Because Hanks supported Link's periodical rather than Hayden's, he was
forced to suffer humiliating editorial attacks from the pen of Hayden. He was
accused of having improper relations with women on at least three different
occasions. Each time an investigative committee exonerated him, but he knew
his ministry in Dallas was beyond repair. He left Dallas somewhat humiliated, but he remained in Texas, pastoring several churches and repairing his reputation. Hanks' most lasting contribution was the introduction of the Baptist
Standard into Texas Baptist life.
Moreover, the rivalry between the BSC and BGA was well known, but no
one knew how intense the rivalry had become between the First Baptist
Church of Dallas and First Baptist Church of Waco. This schism at the First
Baptist Church of Dallas brought this rivalry to light. Even though R.C.
Buckner was a member of the First Baptist Church of Dallas, his primary loyalties were to B.H. Carroll, the BGA, and the Waco Policy. Curry attempted
to counter the Waco dominance, but was blocked at every turn by First Baptist
Waco pastor B.H. Carroll and Waco University president R.C. Burleson.
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These men would gain further victories over the BSC and their brethren in
Dalla~. Following the 1886 consolidation of the BSC and BGA into the
BGCT, Waco would be the new home of Baylor University, the first annual
session of the BGCT, and the convention's administrative offices. Until the
twentieth century, all Baptist roads went through Waco.
Furthermore, because Hayden located the offices of the Texas Baptist
Herald in Dallas instead of Waco, he and B,H. Carroll were thrown into a perpetual squabble_ Since Hayden lived in and was loyal to Dallas, the events of
Baptist life in his city were covered copiously and found their way onto the
front page of his periodical. The Baptists of Waco, however, were relegated to
the back pages. If the Texas Baptist Herald had been located in Waco, Carroll
would have had a complete victory and held total denominational sway over
the Baptists of Texas. If the newspaper had been published in Waco each
week, Carroll could have broadcast his views and opinions on denominational matters to thousands of Texas Baptists.· Though Carroll's victory was
strong, it was incomplete because Hayden had thwarted him. Thus, Hayden
remained a thorn in Carroll's side. For the remainder of Hayden's existence in
the BGCT, he and Carroll were adversaries. More than any other reason,
Hayden's relationship to Carroll and his advocates led to the Hayden
Controversy and its resulting consequences.
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HIGHER EDUCATION ON THE FRONTIER
CHAPEL HILL COLLEGE IN DAINGERFIELD, TEXAS
By Rose Mary Magri/[

When Texas was admitted to the Union in 1846, settlers from older parts
of the United States began streaming into the new state. They brought not only
£heir livestock, tools, and furniture, but also their social institutions. Two of
those social institutions-churches and schools-often arrived together.
One of the denominations to enter Texas along with the early settlers was
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, founded in 1810 by Kentucky and
Tennessee Presbyterians to respond to the specific needs and conditions of the
frontier. So it is not surprising that its first presbytery, or regional ecclesiastical unit, was founded in 1837, while Texas was still a republic. The establishment of Texas Presbytery and, in IR43, Texas Synod (which included Texas
Presbytery, Red River Presbytery, and Colorado Presbytery) indicated the
growing strength of the denomination in Texas. By 1853, there were three
synods with nine presbyteries. The additional presbyteries and increased
membership provided the organizational structure needed to support educational institutions of the type found in other states.
While the settlers were bringing their churches to Texas, denominational
coHeges were being established all over the United States. These colleges
were especially attractive to pioneer communities and were established "in
most ca...es on the frontier line of settlement,"l College founders wanted to
advance religion and bring a higher level of culture to their communities. At
the first meeting of Texas Synod in 1843, the ministers and elders present
passed a resolution emphasizing the importance of establishing a "seminary
of learning" at the earliest possible date. Over the next few years,
Cumberland Presbyterian ministers or laypersons started severa] academies,
many of which enjoyed a quasi-official relationship with a presbytery or
synod. [n addition, three Cumberland Presbyterian schools of collegiate rank
were chartered by the Texas Legislature before the Civil War. Chapel Hill
College, sponsored by Marshall Presbytery, was the first one of those to
receive a charter.
The act of the Texas Legislature to incorporate Chapel Hill College was
approved on February 7, J850, and provided that "an institution of learning"
be established at Daingerfield. Titus County, and that it be under the control
of the Marshall Pre&bytery of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church. 2 Thirteen
trustees were authorized to receive money and property "for the purpose of
promoting the interest of the said college," provided that the amount of property never exceeded $200,000. In addition, the trustees were to construct "all
the necessary buildings for said institution, to estabHsh a preparc.ltory department and College proper, as well as such other dependent structures" as they
deemed necessary.
Rose Mary Magrill is a relired university professor llnd library director, now living in Marshall,
Texas.
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College governance and control were specified in some detail in the act
of incorporation. Marshall Presbytery was in control, with the power to
remove and appoint trustees, to approve or disapprove the trustees' choices for
president, professors, and other officers, to set the salaries for faculty and officers of the college, and to remove any of them for neglect or misconduct.
Trustees were to receive and spend money for the college, maintain the buildings, elect their own officers, appoint the president, professors, and other college officers (subject to approval of the presbytery), enact ordinances and bylaws "for the good government of the said College," make a full report of their
proceedings annually to the presbytery. expel students (on the recommendation of the faculty), and "grant or confer such degree or degrees, in the arts
and sciences ... as are usually granted or conferred in other Colleges."
The faculty of Chapel Hill College - defined as the president and a majority of the professors - was given authority over the cuniculum and student
life. The faculty prescribed courses of study to be pursued by students,
enforced the ordinances and by-laws set by the trustees, suspended students
(subject to final approval of the trustees), and recommended students for
degrees. One short section of the college charter specifies that "the students
of all religious denominations shall enjoy equal advantages." No religious test
is specified for the trustees and faculty, but Cumberland Presbyterian affiliation seems to have been assumed for the faculty at least.
Thirteen men were named as trustees in the act of incorporation. None
were ministers, although at least one was the son-in-law of a clergyman.
Several of the trustees were prominent members of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church; others were prominent in political or civic affairs; and
several fit both categories. Only two of the trustees lived in Titus County (the
site of the college) in 1850. William C. Batte was Chief Justice of Titus
County and might well have been interested in the establishment of schools in
his county for both civic and personal reasons. The other Titus County trustee
was Thomas Rogers, a lawyer with four chl1dren of school age in 1850. There
is no indication that either of these men had Cumberland Presbyterian connections. J Three of the trustees lived in Cass County. Allen Urquhart, a surveyor and large landowner and one of the founders of Jefferson, Texas, donated much of the land for the college. There is no evidence that he was a
Cumberland Pre~byterian, but three memhers of his family belonged to the
church in Daingerfield between 1853 and 1868. James McReynolds, an elder
in the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Daingerfield after 1854, was a
wealthy Cass County farmer. Matthias Ward, a thirty-seven-year-old merchant, also lived in Cass County, although he owned land in Cass, Red River,
and Titus Counties. He came from a family of Cumberland Presbyterians but
exercised more political than spiritual influence. He served two terms in the
Congress of the Republic of Texas and also in the Texas Legislature, He was
appointed to the United States Senate in l858 to fill an unexpired term, and,
at the time of his death in l861, was returning from Richmond, Virginia,
where he had been consulting with the Confederate government.~
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Lamar, Bowie, Rusk, and Red River Counties were not within the bounds
of Marshall Presbytery (which at that time included all or mo~t of Cass,
Harrison, Hopkins, Hunt, Titus, Upshur, and Wood counties), but several of
the original trustees resided in those counties in 1850. Their interest in the
new college was due to their membership in the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. James Carron Record moved to Lamar County in 1846 from
Tennessee, where he had been a general in the militia. An active supporter of
education, he served as a trustee for both the Paris Female Academy and the
Paris Male Academy in the 1850s. Charles Lewis was a plantation owner who
had Jived in Bowie County at least since 1842. Also a supporter of education,
he had previously served as a trustee for the College of DeKalb when it was
incorporated in 1839. William C. Lee was a forty-nine-year-old physician
from Kentucky, then living in Rusk County. It is not clear why a trustee was
chosen from a county that far from Daingertield; he may simply have been a
strong supporter of church enterprises. 5 David L. Rowe, partner in a drug store
and postmaster of Clarksville, was connected to the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church through his wife, Ann Eliza Sampson Rowe, daughter of the Rev.
James Sampson. Both Mrs. Rowe and her father were involved with schools
in Clarksville before 1850, and their support of education may have been
responsible for Rowe's inclusion on the board of trustees. Albert Hamilton
Latimer, another trustee from Red River County, was an active layman from
a prominent Cumberland Presbyterian family who had served two terms in the
Congress of the Republic of Texas and was serving in the Texas State Senate
at the time Chapel Hill College received its charter. 6
Questions about the location of Chapel Hill College were raised within a
few years of its founding. Although officers and faculty defended the location,
the original trustees did not leave a clear record of why they chos.e Daingerfield. While it did have a Cumberland Presbyterian congregation (organized
in 1849) and free land was available there, the town was not the most thriving in Marshall Presbytery. Both Marshall and Jefferson exceeded
Daingerfield in commercial activity, and both had Cumberland Presbyterian
congregations. Daingerfield did have the advantage of being relatively
remote, which may have appealed to church leaders. 1n the first part of the
nineteenth century, "locations of church schools were chosen with the moral
life of students in mind" - especially in the South. "With few exceptions, the
larger and more important church colleges were located in small villages or in
distinctly rural territory. Leaders generally believed that it was better.'"
Daingerfield was first settled in the late 1830s and was organized as a
town in 1841. Travelers in those days had little encouraging to say about the
village. A Kentucky soldier returning from the Mexican War passed through
in 1846 and wrote that "This town of Dangerfield rsic j, consists of three or
four cabins scarce fit for pigsties." Nevertheless. a post office was opened in
1846 and, three years later. an English doctor scouting northeast Texas for
suitable locations for English colonists reported that "Dangerfield [sic] is a
very small place, but it 1S said to be rapidly rising. They have just detennined
to found a college there." By 1851. when the editor of a Marshall newspaper
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traveled to Daingerfield, he expressed surprise at the progress there. "Never
was I more agreeably surprised than to find Dangerfield [sic] a beautiful and
thriving little village; for I had supposed that its prospects were long since blasted, and that what little there ever was of it had been permitted to go to ruin."~
By 185] Daingerfield had several stores, two blacksmith shops, and two
hotels, and it presented "quite a business appearance." One difficulty for the
"enterprising and industrious" merchants, as well as for families who wanted
to improve their houses, was a lack of lumber for building. There was no
sawmill nearby, but "two or three gentlemen" were reported to be in the area
looking for "the most suitable and convenient site to establish a steam mill."
Houses in the town were "not expensive" but at least "neat and comfortable."
The citizens were praised for "their intelligence and wisdom" in trying to
make their town a center for learning. A girl's school was already holding
classes, and progress on Chapel Hill College was duly noted. 9
Two of the first duties of the college trustees were to erect a building and
to hire a staff. In January 1849, Allen Urquhart had deeded forty acres of land
"laid off on the southwestern quarter section of the section of land" on which
Daingerfield was situated for the purpose of "funding all the public buildings
in connection with said college and to be otherwise appropriated after said
buildings are erected as said trustees may direct." In addition to thcse forty
acres, he gave "one half of all the proceeds arising from the sale~~ of the
remaining 120 acres in the same quarter section. This acreage was to "be laid
out into such size lots and sold at such time as said trustces may direct."
However, the sale of lots could not begin untll June 1, 1849, and the college
had to "go into successful operation" by December 25, 1851, for the deed to
be effective. To carry out its first duties, the board of trustees needed a business manager and development officer - or agent, as the combined position
was then called - to sell lots and raise money. The Rev. Jacob A. Zinn became
the General Agent of Chapel Hill College in November 1850. 10
The first building of Chapel Hill College must have been one of those building projects in Daingerfield that was delayed by the difficulty of procuring lumber. The newspaper editor from Marshall who visited Daingerfield in July 1851
reported the building as "nearly completed," but it took another two years for that
to become a reality. Local tradition says the building had two stories.!1
The trustees announced that classes would begin on the first Monday of
February 1852. The first session opened on schedule, but with no president,
no professors, and only the head of the preparatory department - S.R. Chadick
- to offer instruction. Even Chadick was not very upbeat; he reported to the
Texas Presbyterian that the first session had commenced "but not with as flattering prospects as we had hoped and desired." He berated those who were
showing a "wait-and-see" attitude about the college - especially those who
might be inclined to leave the work to "others who live nearer, and are more
immediately interested." All parts of the presbytery did not seem to be rallying to the cause with equal enthusiasm. "If the friends of Chapel Hill College
were as active, energetic, determined, and unanimous in their efforts to build
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up, as the enemies are to defeat, or pull down, things would not be as they are
at present."12 But securing a faculty of qualified men was not an easy task. The
trustees' first selections were the Rev. S.G. Burney as president, the Rev. l.W.
McDowell as professor of mathematics, the Rev. W.E. Beeson as professor of
ancient languages, and Chadick as tutor and head of the preparatory department. At its fall meeting in 1851 Marshall Presbytery had approved those
selections and began corresponding with each of these individuals to see if
they could be enticed to come to Daingerfield. Chadick accepted almost
immediately; he was already in East Texas and eager to begin his assignment.
Beeson also took up the challenge and moved to Daingerfield, reportedly
aniving sometime early in March 1852 and assuming his duties. But Burney
had accepted an appointment at Mount Sylvan Academy in Lafayette County,
Mississippi, early in 1850 and did not seem disposed to move again so soon,
and certainly not to Texas. McDowell never appeared and may not have even
entered into serious correspondence about the matter. 13
Early in 1852, Chadick wrote to the Banner of Peace (a Cumberland
Presbyterian newspaper published in Nashville) on behalf of the college that "we
want a Professor, and we want him now." Neither of the selected professors "has
been heard from; why, we cannot tell." Meanwhile, he said, at least one profes~
sor was desperately needed. "[I]t is not necessary that he be a preacher; he may
be an elder, a lay member, or a non-professor, provided he comes well recommended, as to his moral character, his aptness to instruct, and his qualifications
to fill the chair with ability." By the time Chadick's appeal actually appeared in
print, Beeson had arrived, and progress was imminent. '4

l.A. Zinn, the general agent, hinted at a lingering division within the
sponsoring presbytery when he wrote to the Texas Presbyterian a few months
later. Zinn was a little more optimistic than Chadick - "our prospects, I think,
are every day brightening" - and he thought that "the wisdom of Marshall
Presbytery is at last discoverable, but for a time it was thought doubtful
whether it would ever be or not." Zinn remembered that the location of the
college "was doubted by some of the wisest and best." There were three reasons for this: the town's population was too small; "the society was not altogether as desirable as it might have been for Literary institutions;" and there
were few wealthy and influential Cumberland Presbyterians in or near
Daingerfield. Even so, Zinn believed the natural advantages of Daingerfield
and the growing strength and influence of the church there had proved that the
decision in regard to location was correct. l~
Enrollment and financial support were two vital indicators of the college's progress.. After gloomy, but non-specific, reports during the opening
session, Marshall Presbytery received a report in January 1853 that the college's "prospects are brightening; the number of students constantly increasing." Chadick reported that the second college year began in February 1853
with fifty-one students "and we have reason to believe there will be sixty or
sixty-five by the close of the session." His expectations in this case were a bit
optimistic, but that session "closed on the 28th of June, with a catalogue of 58
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students, and with flattering prospects for the future." The newspaper in
Clarksville, Texas, reported in September 1853 that "the Schools at
Daingerfield, as we learn, arc in flourishing condition."'6
W.E. Beeson reported about the session ending in June 1854. "Our college
is doing as well as could be expected, all things considered," he wrote. Between
seventy and eighty students had matriculated during that session. When Marshall
Presbytery's minutes were reviewed at Texas Synoo in August 1854, the
Committee on Education called attention to the college's "prosperous condition,"
citing the ninety-six students enrolled "within the collegiate year just expired." A
year later, the same committee noted that one hundred students were listed in the
catalogue for the previous year and, within the same report, recommended that
Texas Synod assume responsibility for the college. I!
After it became the sponsoring body, Texas Synod received enrollment
reports of 113 students for the year ending June 1856 and 112 students for the
year ending June 1857. The trustees' report to synod for 1860 did not specify
numbers but mentioned a "larger number of students than any previous year."
A correspondent from Daingerfield wrote to the Banner of Peace in March
1860 that "our school ... is tlourishing. There have some one hundred and
twenty-five entered school; and we have a good set of boys." Near the end of
the spring session of 1861 - the last nannal year of operation for the college
- President Beeson reported that 134 students had attended "this year." But by
the faI] of 1861, only the preparatory department was still in session. 'R
No breakdown in enrollment figures was ever reported for the preparatory department and the collegiate department. Taking into account the general

unavailability of anything beyond basic education on the frontier, one may
assume that - in the early years, at least - most of the enrollment was in the
preparatory department. The first commencement for the awarding of college
degrees was not held until June 1857. After that, a greater percentage of the
total enrollment could be found in the collegiate department. Considering its
location on the edge of the frontier, Chapel Hill College's enrollment in its
first decade was respectable.
Financial reports for the college are as elusive as enrollment statistics.
There was much talk about the need to raise money, but successful efforts
were not frequently reported. Texas Synod, at its fall 1850 meeting, passed a
resolution praising Marshall Presbytery for planning a college at Daingerfield
and asked Hthe members of Synod [to] do all they can to promote it and act as
soliciting agents for said institution." A year later, when Marshall Presbytery
petitioned Texas Synod to take over the college because it "cannot be sustained without great expense," the synod declined. The best the members of
synod could offer was a recommendation "that all the Presbyteries under the
care of this Synod suspend operations of this kind and endeavor to contribute
by their means and influence to the endowment of said College at
Daingerfield." I'}
The college agent's "onerous and responsible duties" - as General Agent
Zinn described them in a communication to the Texas Presbyterian - includ-
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ed traveling to promote enrollment and contributions. He announced an itinerary in June 1852 that included Clarksville, Paris, Bonham, Shennan,
Preston, southwestern Arkansas, "and perhaps Louisiana," that might be completed by early or mid-July. Reporting after his return, Zinn was slightly disappointed: "Owing to the great pressure and embarrassed condition of the
country, consequent upon a failure in crops last year, I did not obtain as much
means as I had anticipated." He did, however, make some "agreeable acquaintances" and hoped for better results in the future from the "many brethren and
friends, who would willingly assist us if they had the means."21J
Leaders of church colleges in Texas repeatedly tried to secure cash or
land from the legislature to finance their schools. Daniel Baker of Austin
College had a plan for statewide aid to denominational schools and took the
lead in presenting educational bills to the legislature. In 1852 he asked the legislature to provide a $25,000 endowment to certain colleges by purchasing
fifty scholarships of $500 each, but the bill did not pass. In the same year,
Chapel Hill asked the legislature for two leagues of land, a request that was
similarly rejected. One or both of these failed requests may be what Zinn had
on his mind when he wrote to the "friends of Chapel Hill College" that "we
appealed to the powers that be, for aid to build up our infant College. Our
prayers were not heard. Therefore, brethren, we must look to ourselves for
aid." Three years later, Chapel Hill joined other institutions in asking for
grants of public land from the legislature - again with no succcss. l l
Lack of state support did not keep the trustees from being able to report,
in the summer of 1854, that the college was free of debt and holding available
funds in the amount of $1 ,000. Fund raising was also underway at that time to
purchase scientific apparatus for the school. In 1855, the college was reported
to be "in a prosperous condition," with no debt, "some eleven hundred dollars
of town lots yet to dispose of and a considerable amount of means on hand with
which to purchase a chemical and philosophical apparatus." The next year the
trustees promoted a plan to raise endowment f unus by selling scholarships.
Under that plan, five years of tuition could be purchased for $125. The next
year, Marshall Presbytery suggested to the Board of Trustees - through the
synod - that an agent be hired specifically to travel throughout the bounds of
the synod and "endeavor to raise Endowment funds." The Rev. G.A. Flowers,
Jr., was appointed to that position during the 1857 meeting of synod. 22
In 1857 the trustees reported that the college was still debt-free and had
$2,000 on hand, as well as town lots, land, and notes, all of which were designated for the endowment. Also, money and subscriptions amounting to $615
were on hand for the purchase of more apparatus - $3 18 had already been
spent for that purpose. The report for I R58 was even more encouraging:
$8,000 of the proposed $20,000 endowment had been raised, and Flowers had
"traveled over but a small part of the synod." Texas Synod was delighted and
urged the trustees to "spare no pains" to complete the endowment. The next
year the endowment grew to $12,000. The synod's Committee on Education
asked, "Can we not raise the balance of Eight Thousand Dollars during the
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next synodical year?" W.E. Beeson reported that $4,400 was raised during the
meeting of synod fOT the endowment fund. 21
Trustees of the college were so encouraged by its financial condition during these years that they made plans for a new building. The trustees' report
to synod in 1857 described it as measuring sixty feet long and thirty-five feet
wide, two stories high, containing six recitation rooms and a chapel, and projected to cost $3,000. The building was still under construction a year later,
but the trustees were promising that "the building will be a substantial brick
building." ]n a report he made in the spring of 1861 to the denominational
Board of Education, Beeson described the building this way: "a substantial
brick editice, with fOUf recitation rooms, a chapel, a laboratory, and library
room. worth about $7,000; apparatus cost $800; library five hundred volumes,
worth $1,000; endowment already raised, $2,000. Which makes Chapel Hill
worth $30,000."24
Although the college continued to be free of debt, the endowment had not
grown in any significant way by the time of the 1860 report to synod. On the
other hand, equipment for science classes and the library had been added.
Once again, the synod urged the trustees to "take such measures as will speedily increase" the endowment fund, the library, and the scientific equipment.
The timing was wrong, however, because those who were incllned to support
education became preoccupied with national developments. "Owing to the
distracted state of our country, there is a gloom hanging around all the schools
within your bounds," the synod's Committee on Education reported at the
annual meeting in October 1861.1 '
Even before the first !o\ession of classes opened, Marshall Presbytery had
petitioned Texas Synod ~ in the fall of 1851 - to assume oversight of Chapel
Hill College. The synod responded by praising Marshall Presbytery's "laudable zeal in the cause of Education" but refused to consider the request directly. In 1853 the synod's Committee on Education pointed out that Chapel Hill
College wa"i the only Cumberland Presbyterian institution in the bounds of the
synod and resolved that it was "the duty of the ministers and members" to
give to the college "those means and that patronage and influence necessary
to make it a school of a high order." In 1854 Chapel Hill College, with no debt
and a ~mall reserve fund, was once again offered by Marshall Presbytery to
Texas Synod. This time the offer was accepted and synod agreed to ask the
next Texas Legislature "to have the charter so amended as to place said
College in the same relation to Texas Synod that it now sustains to Marshall
Presbytery." The trustees reported to the August 1856 meeting of Texas Synod
that the charter had been amended as directed. 26
A month or two before Texas Synod met in 1854 and accepted responsibility for the college, an argument about the location of Chapel Hill College
flared up again in the pages ofthe Texas Presbyterian. AJ. McGown, the editor, wanted Cumberland Presbyterians in Texas to select one institution and
furnish it strong support through a large endowment. Two of his correspondents from Marshall Presbytery, S.R. Chadick and Solomon Awalt, a pastor in
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Upshur County, took offense at McGown's implication that Chapel Hill
should not be the chosen institution. Awalt pointed out that Chapel Hill was
"rising very fast - already giving light to four presbyteries - for we have students from four presbyteries." McGown countered with the argument that
even the members of its supporting presbytery did not like the present location: "We have heard some of the best friends of the church say that it was not
a suitable location and that a much better one might be selected. Those
brethren are members of the Marshall Presbytery"'2?
The appointment of WiJJiam E. Beeson to the first faculty of Chapel Hill
College was, without a doubt, the most important academic decision the
trustees ever made. One of the fIrst students to enter the college later wrote
that "there may have been other men in our church at the time Dr. Beeson
came to Texas who could have filled his place in the varied relations he sustained to society here, but none of his old students believe it." Although
Beeson was originally only appointed professor of ancient languages, he later
became president of Chapel Hill College as well. Wlth the exception of time
spent in the army during the Civil War, he continued to serve in those com~
bined positions until 1869, when he became the first president of Trinity
University, a new Cumberland Presbyterian school in Tehuacana, Limestone
County. Beeson was born in Virginia, but he was living in Kentucky when he
became a candidate for the ministry. He attended Cumberland College in
Princeton, Kentucky, in 1842, and after his ordination in 1845 he graduated
from Cumberland University in Lebanon, Tennessee. He was teaching school
in Kentucky when he received the call to come to Texas, 28
Stokely R. Chadick was the only person other than Beeson to accept one
of the original four faculty positions at Chapel Hil1 College. He was born in
Overton County, Tennessee, and spent his early years in northern Alabama.
Chadick's education was limited to spelling and basic arithmetic - he never
even studied a first reader - until he was nearly twenty-two years of age. After
finally spending a full tenn in a village school, he became a candidate for the
ministry in 1842. There followed a period of alternating terms as a student of
more advanced classes and as a teacher of primary classes. After he was
ordained in 1844, Chadick was finally able to attend Cumberland University
in 1845. He married Martha Fisher in 1847 and moved to Texas in 1849,
where he preached in Cass County and taught school in Jefferson. In 1851. he
met a committee of the Board of Trustees "at a camp-meeting near Mt.
Vernon," where they offered him the appointment "to take charge of and open
up said college as soon as the house should be completed." Chadick remained
ali principal of the preparatory department until August 1856, when he presented his resignation to Texas Synod and moved to Coffeeville, Upshur
County, to establish a school there. 29
The "Course of Instruction" for both the preparatory department and the
college proper was published late in the Spring of 1852. 30 It was probably the
work of Beeson and Chadick, since the charter delegated responsibility for
"prescribing the course of studies to be pursued by the students" to the faculty and they were the only two faculty members who had arrived. The colle-
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giate year was divided into two sessions of five months each. The first term
began on the first Monday in February and the second on the first Monday in
September. The Preparatory Department had three class levels. The first class
studied orthography, reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, and English
grammar, while the second continued with arithmetic and began Greek and
Latin grammars, along with some of the Latin classics. The third class continued with Greek and Latin, covering some classics in both languages, and
added the first lessons in algebra. Tuition for this program was to be "from S8
to $]6" per session. Any student who completed these three classes should
have been well-prepared in Latin and Greek to begin the college course.
The college program was divided into four classes and was typical of the
program of instruction of most colleges of that era. It emphasized Greek,
Latin, mathematics, and science. All students took the same classes to complete each year's work. Freshman spent most of their time on Greek and
Latin~ they also studied algebra and plane geometry, as well as a little history
and declamation. As sophomores, students continued to spend considerable
time reading Greek and Latin classics but also studied surveying, mensuration, and navigation, as well as plane and spherical trigonometry and analytical geometry. They continued with the study of history and declamation.
By their junior year students were beginning to spend less time on the
Greek and Latin classics and more time on scientific subjects, such as natural
philosophy, chemistry, and geology. Integral and differential calculus were
added to the mathematics curriculum. New types of courses were introduced
at this level: rhetoric, logic, and the law of nations. In their senior year, students continued with some work on Greek and Latin classics. but a variety of
other courses were introduced. Astronomy and mineralogy finally appeared in
the curriculum, as did political economy, civil engineering, and a course
called "Evidences of Christianity." The tuition for the co])ege program was
$20.00 per session in 1852.
The amount of mathematics and science appearing in the college program
shows how essential it was for a college to have a strong instructor in those
areas. At first, Chapel Hill College had difficulty filling that position. The
trustees' first choice, the Rev. l.W. McDowell, apparently did not respond to
the offer. Although A. Freeman was listed as professor of mathematics in a
college announcement published in early 1853, Chadick probably taught
many of these c1asse5. - he was asking for donations to buy scientific apparatus in [he spring of 1853. The problem of [he missing professor was solved
when Samuel Thomas Anderson joined the faculty to teach mathematics,
probably for the beginning of the 1855 fall session. A native of Tennessee, an
ordained Cumberland Presbyterian minister, and a graduate of Cumberland
University. Anderson was still in his twenties when he arrived to teach at
Chapel Hill ..'1
Anderson resigned in 1859 and moved to Mississippi to take up an
appointment at the Oxford Female College. He was immediately replaced as
professor of mathematics by Samuel M. Ward, whose appointment was con-
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firmed by Texas Synod in August 1859. Two years earlier, Ward had been one
of the first two students to be granted the Bachelor of Arts degree from Chapel
Hill College and was younger than some of his students when he began teaching at the college. Except for a few months in the anny during the Civil War,
Ward continued to teach at Chapel Hill until 1867, when he moved to
Jefferson to start a private academy.32
Lltt1e seems to have been recorded about student life at Chapel Hill
College. With a three-level preparatory program and four college classes, the
school did enroll students of varying ages and likely with varying degrees of
motivation. Keeping order wa~ probably a challenge. The Chapel Hill discipline policy has not been found, but it is likely that it resembled the one at
Cumberland University - where both of the first two faculty members had
recently attended. The 1848 discipline policy at Cumberland University stated: "[Discipline] shall be strict and without partiality. It is considered better to
lose students occasionally, by the enforcement of the laws against immorality
and indolence, than to contaminate good students by the example of the
vicious and lazy. Intemperance and vice will not be permitted on any account.
The students who cannot be reformed will be removed," An addltional policy
statement concerning expenses emphasized other aspects of behavior expected of students - and of their parents: "There may be more or less [expense],
according to the course taken by the parents and guardians, in enforcing economy in dress and other things. As fine dressing and other extravagances are
incompatible with hard study, plainness and economy should be rigidly
enjoined.... As a general rule, those who spend [the] least money get [the]
most knowledge." As the statement concluded, "Trustees and Faculty can
only advise, it is with the good sense of the students, and the firmness and
wisdom of parents to apply the remedy.".13
There was no college-owned housing for students, so those from other
towns boarded with local citizens. The first announcement for the college
promised that "board can be had in good houses, prepared for that purpose, at
$8 per month." Later advertisements the same year quoted board "including
light, fuel, and washing" at the same amount. By 1860 prices had risen. That
year board could "be had in the best families at ten dollars per month, in
advance, or a note bearing ten per cent interest." In 1861, when Beeson reported expenses of ministerial students to the denominational Board of Education,
he listed the houses at which the nine students were boarding. He and his wife
were boarding two; another faculty member, lA. Ward, and his wife were
keeping one. Four of the other families boarding ministerial students were
connected with the board of trustees. 34
Once students arrived in Daingerfield to attend school, they did not find
it easy to leave. Travel in East Texas in the 1850s wa!'i not easy for anyone, so
the isolation of Daingerfield was not unique. The Clarksville newspaper
noted in early 1854 that work was underway on a road that would make a
stage route possible between Marshall and Clarksville_ By late 1857, it was
possible to travel from Marshall to Clarksville on the Forest Mail Stage Line
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with stops in Jefferson, Daingerfield, and Mount Pleasant. The Marshall to
Daingerfield section cost $5; with a 4:00 a.m. departure it was possible to
make the trip in approximately twenty-four hours. That ticket price rose to
$6.50 by the summer of 1860 "owing to the unprecedented scarcity of forage
through this section of country." By the end of 1864, the Marshall-to-Clarksville stage stopped only in Jefferson. 35
Because Chapel Hill College was a denominational school, one would
expect to find that religion was emphasized in student life. No evidence has
survived to indicate whether there were regular chapel services or periods of
Bible study_ The brick building constructed in the late 1850s did have a
chapel, but it may have been used as often by the Daingerfield Cumberland
Presbyterian Church - which did not have a building of its own - as by the
students. There are indications, however, that the students' religious lives
were integrated with that of the town; names of some of the students may be
found on the membership roll of the Daingerfield church. Ministerial students
were particularly likely to be involved in the congregation's activities. In
February 1858, the Daingerfield church appointed J .A. Ward and A.M.
lohnson, both ministerial students, "to preach to the colored people of the
Daingerfield congregation" on alternating weekends. 36
The presence of ministerial students within a college's student body was
often considered "to exercise a salutary influence upon nearly all who might,
under other circumstances, be more irregular and loose in their habits." In
spite of their presumed influence, the number of ministerial students at Chapel
Hill was probably never a large percentage of the total enrollment. In
December 1860, when overall enrollment was at lea'it 100, there were ten students preparing for the ministry. Only nine ministerial students were named
in a report to the denominational Board of Education in the Spring of 1861,
which was probably the peak year for Chapel Hill College enrollment. 37
In the decades before the Civil War, when college programs were highly
structured and no provisions existed in the curriculum for individual interests,
the literary society became an important part of the students' intellectual and
social life...It would be difficult to overestimate the prominence and influence
of literary societies in the colleges of the Old South," according to one historian of higher education. These societies were organized by students exercising their own initiative and without any supervision from the faculty. Colleges
typically had two societies, although sometimes there would be one or two
additional societies for students who had special professional goals, such as
law, medicine, or the ministry. Membership was considered a great honor and
was obtained by invitation only.38
In 1861, Chapel Hill College had three literary societies: the Philosophian
Society, the Beesonian Society, and the Irvingtonian Society. All three
planned to present outside speakers for the 1861 commencement exercises. In
the Spring of 1861, the members of the Philosophian Debating Society published a resolution "expressive of their feelings of grief at the death" of a colleague, a ministerial student. Otherwise, little is known about the Chapel Hill
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societies. The typical activities of a literary society in other colleges included
organizing debates among its members about current political issues, providing libraries of popular and current materials for their use, and sponsoring
speakers for commencement. The Chapel Hill societies obviously sponsored
speakers and probably organized many debates, but it is doubtful that any of
the three existed long enough (or had adequate income from membership
dues) to develop a their own libraries. JY
Commencements were major social events in the pre-Civil War college.
Even the end-of-term examinations held by preparatory schools, academies,
and similar institutions were public events. The commencement exercises
held at Chapel Hill College in 1857 were the first at which degrees were
awarded. The commencement began on Monday, June 22, and closed on
Friday, June 26, with the presentation of Bachelor of Arts degrees to Samuel
M. Ward and William B. Ward "in [the] presence of a large and interested
crowd." Dr. Thomas B. Wilson, pastor of the Marshall Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, as well as an experienced school administrator and
teacher, was the main speaker, and provided his evaluation of the event. "It
has been my privilege," he wrote, "to witness many examinations in other
institutions of learning and sometimes to have participated in propounding
questions, and I can say without the fear of contradiction, that [ never heard
classes do better, especially in advanced Mathematics and Languages."40
An unnamed "Observer" from Jefferson, Texas, attended the commencement exercises out of curiosity and came away impressed. "It has been my
fortune to be present at commencement occasions of other schools, whose age
had given them a wide reputation, but T have never yet, in any College seen a
more profound knowledge of the exercises, a more intimate acquaintance with
the mystic labyrinths of science, nor riper scholarship." He also acquired a
favorable impression of Daingerfield, because "none of the allurements which
beguile the generous student in more populous towns, are seen." The citizens
of Daingerfield "are noted for their strict morality." The orations by the two
young men receiving degrees "showed that they had not merely gone through
the course of study, in order to get out into the world-they had not loitered
in vain amid the shady groves of Academus." Dr. Wilson's speech was also
praised as "a masterly effort."41

The student point of view concerning commencement exercises comes
through in a letter Thomas H. Craig wrote to his parents early in June 1859:
"Well, Pa, the examination is close at hand, and it makes me tremble to think
about it," He was, however, eager to see his father and brother-in-law "upon
that occasion, although I expect you will find out that I have not spent the precious moments which have been allotted to me, for my improvement."
"Nevertheless," he wrote, "come anyhow." Craig then provided a quick
overview of the commencement schedule: "We will have a chemical exhibition Wednesday night, there will be two or three speeches Thursday night."
The major event, from Craig's point of view, would occur on Friday night,
when "Mrs. Beeson will give a concert, oh: I anticipate a happy time for I will
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have the pleasure of singing with some of the fair sex."42
The 1861 commencement was canceled because of the Civil War,
although it had been planned and the names of speakers had been published.
Addresses were expected from the following: the Rev. Thomas B. Wilson,
D.D., to the Theological Class; the Rev. William C. Dunlap, to the
Irvingtonian Society; the Rev. Aaron Grigsby, D.D., to the Senior Class; the
Rev. N.P. Modrall, to the Philosophian Society; and the Rev. Albert G.
Burrow, A.M., to the Beesonian Society. Wilson was pastor of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Marshall, Texas. and Dunlap was the
popular pastor of the Old School Presbyterian Church in the same town.
Grigsby was at that time - but not much longer - pastor of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church in Jefferson. Modrclll (pastor of the church in Corsicana)
was probably invited to speak because his son, W.B. Modrall, was a member
of the Philosophian Society. Burrow, the son of Dr. Reuben Burrow - at that
time head of the Theology Department of Bethel College, a Cumberland
Presbyterian school in Tennessee - had recently moved to Texas. "To those
coming addresses," wrote J.A. Ward, "we look with great anxiety." He might
have been more anx.ious if he had known that one of the proposed speakers,
Aaron Grigsby, was soon to be forced out of his pastorate and his community for voicing abolitionist sentiments. 43
Beginning in August 1857, Texas Synod started appointing examining
committees to attend the Chapel Hill College Commencement exercises. The
first, appointed to attend in June 1858, included five ministers from the synod,
at least three of whom were experienced teachers. The next year, the examining committee membership was increased in number to fourteen and expanded to include two or three prominent laymen. By 1859, the list had reached
nineteen appointees - ten ministers and nine laymen, most of whom were listed with honorary titles indicating they were lawyers, judges, or state representatives. In 1860, the examining committee was once again limited to
eleven ministers, at least three of whom - T.B. Wilson, A. Grigsby, and C.J.
Bradley - had served each year. 44
"OUf College exercises were suspended 15th May, owing to the great
excitement," J.A. Ward reported to the Banner of Peace in the Summer of
1861. The president of the college and many of the students enrolled in the
army. The same publication reported in the fall that "Pre~ident Beeson, of
Daingerfield, Texas, is making up a company for immediate service in the
war." The Daingerfield church's session minutes noted, on November 18,
1861, "Rev. W.E. Beeson having gone in the service of his Country: in the
Army: on motion we employ Bro. J.A. Ward as pastor of the Church for the
unexpired tenn of Bro. Beeson upon the same terms." Beeson served as a lieutenant colonel in the 9th Texas Infantry commanded by Samuel Bell Maxey,
once an examining committee member at Chapel Hill. On October 17, 1864,
while back in Daingerfield briefly, Beeson moderated a church session, and in
January 1866 he resumed his former duties with the church. 4 'i
The October 1861 minutes of Texas Synod reported discouraging news of
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Chapel Hill College. Both the examining committee and the committee to
raise the endowment reported non-compliance. (There had, of course, been no
commencement to attend and, with the war in progress, no money to spare).
The overall assessment of education that year was that "owing to the distracted state of our country, there is a gloom hanging around all the schools within your bounds." Yet the members of the synod believed that "the friends of
education will again rally and nobly unite their energies for the enlightenment
of our youth." Chapel Hill College was reported to have "opened its session
on the last collegiate year with better prospects than it ever before entered
upon a new session." The school had "kept up a lively interest among its
classes until your state was reported to be invaded, at which time the President
dismissed all the classes, except the Preparatory Department." I.A. Ward was
presiding over that department, and those classes were still in session. 46
In October 1862, the synod's Committee on Education made a short and
non-specific report, promising that "when this calamitous war shall have
spent its fury, our educational interest will revive its wonted and merited
attention." In August 1863 no report was received from the trustees, and the
synod committee could only "give the general idea that the school is maintaining its organization. There are two teachers constantly employed in the
college." The two teachers were probably I.A. Ward, who had continued the
preparatory department, and S.M. Ward, whose physical condition had caused
him to return after a few months of army service. No Committee on Education
was even appointed by Texas Synod in 1864 and, by the time synod met again
in August 1865, the war was over. That year the committee was "happy to say
that Chapel Hill College ... is yet living" - but just barely.47 It was true that
"through the energy and noble zeal of her faculty" class sessions had been
continued on a regular basis; "yet the patronage has been small, not large
enough to require the services of the whole faculty during the dark days
through which we humbly trust, the Institution has now passed." The committee optimistically reported that the Endowment Fund !o;tilJ had $7,000 or
$8,000 doJlars in notes "which we believe will be paid." The building was
reported to be in a dilapidated condition, but necessary repairs were expected
to be made soon, so that the building could "again present its former beautiful appearance." The next year a report was received that friends in and
around Daingerfield had raised $1,000 "to repair the College buildings."4R
Many citizens of Texas were anxious to see life return to normal as quickly as possible, and the reopening of schools and colleges was considered significant progress toward that goal. One of the state's newspapers announced
with pleasure "that there are efforts on foot for the revival and restoration" of
Chapel Hill College. The trustees, President Beeson. and Professor S.M.
Ward were praised for their work on behalf of the college. The school was said
to be "progressing with a good degree of success." The editor noted that the
college "has ranked among the first theological schools of the State, and we
hope to see it speedily resume its former prosperity and usefulness." After
attending the 1867 examinations, one pre-war graduate reported that he had
met, during the exercises, "many friends of this educational interest, planted
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some fifteen years since by our Church in this far~off West, who speak freely
and hopefully of the prospects of this institution of leaming."49
By 1867, discussions were underway among the Cumberland Presbyterian Synods in Texas about the need to concentrate educational efforts on
one college or university, to be centraHy located and to be generously supported by all the synods. These discussions eventually led to the establishment
of Trinity University in Tehuacana, Limestone County, in 1869. Trinity was
sponsored by the three Cumberland Presbyterian Synods - Brazos Synod,
Colorado Synod, and Texas Synod. Each voted to withdraw support from
schools they had previously sponsored, which led to Marshall Presbytery
assuming control once again of Chapel Hill College.
Meanwhile, in the summer of 1867, l.A. Ward reported on the examinations for the session just completed and sounded nostalgic, as if writing about
a school that had once existed but was no more. The examinations were
impressive. of course~ but even the examination of those "who solved with the
most precise accuracy the most intricate and abstruse problems in advanced
Mathematics" led him to comment: "It was pleasant, indeed, and we seemed
to live the past again." Then came "a list of fine composition!';, which, indeed,
would have given credit to more experienced and better developed minds" which he found "falling so tenderly upon the ear, that we were in the flowery
gardens of the past." After the closing concert "of the sweetest pieces of
music," Jed again by Mrs. Beeson, Ward figuratively walked down the halls
with the dispersing crowd. "Lost amid the scenes and prospects of other days,
he lives again."~o
After the war, Chapel Hill College suffered for some of the same reasons
that other small church colleges in the South did. A feeling of gloom prevailed, as J.A. Ward indicated, because of the students who would never
return, but there were other causes for pessimism as well. The pool of
prospective students for the higher classes was much smaller than it had been
before the war. Some of those fanner students who had fought in the war
probably had little inclination to return to the classroom even if they could
have afforded the tuition. Parents of younger students also had little money to
spare for tuition. Long-time friends of education. and of Chapel Hill College
in particular, had little spare cash for contributions. The future was not bright.
Texas Synod, as it became deeply involved with the other synods in planning the establishment of Trinity University, had little energy to expend on
Chapel Hill College. Synod minutes from 1867 on are filled with discussions
of where the new institution will be located and how it will be financed. In
1867, the Committee on Education reported that support for Chapel Hill "has
been astonishing ... for the times." Even so, the report implied that Chapel Hill
should be operated as an institution "preparatory to a school or schools of a
higher order." In November 1869, the Committee on Education of Texas
Synod reported that "your committee think [Chapel Hill] should be continued
as a Synodical School," but did not make a specific recommendation to that
effect. By the time of this synod meeting, W.E. Beeson had resigned from his
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duties at the Daingerfield Cumberland Presbyterian Church and had gone-or
was preparing to go-to Tehuacana to begin his duties as the first president of
Trinity University. Sometime in 1870, the responsibility for the support of
Chapel H1ll College was returned to Marshall Presbytery, and the Rev. W.M.
Allen became the head of the school. sl
Walker Montecure Allen was as extraordinary an educator as Beeson had
been. He was born in northern Alabama, orphaned at a young age, and reared
by his grandparents and various uncles. He moved from Alabama to Tennessee,
then briefly to Nacogdoches in 1834, when he was about fifteen years of age
before settling in Mississippi with relatives. Having had no time for school, he
could only read and write when he was sent back to Tennessee to live with
another uncle. There he became a Cumberland Presbyterian and began to study
with various ministers, although his formal schooling likely lasted a little less
than twelve months. He became a candidate for the ministry and followed the
course for ordination by studying on his own, becoming proficient in English
grammar and composition. Obviously a man of great intellectual capability,
Allen taught himself Greek, mathematics, philosophy, Hebrew, and literature.
After his ordination he ~erved pastorates in Mississippi, Texas, and Louisiana.
His lack of formal academic credentials was no handicap, as Allen publ1shed
many articles in denominational papers and several books. According to S.R.
Chadick, he was "a fine scholar, a trenchant writer, a gifted speaker, invincible
in logic and powerful in argument. ".\2
Although Allen was elected president of Chapel Hillin the summer of
1870, he did not arrive to begin his work until January 9, 1871. He resigned
in February 1872 to accept an appointment as superintendent of the public
free schools of Center, Shelby County, Texas, where he had previously served
as a pastor. Allen's brief tenure at Chapel Hill was likely due to "the pressure
and interference of the free-school laws of Texas, just then beginning to
become effective and almost threatening ruin to all such schools [as Chapel
Hill]." Allen was apparently the last person to operate a Cumberland
Presbyterian school in Daingerfield. The college building, according to local
legend, was used by the Daingerfield Cumberland Presbyterian Church until
about 1880, when it was dismantled and the bricks were sold. Thus ended this
experiment with higher education on the frontier of East Texas,.'3
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EAST TEXAS NEWS AND EVENTS
By Mark Barringer

The William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies in the Department
of History at Southern Methodist University in Dallas has several programs of
interest to East Texas historians. Research and travel grants to facilitate study
at the Center and SMU's DeGolyer Library ace available for periods of
between one and four weeks. The Center's collections include the papers of
Stanley Marcus, Horton Foote, and the 1. C. Penney Co. Applications for travel grants are available throughout the year.
In addition, the Center will award three Bill and Rita Clements Research
Fellowships to persons involved in humanities or social sciences research in
the American Southwest. Fellows will reside at SMU during the 2005-2006
academic year, receive a substantial stipend and publication subvention, and
have access to all of the Center's resources. For more infonnation about either
of these programs, contact the Clements Center at (2 14) 768-1233 or via
email at swcenter@smu.edu.
The East Texas Historical Association held its forty-third annual Fall
meeting in Nacogdoches on September 23, 24, and 25, 2004. Sessions began
on Thursday afternoon and continued through Saturday morning. Highlights
included L. Patrick Hughes' presentation of "The Great Depression and Texas
Music" and sessions on historic preservation and Spanish exploration in East
Texas. Outgoing ETHA President Gail K Beil spoke at the Friday banquet
about the humor to be found in his.tory, and University of North Texas history professor Randolph B. (Mike) Campbell delivered the Saturday luncheon
address. More than ]80 people attended the meeting, and we expect similar
successful events in the future.
The Hon. Charles (Charlie) Wilson, former U.S. congressman from
Texas' Second District, delivered the eighth annual Georgiana and Max Lale
Lecture at Stephen F. Austin State University on September 23, 2004, to an
eager audience of approximately 700. Wilson spoke of his role in the Afghan
resistance to Soviet occupation during the 1980s, his conviction that the
Afghan struggle played a definitive role in ending the Cold War, and his perspective on the current situation in Afghanistan.Congressman Wilson also
signed copies of Charlie Wilson \- War, the recent best-seller by George Crile.
Earlier on September 23, the East Texas Research Center, located in the
Ralph W. Steen Library at Stephen F. Austin State University, formally
opened the Charles Wilson Papers with a ceremony at the library. The collection consists of 413 boxes of Wilson's personal and political papers from
1960-1996. Researchers should find this collection a valuable tool for future
studies of East Texas politics. For more infonnation, visit the ETRC on the
web at: http://libweb.sfasu.edu/etrc/dcfaull.htm.
Longtime Panola College history professor Bill O'Neal received the Doris
and Bob Bowman Best of East Texas Award at the ETHA Awards Banquet on
Saturday, September 25, 2004. Bill's contributions, whether in teaching, publish-
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mg, or service, are without paralleL His most recent book, Sam Houston Slept
Here: Homes of the Chief Executives afTexas, was published by Eakin Press.
Several of the ETHA awards were shared by multiple winners this year.
Robert Glover and Jo Ann Stiles were named Fellows of the ETHA, an honor
reserved for only twenty-five living members at one time. James Conrad of
Texas A & M Commerce and Ben Procter, TCD Professor Emeritus, shared
the Ottis Lock Educator of the Year Award. Research grants, also funded by
the Ottis Lock Endowment, were presented to Pamela Lippold of Lamar
University and Richard Merrill of Stephen F. Austin State University. The C.
K. Chamberlain Award for best article published in the East Texas Historical
Journal during the previous year was presented to Robert Vogel for "Paul
Bouet Laffitte: A Borderlands Life," published in the issue for Spring 2003.
The Lock award for Outstanding Book in East Texas history went to Helen G.
Green for East Texas Daughter, published by TCU Press.
Meetings and conferences of note include the l09th annual Texas State
Historical Association gathering in Fort Worth, at the Radisson Plaza Hotel,
on March 3-5, 2005. This meeting of the venerable organization will be the
last under Ron Tyler's dynamic leadership, as he is returning to fun-time
teaching after this academic year. Program information, registration, and hotel
reservations are available at http://dev.tsha.utexas.eduJindex.html. Plan to
attend and congratulate Ron on nearly twenty years of a job well done.
The Texas Folklore Society will meet in El Paso on March 24-26, 2005.
For more information, contact the TFS at (936) 468~4407 or see the TFS website at http://texasfoIkloresociety.org.
The East Texas Historical Association will hold its Spring meeting in
Galveston on February 18 and 19, 2005. ETHA Past President Don Willett
organized a program that includes twenty sessions, including one focused on
writing Texas history textbooks with panelists Randolph B. Campbell, Cary
Wintz, Jesus F. de la Teja, and Gregg Cantrell. The Friday banquet will feature Edward Cotham talking about the Civil War struggle for Galveston, and
at Saturday's luncheon Ron Tyler will discuss runaway slaves in Texas during
the Civil War. For more infonnation, contact ETHA at (936) 468-2407 or visit
us on the web at http://www_easttexashistorical.or~.
Two ETHA members recently began full-time teaching assignments in
East Texas. Kenneth W. Howel1 accepted a position at Prairie View A & M
University and Dr. Gene Preuss joined the History Department at the
University of Houston, Downtown campus. Both are valued members of the
Association who regularly contribute their time and talents, and we are
pleased that both will remain close by for the foreseeable future.
Of special interest to those with Newton County connections is the new
website devoted to the history of Shankleville. Joan C. McBride, author
of fOUf books on Newton County history, developed the site and
encourages comments and contributions. Visit Shankleville Roots at
http://www.shanklevilleroots.O 12webpages.com to learn more.
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Dr. Jeffrey Owens of Tyler Junior College continues to be one of the most
successful recruiters of students for the ETHA. During the past year more
than ten of Dr. Owens' students have joined the Association, and students
comprised one of the fastest-growing categories of ETHA membership- Dr.
Owens has set an example that those of us who see young East Texans on a
daily basis would do well to follow. Thank him the next time you see him.
ETHA member Tommy Stringer reminds everyone that Navarro Junior
College houses The Pearce Civil War Collection, a valuable resource for
researchers. The collection includes more than 3,000 letters, diaries, journals,
photographs, and memorabilia from the Civil War era. For more information,
contact Tommy at Navarro College, 3200 West 71h Avenue, Corsicana, Texas,
75110.
For those members who have been gathering at the fredonia Inn in
Nacogdoches for longer than they can remember, a treat is in store. Freida
Kennedy Johnson of Nacogdoches has penned a brief history called The
Fredonia - Nacogdoches' Grande Hotel. Featuring photographs by Charles
W. Gound, this is a pleasurable account of the edifice once dubbed "The
Million Dollar Boarding House" by the Houston Chronicle. We will try to
have some copies available the next time we all visit in the lobby.
ETHA Fellow Bobby Johnson has written a play about the New London
school explosion titled "A Texas Tragedy." The author of two previous dramatic works, "East Texas Remembers" and "East Texas Remembers World
War II," Johnson's latest effort details the lives of those involved in one of the
greatest disasters ever to hit the state, The play is scheduled to run for two
weekends, April 1-2 and April 8-9, 2005, at the Lamp-Lite Theatre in
Nacogdoches. For more information, contact Bobby Johnson at (936) 4682224 or via email at bhjohnson@sfasu.edu.
The sixth volume in the Association's Ann and Lee Lawrence Series has
arrived. Steam in the Pines, by Jonathan Gerland, tells the story of the Texas
State Railroad between Palestine and Rusk. To order a copy, contact the East
Texas Historical Association at (936) 468-2407.
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BOOK NOTES
By Archie P. ,McDonald
This section contains reviews of recent publications by the editor.
Selected items are assigned to this column for various reasons, one of which
is that they have attracted the editor's attention. This is certainly the case with
Best Editorial Cartoons Of The Year, 2004 Edition, edited by Charles Brooks
(Pelican Publishing Company, P.O. Box 3110, Gretna, LA 70054, $14.95).
ETHJ began taking notice of Best Editorial annuals a good many years ago,
and a review of the lot makes for an excellent study of change in recent
American history. That is the case because each instaIJment is fined with
political cartoons/commentaries on what was "hot" during a given year.
Readers/viewers mayor may not find a single item on that subject in the next
edition. For example, cartoons on Florida's botched counting of votes in the
presidential race in 2000 goes unmentioned in 2004, but depictions of
President Bill Clinton's sexual indiscretion continued to appear four years
after the event and more than two years after he left office. Though the edition is labeled 2004, the cartoons all appeared in 2003. They are assembled
under these headings - Award Winning Cartoons, 1raqrrerrorism, The Bush
Administration. Pohtics, the Democrats, The Economy, The Media, Foreign
Affairs, Health/Environment, Military Affairs, Religion, Society, Space/Air
Travel, Sports, Education, Canada, and Other Issues. Most are poignant; all
are interesting, and viewing them at a single sitting gives one a good review
of the year.

The Character Factor: How We Judge America's Presidents, by James P.
Pfiffner (Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX
77843-4354, $40), concentrates on presidential lies, sexual misconduct, and
the record of keeping promises during the campaigns that preceded their elections. As one might expect, William Jefferson Blythe Clinton gets the most
column inches in all three categories - about twice the space devoted to
Richard Milhous Nixon, Lyndon Baines Johnson, or John Fitzgerald
Kennedy. These three are given approximately the same amount of coverage,
with little attention given to George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, and Dwight David Eisenhower. Conclusions: not all presidents lie and not all lies should be considered character flaws; now all presidents are adulterers - though apparently a good many were - and not all adultery is condemnable; and some presidents do keep most promises and try hard
to keep the rest but sometimes circumstances change, and not all promises
should be kept. In other words, presidential politics is partisan, and my good
guys come out pretty well by these standards but your bad guys are still bad
guys. Wonder when Bill Clinton will stop heing the scapegoat for everything
from hangnails to the Fall of Rome?
John C. Waugh has given us 20 Good Reasons To Study The Civil War
(McWhiney Foundation Press, McMurry University, McMurry Box 637,
Abilene, TX 79697-0637, $12.95), in this slender publication, and Jim Lehrer
confirms Waugh's authority on the subject in a brief foreword. And they are
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"Because it...Was Unique, Was a Watershed in American History, Was a War
of Firsts, Saved Republican Government, Killed Slavery, Originated New
Ways of Waging War, Revolutionized War on the Water, Teaches Us
Brotherhood, Showcases Undaunted Courage, Made Heroes, Created a New
Industrial America, Produced Men of Fabulous Fortunes, Was a War of
Political Oddities, Pioneered a New Journalism, Inspired Great Literature,
Tested Our Faith, Is Our own Direct Tie to the Past, Makes Us Remember, Is
Great Drama, and Speaks to Us Still." Each topic is accompanied by an
explanatory essay. This. is followed by a review of classical writings in Civil
War literature.
Random House Audio (1745 Broadway, New York, New York 10019)
sent us two compact disks that contain dramatizations for four short stories by
Louis L' Amour CBowdrie Passes Thorough," "Where Buzzards Fly,"
"McQueen Of The Tumbling K," and "West of the Tularosa"). Each story is
approximately one hour in length, and is a true dramatization, not a "reading,"
meaning that many actors are involved. For those with sufficient age, the
experience will kindle memories of old-time radio dramas. These "talking
books" also make the miles go by pleasantly on a long auto trip, or have other
uses for those who seek entertainment but cannot actually read the stories for
one reason or another. This is a stretch for the East Texas Historical Journal,
but at last Bowdrie is a Texas Ranger and McQueen was a Texan, so maybe
that is enough. Anyway, I wanted you to know about it.
My Kind of Heroes, by Elmer Kelton (State House Press, McMurry
University, McMurry Box 637, Abilene, TX 79697-0637, $14.95), is a new
Signature Edition of a collection of speeches originally published in 1995.
The tirst publication contained four essays; the present one features three of
those published previously and two more for good measure. The first, "My
Kind of Heroes," sets the mold for the volume: Kelton's heroes are the working men of the West, such as his grandfather and father, who ranched, cowboyed, and knew the land and the process from participation. "Myth v.
Reality" reprises a similar theme - that most westerners were workers, not
Hollywood stereotypes. "Oil Boom Days in West Texas" is a personalized
reflection, and stimulated my own memories of East Texas rigs and rowdies.
"The Truth of Fiction" shows us the roots of reality in the fiction we read and
the history we remember, and "Politically Correct or Historically Correct?"
reminds us to judge eras with their own standards, not ours - a classic historicist argument. I became a fan of Elmer Kelton later than sooner, mostly
because T had little reason to know much at all about West Texas. I am glad
Elmer is teaching me, One caveat: these five essays originated as speeches,
but to what groups? 1 can vouch for only one. "Politically Correct...." was
Elmer's luncheon address to the East Texas Historical Association in Tyler on
February 21, 1998, and it was Linda Cross who got him to do it.

Reading Glenn Dromgoole's A Small Town in Texas: Reflections on
Growing Up in the '50s and '60s (State House Press, McMurry University,

McMurry Box 637, Abilene, TX 79697-0637, $17.95) was pleasant for me
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since I spent much of that time in nearby Beaumont, Texas, which, though
larger, featured many of the same cultural aspects. I especially identified with
Dromgoole's essays on that segregated world, the Kennedy assassination,
fans (to combat hot weather), and family members. In fact, many of them read
much like my own radio commentaries over Red River Radio - so much so
that I have resolved to incorporate some of his topics and present them in the
light of my own experiences. This is a good and pleasant read - I recommend
it highly.
Sweetly Southern: Delicious Desserts from the Sons of Confederate
Veterans. edited by Lynda Moreau (Pelican Publishing Company, P.O. Box
3110, Gretna, LA 70054, $22.50) combines two interests of every member of
the Association - history and food; and not just food, but dessert! Following
preliminary units that provide a brief history of the SCV and an essay titled
"Why Join the Sons of Confederate Veterans?" the reader/reviewer gets over
200 pages of recipes for "Cakes and Cobblers," "Pies and Puddings," and
"Candies, Cookies, and Other Confections," plus an index. The entry on
"Dewberry Cobbler," presented on p. 98, is an example of the fare. Herein are
the ingredients, plus instructions on their combination and cooking, and we
learn that the recipe was submitted by Lionel Wallis, a member of Judah P.
Benjamin Camp #1984, and that Lionel is. the great-grandson of Capt. Thomas
Kelly Lillard, commander of Company A, 30th Texas Cavalry; there is also a
brief biographical sketch of Capt. Lillard. An index lists all recipes by subject in al phabetical order.
Grape Man of Texas, The Life ofT. V. Munson, by Sherrie S. McLeroy and
Roy E. Renfro, Jr. (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159,
$39.95), is the first complete biography of this internationally renowned horticulturist who developed over 300 varieties of grapes for the American South
and Southwest, and especially for his role in dealing with the phylJoxera epidemic that threatened vineyards throughout the world. Munson is the man, or
maybe that should be The Man, who saved the French wine industry, and he
did it in East Texas - by grafting vinifera to resistant native rootstocks, which
then gave the French industry a new start with similar stock when their own
vines became diseased. For this, Munson received the Chevalier de Merite
Agricole in the French Legion of Honor.
Postscripts In A Rearview Mirrow, by Bob St. John. (Eakin Press, P.O.
Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159, $22,95) is another collection of columns
written over the years by St. John for the Dallas Morning News. It is exactly
the kind of book I enjoy reading these days because the topics and direction
of these daily observations on life's condition call up so many memorieR. I
expect every major daily has someone like S1. John who receives what other
folks perceive as a dream assignment: to make comments of life's passing
parade. Lewis Grizzard, before he turned to funny humor and serious politics,
had such an assignment with the Atlanta Constitution - and about 400 other
newspapers through syndication. St. John was ever bit as good as Grizzard at
finding the "little" folks with large stories. I say, "was" because 51. John
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retired in 2000, though he continues to write for other venues.

Texas: A World in Itself, by George Sessions Perry (Pelican Publishing
Company, P.O. Box 3110, Gretna, LA 70054, $14.95), is a wonderful window
into what Texans thought of themselve~ and their horne state early in the
1940s. Much of Perry's observations reads like that venerable publication of
that era titled Texas Brags, hut the anecdotes and stories are so good they seem
fresh - and will be to the callow among us who encounter this good old stuff
for the first time. Perry is best known as a novelist, but his insider's observations of that old Texas arc in a class by themselves.This is a reprint, or course,
but it is faithful to the original, right down to politically incorrect references
to minorities and slightly risque references that make us long for an era when
everything was not so blamed explicit.
We call your attention to Michael J. Vaughn's Index to Personal,
Business. And Place Names Appearing in the Trinity Advocate, Published at
Palestine, Anderson Count}', Texas (22 April 1857-12 December JR60), (PO.
Box 2130, Flint, Texas, 75762-2130, $85, plus $5 postage, plus $5.74 sales
tax). The title tells its contents.
We are pleased to note the release of Fred McKenzie's Hickory Hill
(Avinger, Texas, U.S.A., Vol. II (Fred McKenzie's Bayou Books, 210 W
Austin St, Jefferson, TX 75657). Though the date of publication was 1999,
we received a copy only recently and want to note it for the record. Fred's first
volume appeared in 1988; he bills this part as "the rest of the story." Actually,
Fred conceived of the project as a whole, but realized the need to "chop it off'
in 1988 and publish as much as he had gathered of Avinger's economic eras,
institutions, transportation, and reminiscences. Volume II, says the author, primarily is about families and genealogy. It is amply illustrated with photos of
the peoples and places of Avinger.
C{)~vhoy Corner Conversations, featuring Red Steagall and edited by
Loretta Fulton (State House Press, McMurry University, McMurry Box 637,
Abilene, TX 79697-0637, $24.95) provides the yield of Steagall's conversations on his syndicated radio program with twenty-one persons - all but one
male - associated with the West, as in rodeo, horse competitions, and Western
movies. That one female is Reba McEntire. The guys arc actors Roy Rogers,
Ben Johnson, Rex Allen, Richard Farnsworth, Wilford Brimley, Dean Smith,
Dale Robertson, Barry Corbin, and Buck Taylor. Writer Elmer Kelton is
included as is CountrylWestern singer Roy Clark, rodeo champion Jim
Shoulders and such cowboyslhorse trainers/bootmakers, etc., as J.1. Gibson,
Jigs Mann, John Gaither. John Justin, Sam Waldstein, Bu~er Welch, Boots
O'Neil-and Texas Ranger Joaquin Jackson. This is. basically, a tribute to the
West of rodeos, movies, 1960s television, and our culture's never ending love
affair with cowboys.
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BOOK REVIEWS
East Texas Daughter, Helen G. Green (TCD Press~ P.O. Box 297050, Fort
Worth, IX 76129) 2003, Contents. Epilogue. Illus. P. 300. $26.50.
Hardcover.

Helen Green's autobiography recounts the author's struggles in growing
up the African American daughter of a poor East Texas family. Although her
family lacked the economic resources possible to provide Green with a university education, tenacity enabled Green to face racial discriminations prevalent in Texas and put herself through nursing school.
Green eventually graduated from Methodist Hospital School of Nursing
- the only black student in her class. Her struggles continued as some hospital administrators and patients treated her with little respect because of her
race. Nonetheless, Green made it a goal to fight discrimination, and she eventually earned positions at such facilities as Timberlawn Psychiatric Hospital,
the Dallas County Mental Health and Mental Retardation Community Center,
and other prestigious posts, Green's book certainly functions as a historical
resource, for she tells us of her thoughts and actions in details historians cannot simply reproduce by describing lnequitable racial sentiments in the South
in the I960s. Green's autobiography makes discrimination more personal.
With her account, readers gain insight into how engrained racial stigmas were
in her time. At one point in the book, the author describes an encounter in
which a patient naively explained her racially biased conception of black indi\iiduals. Green's experience is poignant, for the patient never realized that her
ideas assigned negative qualities to individuals based solely on skin color. As
Green states,"I found it amusing that this little lady had it all worked
out ... because this woman really believed what she said" (p. 205). Green's book
is recommended a.<;, a resource for any historical discussion on Southern race relations and experiences.
Sara Crowley
Texas Christian University

The Texas Indians, by David La Vere (Texas A&M University Press, 4354
TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2004. Contents. Notes. Biblio.
Maps. IIlus. Index. P. 293. $29.95. Hardcover.

David La Vere has researched and written a book that will become a classic. He updates the story of Indian Texans with an eye toward using the most
current primary research in the field, including his own. Also using secondary
material, he places Native Americans on center stage rather than having them
merely reacting to intruders, for they had a history of several thousand years
before non-Indian groups arrived, spreading disease and death in their wakes.
The last synthesis on the subject was William Newcomb, Jr.'s offering in
1962, one that relied heavily on secondary research and leaned toward the
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"Eurocentric" view of Native American history even though Newcomb was
an excellent scholar and a skilled and respected anthropologist.
This book should have a wide audience. It will be a valuable supplement
for any college course on Indians in the Americas and for any course on Texas
history. Since historians usc no jargon, this work can be understood not only
by college undergraduate and graduate students but also by high schoolers
who have reached the junior-senior stage in their education.
The author uses ten chapters to deliver his message. The first two highlight Texas Indian history before intruders arrived. Then comes an account of
the arrival of both the Spaniards and the Apaches. Another chapter covers the
great Caddo culture of eastern Texas. The Atakapa and Tonkawa receive
notice, even as they, too, were hard-pressed by the invading Apaches. Nations
from the north follow next in La Vere's train as he covers the history of the
Wichita, Comanche, and other groups. He describes the great wars between
the Comanche and Apache for dominance in western Texas, a struggle won by
the Comanche. La Vere discusses the history of the immigrant tribes from the
East: The Five Civihzed Tribes and the Alabama-Coushatta, a tribe that had
broken away from the Creeks. La Vere devotes space to practically all the
tribes that once called Texas home. He delves into the age of conquest when
white and black Americans subdued the Indians and eventually destroyed them.
La Vere's work is well researched and well organized. His writing is
clear, lively, and free of errors. There seems to be no flaws in his work; I have
one caveat, however. Essentially, La Vere ends his work when the nineteenth
century has come and gone. He has a chapter on the 1900s, but I would have
liked to have seen more coverage, perhaps dividing that last chapter into two
and giving more detail on Texas' modern Indian community. That said, we
still have a great book that will be studied, most probably, for at least the next
fifty years.
James M. Smallwood
Oklahoma State University, Emeritus

The La Salle Expedition on the Mississippi River: A Lost Manuscript ofNicolas
de La Salle. 1682. William C. Foster, editor, translated by Johanna S. Warren
(Texas State Historical Association, The University of Texas at Austin, I
University Station 00901, Austin, TX 78712-0332) 2003. Contents. IIlus.
Maps. Appendices. Biblio. Index. P. 176. $29.95. Hardcover.

With this volume, author-historian-attomey William C. Foster adds much
significant infonnation to the story of Rene-Robert Cavalier, SieuT de La
Salle. Using his investigative skills as a lawyer and his broad knowledge as a
historian, Foster meticulously traced the journey of La Salle down and back
up the Mississippi River in 1682 and presented an abundance of coronary evidence that heretofore has remained unknown.
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As Foster explains in his preface, Ron Tyler, director of the Texas State
Historical Association, called his attention in 1998 to a French manuscript of
unknown provenance entitled "La Salle M.S. 1682" in the holdings of the
Texa..'\ State Library in Austin. After much study, Foster concluded that the
document was a previously unknown manuscript copy of the lost original
manuscript of the Nicolas de La Sane diary account of the Rene - Robert
Cavalier, Sieur de La Salle's trip on the Mississippi River in 1682. Nicolas de
La Salle, not a known relative of the explorer, was the only diarist on the journey.
With the aid of expert translator Johanna S. Warren, Foster went to work
on the manuscript and came up with remarkable interpretive information
about a generally obscure period of American history. Besides the detailed
diary account of the expedition of discovery on the Mississippi River in t 682,
the book describes the Indian trade routes between northern outposts of New
Spain and Indian villages along the Mississippi River Valley. Over these
Indian trade routes moved Spanish goods, weapons, horses, and domesticated
fruits and vegetables to the Mississippian tribes in exchange for their products
and goods. A main route and branch routes traversed East Texas territory,
which eventually evolved into the caminos reales de los Tejas, a road system
of New Spain that is, in part, still used today and is in the process of being recognized as a national hi storic trail.
I highly recommend this superbly written and crafted publication for all
history buffs, history teachers, middle schoollibraries~ high school libraries,
public libraries, and university libraries in Texas and other states in the U.S.A.
Robert H. Thonhoff
Karnes City, Texas

ALmonte's Texas: Juan N. Almonte's 1834 Inspection, Secret Report & Role in
the 1836 Campaign, Jack Jackson, editor, translated by John Wheat
(Texas State Historical Association, The University of Texas at Austin, 1
University Station 00901, Austin, TX 78712-0332) 2003. Contents. Hlus.
Tables. Biblio. Index. P. 503. $39.95. Hardcover.

In 1834 the Mexican government sent Colonel Juan Nepomuceno
Almonte to Texas to make what turned out to be the final inspection tour of
the territory by a Mexican official before the revolution. Almonte spent nearly five months in Texas. He traveled southwest from the Louisiana border to
the Rio Grande by way of Nacogdoches, San Felipe de Austin, and San
Antonio. Upon his return to Mexico, Almonte issued a report, which was
eventually translated into English by Carlos E. Castaneda and published as the
"Statistical Report on Texas by Juan N. Almonte, t 835;' by the Southwestern
Historical Quarterly in 1925. A decade later, Helen Wjllits Harris completed
a dissertation on Almonte's public life, from which was taken an article on his
inspection tour in1834, which appeared in 1938.
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Historians neglected Almonte and his important inspection tour for more
than six decades until the publication of the excellent book under review here.
The expert team of editor Jack Jackson and translator John Wheat, who
together in 2000 published the diary of General Manuel de Mier y Teran's
inspection tour of Texas in 1828, recently uncovered in Mexico and at Yale
University manuscript copies of Almonte's Secret Report and its fifteen
attachments, which form the core of this book. In addition to the Secret
Report, however, Jackson has provided what amounts to a biography of
Almonte's early hfe, background, and commentary on the inspection tour, as
well as his journal of the Mexican military campaign in Texas in 1836, in
which Almonte served as Santa Anna's special adviser and interpreter.
Jackson also details Almonte's involvement in Mexican affairs through the
end of the war with the United States in 1848. Almonte filled important diplomatic, political, and military roles during this tragic and chaotic period of his
country's history.
In opposition to many Anglo Texan contemporaries, Jackson portrays the
conservative Almonte as an honest, honorable, and reasonable man, Jackson
persuasively demonstrates that Almonte stepped in to save Susanna Dickinson
and her daughter after the faB of the Alamo, and prevented his troops from firing on David G. Burnet and his family as they were fleeing across the Brazos
River in a rowboat. Although many Mexican historians see Almonte as a traitor for his support of the French occupation of their country in the 1860s,
Jackson demonstrates that he did so only in hope of providing his country
with a strong government to withstand the threat posed by the expansionist
nature of the United States. Following the reading of this excellent book, no
one can doubt the crucial role that Almonte - who was the illegitimate son of
the revolutionary priest, Jose Morelos - played in the affairs of Mexico and
Texas during the first half of the nineteenth century.

F. Todd Smith
University of North Texas

Presidio, Mission, and Pueblo: Spanish Architecture and Urbanism in the
United States, James Early (Southern Methodist University Press, P.O.

Box 750415, Dallas, TX 75275) 2004. Contents. B&W and Color Illus.
Notes. Glossary. Biblio. Index. P. 260. $49.95. Hardcover. $29.95.
Papercover.
Master mason (maestro de albaiiil) Antonio de Tello arrived at remote
Bexar on the San Antonio River about 1741, bringing with him the complex
knowledge of church design and construction. At the invitation of Franciscan
friars determined to upgm.de their frontier mission San Antonio de Valero
through substantial new buildings, de TelJo also brought the continuity of the
master/apprentice building system perfected centuries before by the
Egyptians, Greeks and Romans from his home in Zacatecas. His own master
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in Mexico's urban interior would have been impressed with young de Tello's
initial stonework for the new church at San Antonio de Valero. But in 1744,
with only foundation work completed, the friars and the combined mil1tary
and civilian government of Bexar banished the maestro back to
Mexico's interior.
The divinely inspired but worldly tempted de Tello, it seemed, involved
himself in a love triangle that resulted in the mysterious death of his friend and lover's husband - assigned to the garrison at Presidio de Bexar. His departure from the settlement at Bexar, later named San Antonio, halted work on
the church at the nearby mission, later named the Alamo.The Bexar Archives
housed at the University of Texas at Austin since 1899 hold the 1744 depositions explaining de Tello's departure. Yet few historians of what we now know
as the San Antonio Missions - including the Alamo - have used such human
stories to explain the mission buildings and why they took so long to build.
James Early, retired professor of English at Southern Methodist
University, refreshingly utilizes the de Tello drama (p. 99) in his latest work
to explain the Alamo's star-crossed beginnings. And he draws from other standard and neglected sources to reconstruct the intriguing era of Spanish domination across the present southern UnIted States from - in roughly chronological order - Florida to California.
Professor Early tccats all present U.S. states - in order: Florida, New
Mexico, Texas, Louisiana, Arizona, and California - with chapter-length
attention to Spanish explorers, colonizers, mission builders, and defenders.
His emphasis on event-causing people and not just events is a refreshing and
revealing approach to the hasics of Spanish colonization. The state-based
studies are framed with an opening chapter on Spanish settlement and construction in North America (ab, some recognition that the U.S.-Mexico border
is a much later fabrication), and a concluding chapter on the influence of
Hispanic culture on architecture in the U.S. after] 846.
The "Texas" chapter's opening at once condenses Spain's first 150 years
in present Texas to three pages, but also introduces the personalities who
financed, explored, and settled the region in a readahle text. The highly motivating conflict between Spain and France, played out around Louisiana and
along the Texas coast through the 1600s and 17005, inspired the Marques de
San Miguel de Aguayo, his money, and his position to establish Spanish communities in present Texas. These places left indelible marks in East Texas at
the site of La Salle's ill-fated settlement on Matagorda Bay and along the San
Antonio River where Franciscans named one of their missions to honor the
marques - San Jose y San Miguel.
Early describes this continental chess game with such ease that his narratlve should be substituted for the dull "dates and battles" porridge fed to Texas
public school students struggling to find significance in Texas history.
Early also presents a comprehensive collection of narrative, photographs,
building and town plans, and bibl10graphy on the Spanish architectural and
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community imprint in the United States. His work is thoughtful, scholarly,
and perhaps the best contextual work to date - in English - on this pertinent
subject. But the first glaring limitation is the political border between the
present United States and present Republic of Mexico. Early himself produced another work in 1994, The Colonial Architecture ofMexico (University
of New Mexico Press), and indeed introduces the present work "to extcnd the
range of my earlier book" (p. x). The two works, however, apparently stand
independently and Early offers few clues here to New Spain's undeniable continuity of trade routes, colonial ambitions, and further context to the origin of
maestros de albani! such as the Alamo's tragic Antonio de Tello.
As this reviewer has noted previously in this journal about works on historic places, the absence of maps and visitor information is at best mysterious
and at worst inexcusable in this day and time. No academic press after the mid
1990s should find itself ignorant of. or parsimonious in funding for, what its
own institution's colleagues in geography, planning, and economic development offer in computer-generated map production.With government-program
maps (e.g. U.S.G.S.) available instantly and without charge on the Internet,
and with the easily procured computer skills of geographic infonnation system (GIS) specialists, Presidio, Mission, and Pueblo could have easily and
inexpensively offered several contextual maps, as well as way-finding directions for heritage tourists.
In other words, if this were a purely academic work, the omission of
Mexico physically from its context and discussion should be embarrassing.
Conversely, if this were a travel book only for English-speaking U.S. citizens,
then maps, contact information, and public-access notes would be essentiaL
As it is, Professor Early's book is now one of the best and affordable sources
for casual students to learn how Spanish ambitions from Florida to California
managed both to follow rigid ideals and to produce world-class architecture
that survives the ages.
James Wright Steely
Phoenix, Arizona

Sacrificed at the Alamo: Tragedy and Triumph in the Texas Revolution,

Richard Bruce Winders (McWhiney Foundation Press, McMurry
University, Box 647 McMurry Sta, Abilene, TX 79697) 2004. Contents.
Maps. Illus. Appendices. Notes. Index. P. 167. $24.95. Hardcover.
The author's intention in this useful book is to explain not HOW Davy
Crockett died, but WHY. Winders docs this by establishing an historical context in which the loss of the entire Alamo garrison may be understood properly. Eschewing myths of willing sacrifice, he offers instead an integrated
political and military analysis of the famous battle and the war in which it
took place.
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"The Texas Revolution," says Winders (p. 15), "is best understood as an
episode that occurred within ... a larger ongoing Mexican civil war." The
reader, therefore, is given a brief review of the republ1can ideologies which
motivated both Mexicans and Anglo-Americans early in the nineteenth century, as well as a summary of the military doctrines which both sides utilized
to accomplish their goals.
A fateful convergence of political assumption - that Mexican Federalists
in the interior would be eager to assist the Texans - and military practice - in
the form of undisciplined volunteer citizen-soldiers - produced the stillborn
but nevertheless disastrous Matamoros Expedition, which derailed and almost
doomed the Texas Revolution. Those who dreamed of capturing Matamoros
drained the Alamo of both the men necessary to defend it and the carts and
horscs necessary to withdraw its formidable ordnance to the east.
The defenders of the Alamo thus [ought for symbol rather than substance;
had Santa Anna not stopped to destroy them, he could have penetrated the AngloTexan colonies even earlier than he did, with his foes utterly disorganized.
Winders' account of the siege and fall of the Alamo is detailed and compelling. However, the Alamo is remembered today because of Santa Anna's
subsequent loss at San Jacinto. Unfortunately, like the recent Disney "Alamo"
movie, this book's three-and-one-half-page treatment of the Texas
Revolution's final phase is both too short and riddled with errors.
James E. Crisp
North Carolina State University

Walker's Texas Division, C.S.A.: Greyhounds of the Trans-Mississippi,
Richard Lowe (Louisiana State University Press, P.O. Box 25053, Baton
Rouge, LA 70894-5053) 2004. Contents. Hlus. Appendix. Notes. Biblio.
Index. Maps. P. 339. $39.95. Hardcover.
This is a superb account of John G. Walker's Texas Division, known as
the Greyhound Division for the speed in which its infantry covered vast distances in the Confederate Trans-Mississippi. The only division in the Civil
War that drew an of its regiments (and one battalion) from a single state
throughout the war, it was also the largest body of Texans to fight in the war,
numbering between 11,500 and 12,000 men, recruited largely in East Texas,
when mustered in Confederate service in spring) 862.
Because of the large number of deaths and discharges due to illness and old
age, the division was reduced by one-third before it reached its first camps in
Arkansas. The division spent much of IR62 and 1863 fighting disease and
marching and countennarching through southern Arkansas and Louisiana.
Although some regiments took part in engagements with the enemy at
Milliken's Bend and Bayou Bourbeau in 1863, the entire division was not in
combat until the Battle of Mansfield in April 1864. There, and later at Plea~anL
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Hill and Jenkins' Ferry, the division distinguished itself a.., one of the finest
fighting units in Confederate service, although it paid a high price in casualties.
In recent years there have been numerous publications describing Civil
War regiments and brigades, but surprisingly little study of entire divisions.
Consisting usually of four regiments commanded by a general officer, the
division was the mainstay of anny organization in the major battles of the
Civil War. This work is a model of what such studies should be.

Walker's Texas Division, C.S.A., the first scholarly account of the division, represents the finest example of historical research and writing. Making
full use of manuscript and published sources, the author, Richard Lowe of the
University of North Texas, has written what will be the standard account of
Major General John G. Walker and the officers and men who served in the
division for many years. In so doing, Professor Lowe has established himself
as the premier chronicler and interpreter of the Civil War Arkansas and
Louisiana campaigns.
Walker's Texas Division, C.S.A. is a volume that all interested in the
Confederate and Texas struggle for independence will want to read and reread for its insightful analysis of military operations in the Trans-Mississippi.
Ralph A. Wooster
Lamar University

The Finishing Stroke: Texans in the 1864 Tennessee Campaign, John R.
Lundberg (McWhiney Foundation Press, Box 637 McMurry Station,
Abilene, TX 79697) 2002. Contents. Maps. III us. Appendices. Notes,
Biblio. Index. P. 175. $24.95. Hardcover. $16,95. Paperback.
Lone Star Confederate: A Gallant and Good Soldier of the Fifth Texas
Infantry, George Skoch and Mark W. Perkins, editors (Texas A&M
University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2003.
Contents. Maps. Notes. Biblio, Appendices. Index. P. ]63. $27.50.
Hardcover.
John Lundberg's The Finishing Stroke: Texans in the 1864 Tennessee
Campaign and George Skoch's and Mark Perkin's edited Lone Star
Confederate: A Gallant and Good Soldier of the F~fth Texas lnfantry provide
accounts of the service of Texans in both major theatres of action. The efforts
and sacrifices of soldiers detail the support that Texas provided the
Confederacy, which was out of proportion to its population.
Every McWhiney Press publication is dedicated to a strong narrative.
Lundberg's work, part of the Military History of Texas Series, tells the story
of Confederates in the Army of Tennessee. The Finishing Stroke reveals that
these Texans and their valor were equal to the better known efforts of those in
Hood's Texas Brigade. The narrative traces the ill-fated campaign of 1864
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and, ironically, the poor leadership of John Bell Hood, who was revered by
Texans. Lundberg makes a strong case that the Confederates in the West continued to fight despite poor leadership, short supplies, and a lack of support
from the central government. Unlike traditional accounts, he concludes that
the soldiers in the army failed to lose their enthusiasm for the war effort.
Robert C. Campbell's recollections from 1862-1865 also illustrate the
fervor Texans demonstrated for the war effort. Campbell recounts his service
in Hood's Texas Brigade in a fashion consistent with the Lost Cause school of
interpretation. The work demonstrates that war was muddy, weary, wet, long,
and far removed from Texas. Campbell found war not romantic. though he
valued his service to his country - especially the contributions made at
Second Manassas. Not surprisingly, he also revered both Robert E. Lee and
John Bell Hood not only as fine soldiers but also as role models for the entire
country. Campbell does not criticize the aggressive, even reckless, tactics of
either leader. Instead, he believed the sacrifices made were worthwhile. Most
interesting in his work, however, is his account of his time in a hospital and
on furlough. The work supports the already impressive amount of material on
Hood's Texas Brigade and is an excellent addition.
Texans contributed the highest percentage of its population to the cause
of independence of any Confederate state. Importantly, Texans served in areas
far removed from their home state, indicating their nationalistic nature. This
nationalism, however, was not shared by many other Confederate states that
opted for a more state-centered approach.
Dallas Cothrum
Dallas, Texas

Murder and Mayhem: The War of Reconstruction in Texas, James M.
Smallwood, Barry A. Crouch and Larry Peacock (Texas A&M University
Press, 4354 TAMU, CoJlege Station, TX 77843-4354) 2003. Contents.
IHus. Notes. P. 182. $24.95. Hardcover
While the title of this work suggests a statewide occurrence, the authors
have focused on a particular region of North East Texas, the four-comers area
joined by Collin, Grayson, Fannin, and Hunt counties. Here occurred one of
the bloodiest and prolonged post-Civil War feuds in what the authors refer to
as the War of Reconstruction. They contend that the war in the four comers
was but a microcosm of what happened throughout the South and in Texas in
particular.
The contestants in the guerrilla-type warfare were led by Lewis Peacock.
pro-Unionist and Republican, and Bob Lee, ex-Confederate and Democrat.
The fact that one of the authors of Murder and Mayhem is a direct descendent
of Lewis Peacock lends a bias to their work.
Historians of this "war" have tended to vilify the Peacock faction and glo-
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rify the Lee group. Through this well-researched book, the authors contend
that they have "set the record straight." Or, to quote from p. 134 " ... by reexamining the Reconstruction era and moving beyond myth and toward truth,
their (revisionisL~) work has not been accepted by those white Southerners
who think that the Civil War is still raging and that the South still has a chance
to win."
The authors readily admit that the South won the war of Reconstruction.
Further, the book asserts that it was the Ku Klux Klan and terrorists such as
the Bob Lee gang that were most responsible for the ultimate Democratic victory of the Redeemers in Texas.
Perhaps the war still does go on, as the descendants of the Lee·Peacock
War view the events of those times of ancestral participation. Who were the
good guys and the bad guys in that bloody era will never be identified definitively, but it appears that there were enough bad deeds to go around on both
sides.
This book is recommended for genealogists and anyone interested in the
history of North East Texas.
Bob Glover
Shiloh Ranch

The Royal Air Force in Texas: Training British Pilots in Terrell during World
War II, Tom Killebrew (University of North Texas Press, P.O. Box
311336, Denton, TX 76203-1336) 2003. Contents. Hlus. Appendices.
Biblio. Index. ~ 182. $16.95. Hardcover.

On June 22, 1940, the French surrendered to Germany and signed an
armistice in an historic railway car in Campiegne Forest. Soon after the
German Luftwaffe began bombing Brltish airfields and ports. From
September 7, 1940, through May II, 1941, the Germans blasted London
nightly.
Before the outbreak of World War II, the British Royal Air Force recognized the need to train their aircrcws outside of England in the event of a war.
Drawbacks to night training in Britain during wartime included the abysmal
English weather, the limited size of the country, and the possibility of enemy
attacks on their airlields.
With the aid of the United States Lend-Lease Act, the Royal Air Force
located its principal fIlght school at Terrell, Texas, a city located thirty miles
east of Dallas, Texas, in northern Kaufman County.
The first cadets came to North America aboard converted merchant ships.
Others traveled on a luxury liner taken over by the British after the fall of
France. Their first embarkation point was Halifax, Nova Scotia. From there
they traveled southwesterly to Toronto.
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Travel arrangements for the British cadet,; were crude. A hundred cadets
traveled by train from Halifax to Toronto and later to Moncton, New
Brunswick. No provisions had been made for food on the trip and the cadets
arrived sore, filthy, and hungry. Upon their arrival at Moncton they found that
the mess hall had closed. A wise RAF captain opened the kitchen and fed the
students.
Upon their arrival in Canada, the British cadets faced an unusual situation. To maintain the appearance of American neutrality they were issued
civilian clothing - a grey flannel suit and two pairs of pants. They also applied
for a visa in order to enter the United States.
The RAF supply system in Canada suffered some stupefaction. The first
cadre of cadets bound for Texas but unaware of their final destination,
received an initial issue of thick woolen socks, woolen underwear, a heavy
long-sleeve shirt and a small clothing allowance to cover additional items_
Cadets were advised to spend this allowance on a heavy overcoat. Most of
them followed this advice and arrived in Texas in the summer heat outfitted
with woolen underwear and an overcoat.
The first contingent arrived in Dallas, Texas, on June 2, 1941. They
arrived before an agreement with the city of Terrell had been completed,
before aircraft and equipment had arrived, and before the construction of their
facilities had begun.
When the English arrived in Terrell, they were surprised and pleased to
find much pro-British sentiment in North Texas. But another matter quickly
appeared: the total absence of aircraft, parachutes, equipment, supplies and
support facilities at their new school.
The British came with some concern about the quality of the flight school
but this was overcome when the U.S. flight staff proved not only experienced,
but eager to incorporate RAP training methods into their flight curriculum.
W. G. Tudor
Dallas, Texas

Photographs~ Tony Hillerman (Kent State
University Press, P.O. Box 5190, Kent, OH 44242-5190) 2004. B&W
Photos. P. 79. $25.00. Hardcover.

Kilroy Was There: A Gl's War in

How pleased I am that Doctor McDonald invited me to review this book
for the East Texas Historical Journal ... and not alone ,.. because along with
a larger brotherhood, author and Silver Star infantryman Tony Hillennan and
I busted a few caps during World War II in Europe.
The book is largely a running commentary by Hillerrnan wrapped around
a series of combat images recorded on camera film by Signal Corps photographer Frank Kessler, now deceased, and rescued by his brother, Leland J.
(Lee) Kessler.
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The virtue of this outsize book is the verisimilitude recorded by
Hi1Ierman, one who was "there," to capture the Kilroy password.
Quoting the author, the dust jacket declares that "No public relations here
... These were up-close snapshots of the dirty, damp and disheveled men in
the rifle companies and tank units." For one of the few times in memory, the
dust jacket does not overcook the contents.
The irony is that the book was published by an agency of the campus
notorious for a riot and subsequent fatal shooting of a number of its students
for which the Army got a black eye.
So accurate is Hillman'~ commentary that I even wiU forgive him the
grunt's belief born of being at the tip of the spear, that we artillerymen were
in the rear echelon of the fight.
As a self-serving disclaimer, lest I be thought a shill, I must acknowledge
that Hillennan and I have a background which I once described as six degrees
of separation.
I am from Shawnee, Oklahoma. He is originally from Sacred Heart, a
Citizen Pottawatomic mission which I recently visited, located in the southern reaches of a county given the name Pottawatomie, where I was born. He
attended a secondary tribal school of girls, while I attended puhlic schools in
Shawnee.
Both of us are University of Oklahoma graduates in journalism. We both
worked for small newspapers. And I acknowledge that we shared a platform
in 2002 at a Star- Telegram book and author luncheon at the Texas Motor
Speedway in Fort Worth after we each had published memoirs the year before.
That said, this is nevertheless a splendid piece of historical authorship for
which I will always be grateful to Doctor McDonald and a book which occupies an honored place on my shelves.
Max S. LaIe
Marshall and Fort Worth

Captain Harry Wheeler: Arizona Lawman, Bill O'Neal (Eakin Press, P.O.
Box 90159. Austin, TX 78709-0159) 2003. Contents. Illus. Notes. Biblio.
Index. P. 190. $21.95. Paperback.

Bill O'Neal presents a compelling story in Captain Harry Wheeler:
ArizolUl Lawman, which chronicles the life of Harry Cornwall Wheeler and
his impact on law enforcement on the fading American frontier late in the
nineteenth and early in the twentieth century. O'Neal states that his inspiration came from reading newspaper accounts of the Arizona Rangers and their
adventures in bringing law and order to that state. While researching these
articles, O'Neal repeatedly noted mention of Captain Wheeler's reputation as
ajust and honest man. O'Neal next established contact with the granddaugh-
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ter of Captain Wheeler, from whom he obtained excellent infonnation, including letters, diary entries, journals, and stories about the famed lawman.
In the first chapters, O'Neal presents the history of the Wheeler family
during the aftermath of the Civil War. From there he tells how Harry
Wheeler's father inspired his son to become a soldier in the United States
Anny and then to follow a career in law enforcement.
O'Neal writes about Wheeler's experiences as a young Arizona lawman
and how he became a Ranger. One of the points noted is Wheeler's particular
affinity for employing the Colt .45 "Peacemaker" as his weapon of choice,
instead of the double-action revolvers of the early twentieth century.

Captain Harry Wheeler: Arizona Lawman is an excellent work that presents a concise history of a family on the Arizona frontier and how they lived.
The book is filled with photographs, which help the stories "come alive" for
the reader. Anyone wishing to learn about law enforcement early in the twentieth century will find this book delightful.
Brandon H. McElroy
Nacogdoches, Texas

Minnie Fisher Cunningham: A Suffragist's Life in Politics, Judith N.
McArthur and Harold L. Smith (Oxford University Press, Inc., 198
Madison Ave, New York, NY 1(016) 2003. Contents. Notes. B&W
Photos. Index. P 266. $38.00. Hardcover.

As recipients of both the Texas State Historical Association's Carpenter
and the Texas Hlstorical Commission's Fehrenbach awards for best book published on Texas history in 2003, Judith McArthur and Harold Smith present
far more than just another biography about a progressive clubwoman turned
suffragette. Called "Minnie Fish" by both political enemies and admirers
a1ike~ Cunningham was a political insider, an organizer, and an agitator.She
helped bring public sewers, clean water, pure milk, hot school lunches,
women jurors, and credit and property rights for married women.
Unlike suffragettes who got the vote and lost their quest for extending
reforms, Cunningham continued the Progressive crusade until her death in the
1960s. Not a feminist, she opposed the Equal Rights Amendment yet supported "equal pay for equal work." Through the Democrat Party, Cunningham
fought the conservative power structure of Texas that exploited race and gender issues, whether the Ku Klux Klan in the 19205 and J930s or "Christian
Americans," as they labeled themselves in the 1940s. They called her a communist in the 1950s when she helped found the Texas Observer as a critic of
"Texas fascists" (p. 169), as Cunningham labeled those who sought to roll
back Progressive regulation and New Deal reforms. The daughter of slaveholders seems an unlikely candidate for a lifetime of reform politics, yct the
authors of several books on the Progressive movement and suffragists deftly
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weave the story of Cunningham's personal life of caring for her family and
her private and public fight for social justice.
Linda S. Hudson
East Texas Baptist University

Bonnie and Clyde: A Twenty-First-Century Update, James R. Knight with
Jonathan Davis (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159)
2003. Contents. B&W Photos. Appendices. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 230.
$29.95. Paperback.
If there is one word that describes this book by Jim Knight with Jonathan
Davis, it would be balance. For those looking for answers to the many historical ublack holes" of the short-lived gang, this piece is the latest that provides information and rare photos to explain the story. It is also balanced by
content, the elimination of the same dry urban legends exploded after the
1967 "Bonnie and Clyde" movie.

This narrative flows smoothly, but does not assume that means a lack of
depth. Knight is almost too specific on points to make sure the reader understands completely the situation with limited room for speculation. The use of
new infonnation instead of the same rehashed material, the input of oral history by Clyde Barrow's sister, a look at Bonnie Parker's personality metamorphosis, and rarely used photos make this a wonderful read.
Perhaps the strongest attribute to the work is its good endnotes. The writers go out of their way to provide proof as back-up that the story of the Barrow
gang was a complex weave of events gone wrong rather than a mindless rampage.
Knight and Davis, two well-regarded experts on Bonnie and Clyde, break
new ground here. The dessert of an epilogue that explains what happens to the
major players after the ambush of a couple hell-bent for disaster makes the
work even better as a guide to those who want to know the aftermath. Enjoy
the lives of a "cigar smoking moll" who wasn't, a young man turned a "rattlesnake," and the lawmen who knew they had to kill them. Enjoy Bonnie and
Clyde: A Twenty-First-Century Update.
Patrick McConal
Bryan, Texas
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Camp Kened)~ Texas: World War I Training Camp; Depression-Era cec
Camp; World War II Alien Detention Camp, German POW Camp, and
Japanese POW Camp, Robert H. Thonhoff (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159,
Austin, TX 78709-0159) 2003. Contents. TIIus. Appendices. Notes.
Biblio. Index. P. 297. $39.95. Hardcover.
Robert H. Thonhoff, author of four books on Spanish colonial Texas,
presents a traditional history of Camp Kenedy, Texas, which was located sixty
miles southeast of San Antonio. Thonhoff examines the transformation of the
camp and the "local. state, national, and international significance" (p. vii) of
the camp from its origins as a training camp in World War I to a depressionera CCC camp, and then as an Alien Detention camp, German POW camp,
and Japanese POW camp during World War II.
This well-organized work does an excellent job in presenting the information clearly and serves as a good example of the home front in Texas during these times and events. The author provides a balanced approach to understanding the camp by examining its history from the perspectives of every
group the camp affected. He gives personal accounts of the men and women
who worked at the camp, the prisoners from the nations the U.S. fought in
WWII, and the local citizens.
Included with the personal stories are numerous photographs of the camp
throughout its history and drawings made by the German POWs. The only
significant weakness of the book is the author's quotation of many whole documents in the text. In almost every chapter, Thonhoff quotes consecutively
three to four documents with little interpretation in between. The use of these
sources in the book is good and strengthens the points he makes, but the text
would flow better if Thonhoff had incorporated only the most important sections of the sources.
Overall, this book demonstrates effectively the important role that Camp
Kenedy played from WWI to the end of WWII, and 1 recommend it to anyone
interested in the history of small towns in Texas.
Charles D. Grear
Fort Worth, Texas

Harder than Hardscrabble: Oral Recollections of the Fanning Life From the
Edge of the Texas Hill Country, Thad Sitton, editor (University of Texas
Press, P.O. Box 7819 Austin, TX 78713-7819) 2003. Contents. B&W
Photos. Biblio. Index. P. 297. $29.95. Hardcover. $19.95 Paperback.
This skillfully edited collection of oral histories immediately engages the
reader with first-person memories of rural Texas communities. The work is
based on interviews with fifty-two individuals recalling thirty lost communities displaced in 1942 by the wartime expansion of Fort Hood.
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Editor Thad Sitton seeks to get "out of the readers' way so they could make
direct contact with the primary sources" (p. 13). He is being modest. Much of
the book's usefulness comes from the thoughtful way this experienced historian moves behind the narratives through selection, categorization, and structure
to set the work's theses into motion. Each topical chapter begins with a brief
introduction and thereafter the interviewees are uninterrupted. Their recollections are organized - with a well-read eye - outward from the family and
"homeplace" to the household economy, the institutions of community (church,
school, visiting) to, finally, "modernization and takeover" (p.vii).
Sitton hopes to display the full repertoire of early twentieth-century rural
life. Eschewing nostalgia, he presents memories of neighborly mutuality and
family closeness alongside healthy doses of illness, death, loneliness, conflict
and violence, realities commonplace to twenty-first century readers.
Conversely, Sitton also wants to show contemporary readers how di fferent
rural life was then; in a world of "island communities" (p. 5), where travel
required the muscle of human, horse, or mule, "fifteen miles down the road
was like another land" (p. 3).

Harder Than Hardscrabble was written and edited for a popular audience; nevertheless, this work will prove beneficial to all readers, including
undergraduates, graduates, and working historians. Through the unforgettable
voices of the interviewees, Harder Than Hardscrabble manages to convey
both the universal humanity of its storytellers as well as prove Sitton's point
that "life in the countryside was stranger than we usually think" (p. 13).
Kyle Wilkison
Collin County Community College

Profiles in Power: Twentieth-Century Texans in WashillRfon - New Edition,
Kenneth E. Hendrickson, Jr., Michael L. Collins, and Patrick Cox, editors
(University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-78]9)
2004. 1993. Revised. Contents. Notes. Contributors. IHus. Jndex. P. 374.
$26.95. Paperback.
Transformation dominates the epoch of twentieth-century Texas as perhaps no other single theme. Whether torturously slow or breathtakingly rapid,
change - demographic, economic, political. and social - refashioned the state
in myriad ways. Throughout it all there was alleast one constant: from beginning to end, Texas wielded extraordinary political influence in Washington. D.
C. Utilizing the resources of the federal government, legendary figures such
as John Garner, Sam Rayburn. Jesse Jones, and Lyndon lohnson facilitated
the emergence of modem Texas while simultaneously shaping the pol icie~
and history of the entire nation.
This new edition of Profiles in Power provides readers insight into fourteen such individuals who "made major and sometimes colossal contributions
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to the development of the United States" (p. xi). Co-editor Michael Collins
readily admits in introductory comments that the list is far from exhaustive
and readers may well question the inclusion of some and the exclusion of others. Indeed, the selection of Barbara Jordan seems a stretch given the stated
criteria. This collection of character sketches nonetheless makes clear the
depth of political talent in the Lone Star State and the magnitude of their
impact.
Without question, the surest path to power for Texans of the twentieth
century lay in the slow climb up the congressional seniority ladder. The nine
examples offered here, ranging from Morris Sheppard to Henry B. Gonzales,
averaged nearly thirty-three years on Capitol Hill. Such longevity produced
an impressive string of committee chairs, three House speakers, and arguably
the most powerful majority leader in Senate history. Appointive office conferred clout upon others. Jesse Jones as head of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation and secretary of commerce helped steer the country through
depression and war while George Bush parlayed a string of appointive positions into a successful presidential bid. An anomaly, Colonel Edward House
never held an official position in government. As President Woodrow
Wilson's informal advisor, he nonetheless helped formulate New Freedom
legislation and influenced foreign policy during and immediately following
World War I. Irrespective of the route taken or the position occupied, these
were figures of immense power who played pivotal roles in the history of both
state and nation.
The editors are to be congratulated for bringing forth not just a new but
an expanded and improved edition of an existing work. Revision of the chapter on Gamer makes clearer his pivotal contributions to the creation of the
modern vice presidency while Patrick Cox's recent scholarship updates coverage of Ralph W. Yarborough. Julie Pycior's piece on Henry B. Gonzales is
a welcome addition a, are new photographs from the Center for American
History. Designed as a supplemental reader for collegiate-level courses in his~
tory and government, Profiles in Power provides readers, whether students or
newcomers to Texas, an excellent introduction to an important slice of our
rich political heritage.

L. Patrick Hughes
Austin Community College

Rock Beneath the Sand: Country Churches in Texas, Lois E. Myers & Rebecca
Sharpless, Photographs, Charles G. Baker (Texas A&M University Press,
4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2003. Contents. Notes.
Biblio. Index. B&W Photos. P.197. $35. Hardcover.

In the fifth book in the Sam Rayburn series of rural life, Myers and Sharpless
have documented the history and place of open-country churches in East Texas
from the mid-1800s to the present day. What initially appears to be a topic of
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rather limited appeal soon develops into an intriguing account of the determination of ethnic groups to maintain a cohesive and distinct regional presence.
Through the church, communities of Mexicans, Czechs, Gennan, and
Norwegian emigrants promoted particular language and culture, in addition to
providing members with a spiritual and social base. Of particular interest is
the description of African American churches, many of which were fanned
immediately after emancipation. These places of worship offered a relatively
safe haven for freedom of expression and provided an opportunity for African
American men to develop leadership roles.
Generations belonging to a cotton-crop culture were baptized in the
church or buried in the grave-yard, but as technology increased and small
family farms were gobbled up into large commercial operations, a sense of
ownership of place was lost and many of the churches began to lose their central position of importance in the community.
The text is based on a variety of sources, including church records, oral
histories and memoirs. The information is presented in an entertaining, and at
times, whimsical manner, and the inclusion of over sixty black-and-white
photographs capture the decay and prosperity of Lhese country churches.
Claire Phelan
Fort Wonh, Texas

Moyers on America: A Journalist and His Times, Bill Moyers (The New
Press, 38 Green Street, 4 th Floor, New York, NY 1(013) P. 204. $24.95.
Hardcover.
In this slim volume, a man Walter Cronkite called an icon of the profession ftres both barrels at the twin ills of influence purchase of politics by the
highest bidder and what he sees as the dangerous control of the media by corporate conglomeration. Neither does anything, Moyers insists, for the pursuit
of democracy as outlined by the U.S. Constitution. Although the book was
written for a national audience, most of the essays are full of references of his
East Texas memories and mentors.
Bill Moyers who spent nearly a decade in the inner circle of Washington
politics and most of four decades reporting on it, has gathered a number of
recent speeches and commentaries into essays on the current condition of the
media, the government, and the larger world. Sprinkled throughout are
Marshall memories and experiences that still have an impact on Moyers.

One of Moyers' greatest concerns is for the current condition of the
media, particularly the major television networks, now owned by conglomerates that also control a Hollywood studio - ABC by Time Warner which also
owns Disney; CBS by Viacom; NBC by General Electric, which also controls
Paxton Communications; and Fox by Rupert Murdoch, who also owns 20th
Century Fox.
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"What difference does it make?" Moyers asks his readers. '<For one thing,
those conglomerates are interested in profits, not journalism. It is more profitable to cover celebrity lifestyles, murder and mayhem, natural disasters,
plane crashes and crime stories than to investigate who is polluting a river,
who is getting away with tax breaks, what's happening to education.... Local
news is dominated by crime and violence, triviality and celebrity and... in
order to feed the bottom line of the media giants that own them, devote more
airtime to commercials than to news."
From his New York office Moyers could see the destruction of the Twin
Towers on September 11, 2001. His son-in-law, who worked nearby, saw people leaping from windows to avoid the flames. So Moyers was particularly
proud, he said, of the coming-together of the nation after the disaster where
the heroes of the hour were the public servants. In an essay called "Which
America Will We Be Now?" he writes, Congress failed to respond in kind.
Instead, in the weeks after the horrible disaster it restored the three-martini
lunch, cut capital gains for the wealthy, and "slipped a special tax break for
poor General Electric."

"Our business and political elites owe us better than this. To hide behind
the flag while ripping off the country in crisis fatally separates them from the
common course of American life,"
An essay on fellow Texan Lyndon Johnson, "thirteen of the most interesting and difficult men I ever met," whets the appetite of the political junkie
for Moyers' promised book on his one-time boss. When Moyers announced
he would retire from the daily grind of network television following the
November elections. he said one of his goals wa.\i to write about the Johnson
years. Moyers is the only prominent member of the Johnson Administration
who has not written a book about LBJ's political career.
Moyers touched on Johnson's support for the civil rights of African
Americans. Queried by a reporter as to why Johnson, who had never showed
much enthusiasm for the protection of civil rights as a congressman or senator, was vigorously pushing passage of the Civil Rights Bill of 1964, Johnson
paused for a moment, Moyers said, then replied: "Most of us don't have a second chance to correct the mistakes of our youth. I do and I am."
The essay, first delivered as a speech in 1986, also examines Johnson's
domestic policies. A product of the Great Depression and World War II, he
remembered homeless men wandering the countryside for food and work.
Government was now part of an intricately intertwined economy and a pluralistic society. Somehow it had to all work together for the benefit of everybody, Johnson thought, and he believed his Great Society was the way it could
be done.
As he often does, Moyers takes a profound experience in his personal life
and expands it into a broadcast story or public speech. So he does in the final
essay of Moyers on America, one he calls simply "Aging." The personal experience was his mother's death in 1999, three years after suffering a stroke.
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"Simply put, I did not know how to help my mother as she was dying."
Filling in that lack of knowledge led not only to this essay but also to his
multi-part series on death and dying, "On Our Own Terms."

Gail K Beil
Marshall, Texas

The Texas Post Office Murals: Artfor the People, Philip Parisi (Texas A & M
University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2004.
Contents. Map. Color. Murals. B&W Photos. Notes. Biblio. Index. P.
181. $50. Hardcover.
Federal support of the arts proved one of the more controversial aspects of
Fr.mklin Roosevelt's response to the Great Depression. In particular, conserva-

tives such as Congressman Martin Dies of Orange savaged the Works Progress
Administration's Federal One program for its purported radicalism and propaganda efforts on behalf of the New Deal. Whether because of the more mainstream values it espoused or its less partisan operation within the Treasury
Department, the Public Works of Arts Project (PWAP) ruffled few feathers during its decade of existence. The murals it commissioned for newly constructed
post office facil1ties across the nation provided desperately needed work for
artists such as Tom Lea., Howard Cook, and Jeny Bywaters while simultaneously bringing art out of museums to the general public. Seven decades later,
the paintings, the majority of which remain on public display, provide a fascinating glimpse into the depression era and how people reacted to hard times.
Potential purchasers of Philip Parisi's The Texas Post Office Murals
should not mistake it as simply a book for the coffee table, a collection of pretty pictures and little else. While the color photography of the almost seventy
Texas murals is exquisite and exceptionally wen presented, Parisi provides far
more. Systematic examination of PWAP records in the National Archives
enables the author to relate the artists' intentions, their use of symbolism, the
cost of their pieces, as well as the reactions of the people for whom their art
was intended. Of critical import to students of the Depression experience in
Texas, Parisi makes clear throughout the volume the messages the govern~
ment wished the murals to convey. Historical themes "fulfilled the psychological need for stability and continuity" in an age when everything seemed
to have gone wrong" (p. 8). Images of Texans at work cultivating fields, herding cattle, processing timber, and drilling for oil were meant to assure citizens
that the state's economic potential was limitless, guaranteeing a bright future
once the aberration of depression passed.
The Texas Post Office Murals is a handsome piece of work from both
artistic and historical perspectives. While not inexpensive, readers will find it
a bargain at the purchase price and a valuable addition to their libraries.
L. Patrick Hughes
Austin Community College
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Vocabulario Vaquero/Cowboy Talk: A Dictionary of Spanish Terms from the
American West, Robert N. Smead (University of Oklahoma Press, 4100
28th Ave NW, Nonnan, OK 73069) 2004. Contents. Symbols. Dictionary.
p. 197. $29.95. Hardcover.
No dictionary ha~ every word any person would ever want to find; hence,
the need for specialized dictionaries, such as encyclopedic, historical, and
special-vocabulary dictionaries. Vocabulario Vaquero combines a couple of
these types to offer a handy resource for anyone interested in the American
West. Many specialized dictionaries feature only selected word listings and
brief or comparative definitions, omitting pronunciation keys, etymologies, or
other useful tools found in "standard" dictionaries. These types of supplements, however, make Smead's work perhaps the most thorough reference for
anyone interested in Spanish terms related to ranching and cowboys.
Richard W. Slatta's Foreword is particularly beneficial in that it contains
a fairly comprehensive history of scholarship on ranching and the cultural history of the American West, thereby providing a good working bibliography on
the topic. He explains why the Spanish influence in such studies previously
has been ignored, due to racism, the lack of official records during the early
ranching era, and the fact that many Latin American cowhands were illiterate.
Slatta justifies the value of Smead's work, especially because it provides the
"linguistic evidence" that proves "the significance and primacy of Spanish
origins of the western range cattle industry ... " (xvii).
Smead describes his method of selecting words in his Introduction. He
gives an overview of linguistic borrowings, with a brief explanation of
Saussure's theory of linguistic signs, discusses the dictionary's contents, and
includes a chart that describes phonetic symbols, a list of sources and their
abbreviations, and a detailed sample entry. Some readers will never use any
of this information, but it is nice to have, and Smead cites these features' significance and explains them clearly.
Smead clarifies the scope of his work in the Introduction, stating that he
includes only cowboy and ranch terms that come from Spanish, although
some words have filtered through Spanish from other languages. He includes
many uncommon words: while remuda may be familiar to most people, cavvy
probably is not. The print is clear, and Ronald Kirs illustrations are excellent.
Overall, this dictionary is limited but focused, and it is an essential resource
for anyone who reads extensively about the American West.
Ken Untiedt

Texas Folklore Society
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James J. Cozine, Jr.

Saving the Big Thicket
From Exploration to Pre.wmJation, 1685-2003
This is a classic history of the Big Thid.l'r of East Texas and a play-by-play narr.J.tive
of the prolonged fight tu cSlablish the Big Thicket Preserve. It is a dearly wri[[en
case slUdy of the conflict bctwcen economic:s (r.J.ilroads, developers, and rimbn
companies) and preservation (en\"ironmt"ntalisl.'i. scicntlsts, and courisb),
presenting t'i1ch side with objecti~ity ;Inn fairness.

(5BK 1-57111·175-0 cloth S34.95. 272 pp.,.'5 maps.
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Geraldine Ellis Watson

RRflections on the iVeches
A l"ratumli.\l \- Odyssey along the Rig Thiclut s Sno'U' River
A Slx(\,-three-vear-old ....oman builds a backwater hoat and lUU(llC\lS do.....n the
Nech~s Rivcr'in East Texas, tdling buth the story of her Tiv~r fluat 'nip and the
natllral history and folklore ofthe rt'gion. l'rufuscl~ illustrated with maps, drawings,
and photographs, it will appeal to all intt're~ted in the Big Thick!'l region and
those indulging a feeling ofwanderlllSI-anrllloaL Lrips--down the river. -'should
become an l'm;ronmenLaI c1assic."-Thad Sitlon
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Paul N. Spellman

CaptainJohn H. Rogers, Texas Ranger
This is tht' first full-lenKth biography of one of the "Four Captains· (If the Texas
Rangers ilfOlInd the Lum of the cenlll':'.John RUlI;ers was a lawman and a lIIan of
God, wom to llSf' his Bible as often as his six-gun, both with dramatk etlfoct. He
partiCipated In some ofrhl' mmt dl~lnatic and signifirant events dunng the clming
, year~ of tbe frontier Battillion: the Bm",n County fenct' cllttinl{ ",aI'S; the East
Texas Connt'r right; the El Paso/I.angtry l'riLefight; the riol.~ during the Laredo
Qua,J,ndnt'; and the hunts for Hill Loftis amI Gregorio Cort~" Rogers was rhe
lawman "ho captured Cortez to c10~t' 01lt one of the most infamous <:hascs in
Texas hi ,lOry.
ISB l' J-."J j 411·159-4 cloth $29.95 • 2~il pp., 1~ phu tos
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A Histary oflVavigation on

Cypress Bayou and the Lakes
Bagur examint'.s ...-ater tr<lllsport<ltion ilnd rhe natural and socioeconomic ta<:turs
that affected it in northw~~t Louisiana, East Texas. and the Red Ri\'cr, Enterprising
.~tt'amh()atcaptainstraveled ea.5ron the CYl-lrcssBayuu and Iht' Lake!> to Shreveport.
dt'vl'lopinl{ a >y~tcm of porrs and landings such as Jefferson, Texas, tu expand
commerce. "1 strongly recommt'nd tillS book for uni\'ersity and collcgc librari,'s
and for seriou!> students of Tt'xas history or sleamboat navigation.'"-Max I.oge~,
RnJin.' oj Ji-x,I.!> Brmk.<
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